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Power Supply Project
PERFECT PITCH
Guitar Tuner Project
DIY PCB EQUIPMENT
UV/Light Box & Etching Tank
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PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. * PROMPT DELIVERIES * FRIENDLY SERVICE
LARGE S.A.E., 30p STAMPED FOR CURRENT LIST.

POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES-TURNTABLES-OWNERS LOUDSPEAKERS-19 NCH STEREO RACK AMPLFIERS

OMP POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES
OMP POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES

MP VARISPEED TURNTABLE CHASSIS.

Supplied ready built and tested.

Now enjoy a world-wide reputation for quality, reliability and

*

performance at a realistic price. Four models available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market, i.e., Industry,
Leisure, Instrumental and Hi-Fi etc. When comparing prices, NOTE all models include Toroidal power supply, Integral heat sink,

MANUAL ARM

DRIVEN DC MOTOR

Glass fibre P.G.B., and Drive circuits to power compatible Vu meter. Open and short circuit proof.

*

5060Hz

OMP100 Mk 11 BiPolar Öutput power 110 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 15Hz
30KHz -3dB, T.H.D. 0.01%, S.N.R. -118dB, Sens. for
Max. output 500mV at 10K, Size 355 x 115x65mm.
PRICE £33.99 + £3.00 P&P.

*

TEMPLATE.

-

II
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*
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STEEL CHASSIS

*
*
*

ELECTRONIC SPEED CON-

VARI PITCH CONTROL

TRANSIT SCREWS

HIGH TORQUE SERVO

12" DIE CAST PLATTER

*

NEON STROBE
CALIBRATED BAL WEIGHT
' CARTRIDGE FIXINGS
SHELL
CUE LEVER

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

NEW SERIES

*

TROL 33 & 45

MOS-FET MODULES

OPTIONAL MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES

390x305mm

-

OMP/MF200 MosFet Output power 200 watts R.M.S.
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz
100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50V/uS,
T.H.D. Typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity500mV, S.N.R.
-130dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.
PRICE £62.99 + £3.50 P&P.

*

*

REMOVABLE HEAD

*

POWER 220 240V

SUPPLIED WITH MOUNTING CUT-OUT

PRICE £59.99 + £3.50 P&P.

STANTON AL500
PRICE £16.99 + 50e P&P

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS,

OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts R.M.S.
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz
100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor, >300, Slew Rate 45V/uS,
T.H.D. Typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-125dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.
PRICE £39.99 + £3.00 P&P.

*

HIGH POWER, TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

GOLDRING G850
PRICE £6.99 + 500 P&P

THOUSANDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

-

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts R.M.S.
100KHz
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz
-3dB, Damping Factor >300, 'Slew Rate 60V/uS,
Input
T.H.D. Typical 0.0008%,
Sensitivity 500mV,
S.N.R. -130dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.
PRICE £79.99 + £4.50 P&P.

-

NOTE

-

INPUT SENS, 500mV BAND WIDTH 100KHz.
MOS-FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS, STANDARD
INPUT SENS, 775mV, BAND WIDTH 50KHz, ORDER STANDARD OR PEC
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATABLE)

-

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
THREE MODELS:- MXF200 (100w + 100w)
MXF400 (200W + 200W) MXF600 (300W + 300w)
All power ratings R.M.S. into 4 ohms.

FEATURES:* Independent power supplies with two Toroidal Transformers * Twin LED. Vu meters * Rotary
indended level controls * Illuminated on/off switch * XLR connectors * Standard 775mV inputs * Open and short
circuit proof * Latest Mos-Fets for stress free power delivery into virtually any load * High slew rate * Very low
distortion * Aluminium cases * MXF600 Fan Cooled with D.C. Loudspeaker and Thermal Protection.
USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.

SIZES:- MXF 200 W19"xH3Y" (2U)x D11'
MXF 400 W19"x H51/4" (3U)xD12"
MXF 600 W19"xH51/4" (3U)xD13"

Vu METER Compatible with our four amplifiers detailed above. A very accurate visual
display employing 11 L.E.D. diodes (7 green, 4 red) plus an additional on/off indicator.
Sophisticated logic control circuits for very fast rise and decay times. Tough moulded plastic
case, with tinted acrylic front. Size 84 x 27 x 45mm.

MXF200 £171.35
MXF400 £228.85
MXF600 £322.00

PRICES:

PRICE £8.50 + 50p P&P.

SECURICOR DELIVERY £12.00 EACH

LOUDSPEAKERS
LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE S.A.E. (30p

OMP LINNET LOUDSPEAKERS
THE VERY BEST IN QUALITY AND VALUE

ESPECIALLY TO SUIT
TODAY'S
NEED
FOR
COMMADE

STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

McKENZIE:- INSTRUMENTS,

PACTNESS WITH HIGH OUTPUT
SOUND LEVELS, FINISHED IN
HARDWEARING BLACK VYNIDE
WITH PROTECTIVE CORNERS,
GRILLE AND CARRYING HANDLE,
INCORPORATES 12" DRIVER PLUS
HIGH FREQ. HORN FOR FULL
FREQ. RANGE: 45Hz-20KHz BOTH
MODELS 8 OHM, SIZE H18" x W15"

P.A., DISCO, ETC.

ALL McKENZIE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDENCE
8" 100 WATT C8100GPM GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID., DISCO.

PRICE£28.59 + £2.00 P&P.
RES,FREQ, 80Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 14KHz, SENS, 99d3
10" 100 WATT C10100GP GUITAR, VOICE, ORGAN, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT MID.
PRICE£34.70 + £2.50 P&P.
RES,FREQ, 70Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 6KHz. SENS, 100dB.
10" 200 WATT C10200GP GUITAR, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID.
PRICE£47.48 + £2.50 P&P.
RES,FREQ,45Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 7KHz. SENS, 103dB.
12" 100 WATT C12100GP HIGH POWER GEN, PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, DISCO.
PRICE£36.66 + £3.50 P&P.
RES,FREQ,45Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 7KHz. SENS, 98dß.
12" 100 WATT C12100TC TWIN CONE) HIGH POWER WIDE RESPONSE, P.A., VOICE, DISCO.
PRICE £37.63 + £3.50 P&P.
RES,FREQ,45Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 14KHz. SENS, 100dB.
12" 200 WATT C122008 HIGH POWER BASS, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, P A.
PRICE £64.17 + £3.50 P&P.
RES,FREQ, 40Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 7KHz. SENS, 100dß.
12" 300 WATT C12300GP HIGH POWER BASS LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, ETC.
PRICE£85.79 + £3.50 P&P.
RES,FREQ,45Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 5KHz. SENS, 100dB
15" 100 WATT C15100BS BASS GUITAR, LOW FREQUENCY, P.A., DISCO.
PRICE £53.70+£4.00 P&P.
RES, FREQ, 40Hz. FREQ. RESP, TO5KHz. SENS, 98dB.
15" 200 WATT C15200BS VERY HIGH POWER BASS.
PRICE £73.26 + £4.00 P&P.
RES,FREQ, 40Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 4KHz. SENS, 99dß.
15" 250 WATT C15250BS VERY HIGH WOWER BASS.
PRICE £80.53 + £4.50 P&P.
RES,FREQ, 40Hz. FREQ. RESP, TO 4KHz. SENS, 99dB.
15" 400 WATT C15400BS VERY HIGH POWER, LOW FREQUENCY BASS.
PRICE£94.12 + £4.50 P&P.
RES,FREQ, 40Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 4KHz. SENS, 102dB.
18" 400 WATT C184048S EXTREMELY HIGH POWER, LOW FREQUENCY BASS.
PRICE £167.85 + £5.00 P&P.
RES,FREQ, 27Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 3KHz. SENS, 99dB.

EARBENDERS:- HI-FI, STUDIO, IN-CAR, ETC.
ALL EARBENDER UNITS 8 OHMS EXCEPT EB8-50 AND Eß10-50 DUAL 4 AND
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED FOAM SURROUND

8 OHM.

8" 50 WATT EB8-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 418 OHM BASS, HI-FI, IN -CAR.

RES, FREQ, 40Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 7KHz. SENS, 97dB.
PRICE £8.90
10" 50 WATT EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI-FI, IN -CAR.
RES,FREQ, 40HZ. FREQ, RESP, TO 5KHz. SENS, 99dB
PRICE £12.00
10" 100 WATT EB10-100 BASS, HI-FI, STUDIO.
RES,FREQ,35Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 3KHz. SENS, 96dB.
PRICE £27.50
12" 60 WATT EB12-60 BASS, HI-FI, STUDIO.
RES, FREQ, 28Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 3KHz. SENS, 92dB.
PRICE £21.00
12" 100 WATT EB12-100 BASS, STUDIO, HI-FI, EXCELLENT DISCO.
RES, FREE), 26Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 3KHz. SENS, 93dB.
PRICE £32.00
60 WATT EB5-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES,FREQ, 63Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 20KHz. SENS, 92dB '
PRICE £9.99
61/2" 60 WATT EB6.60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES,FREQ, 38Hz, FREQ, RESP, TO 20KHz. SENS, 94dB
PRICE £10.99
8" 60 WATT EB8.60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES, FREQ, 40Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 18KHz. SENS, 89dB
PRICE £12.99
10" 60 WATT EB10.60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
PRICE£16.49
RES, FREQ, 35Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 12KHz. SENS, 86dB

OMP 12-100 (100W 100dB) PRICE £159.99 PER PAIR
OMP 12-200 (200W 102dB) PRICE £209.99 PER PAIR
SECURICOR

DEL:-

£12.00 PER PAIR

TRANSMITTER HOBBY KITS

FM TRANSMITTER 80-10BMHz, VARICAP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL PER-

y

0.5AMP.

PRICE £14.49 + £1.00 P&P
FM MICRO TRANSMITTER (BUG) 100-108MHz VARICAP TUNED COMPLETE WITH

3 watt FM
Transmitter

H128x1N405H128xW76xDmm

25KW HI28YW76x D79mm

2.5K WATT £24.99 + 60p P&P

-

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS
MOTOROLA
Join the Piezo revolution. The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an improved transient
response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. Asa crossover is not required these units can
be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts (more if 2 put in series). FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS
SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

TYPEJ
qTYPE'B
,

TYPE C

TYPE

E

TYPE

D'

TYPE 'A' (KSN2036A) 3" round with protective wire
mesh, ideal for bookshelf and medium sized Hi-fi
speakers. Price £4.90 each + 50p P&P.
TYPE 'B' (KSN1005a) 31/4" super horn. For general
purpose speakers, disco and P.A. systems etc. Price
£5.00 each + 50p P&P.
TYPE 'C' (KSN6016A) 2"x5" wide dispersion horn. For
quality Hi-fi systems and quality discos etc. Price £6.99
each + 50p P&P.
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2"x6" wide dispersion horn.
Upper frequency response retained extending down to
mid range (2KHz). Suitable for high quality Hi-fi systems
and quality discos. Price £9.99 each + 50p P&P.
TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) 3%" horn tweeter with attractive
silver finish trim. Suitable for Hi-fi monitor systems etc.
Price £5.99 each + 50p P&P.
LEVEL CONTROL Combines on a recessed mounting
plate, level control and cabinet input jack socket.
85x85mm. Price £3.99 + 50p P&P.

STEREO DISCO MIXER
STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 5 band L & R
graphic equalisers and twin 10 segment L.E.D.
Vu Meters. Many outstanding features 5 Inputs
with individual faders providing a useful combination of the following:
3 Turntables (Mag). 3 Mics. 4 Line including CD
plus Mic with talk over switch Headphone Monitor. Pan Pot L. & R. Master Output controls.
Output 775mV. Size 360 x 280 x 90mm. Supply
220-240v.
Price £134.99 -- £4.00 P&P

B. K. ELECTRONICS

VERY SENS FET MIC, RANGE 100-300m, SIZE 56 x 46mm. SUPPLY 9V BATT, PRICE
£8.82 + £1.00 P&P

PER ORDER £1.00 MINIMUM. OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME FROM
SCHOOLS. COLLEGES. GOVT. BODIES. ETC. PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER.
VISA ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST. PHONE OR FAX.
POSTAL CHARGES

02

1KW

PRICES:- 1K WATT £15.99

-

PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS
COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS

FORMANCE, RANGE UP TO 3 MILES, SIZE 38 x 123mm, SUPPLY 12V

FULLY SUPPRESSED
TO BS 800

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS -MOTOROLA

+ £1.50 P&P.

+ £2.00 P&P.

FULL 65mm SLIDE
TRAVEL
* NEON
MONITOR/INDICATOR
* FLASH OVERRIDE
BUTTON
* HIGH 8 LOW LEVEL
PRESETS

*

+ £3.50 P&P.

+ £1.50 P&P.

*

e

SIZES:-

+ £3.00 P&P.

+ £1.50 P&P.

:

CHOICE OF TWO MODELS

+ £2.50 P&P.

51/4"

CONTROLS LOADS UP TO fKW 8 2.5KW,
SUITABLE FOR RESISTIVE AND INDUCTIVE LOADS BLACK ANODISED CASE,
READILY FLUSH MOUNTED THROUGH
PANEL/CABINET CUT-OUTS, ADVANCED
FEATURES INCLUDE:-

POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET

+ £2.00 P&P.

+ £3.50 P&P.

OMP SLIDE DIMMER
1K WATT & 2.5K WATT

x D12".

FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND

34

.

r

VISA

Dept ET

UNIT 5, COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX. SS2 6TR
TEL: 0702-527572 FAX: 0702-420243

IS MOVING!

EET, TO:
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

We're off! We've packed the ETf suitcases and departed
the hallowed halls of Golden Square for the wide open
spaces of Hemel Hempstead.
Here we are joined by theETi PCB Service, our
photocopy service and ASP Readers' Services all
under the same roof with a single number to contact
us all.

-

ARGUS HOUSE,
BOUNDARY WAY,
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
HP2 7ST

(0442) 66551
Fax: (0442) 66998
Telex: 827797
Classified Tele -sales: (0442) 66650
ARGUS SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONS,
ARGUS BOOKS & ARGUS SPECIALIST EXHIBITIONS

on
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SYSTEMS

ADD-ONS

on

APC COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS 01-801 1838 APC COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS 01-801 1838

386cpu 20MHz
(APC SYSTEM SY-315)
HIGH PERFORMANCE
LOW PRICE

20Mb HARD DISK
16/20Mb MAIN BOARD
4Mb MEMORY
1.2Mb FLOPPY DRIVE
102 KEY KEYBOARD
14" MONITOR

£1842

AT-286cpu

XT-8088

(APC SYSTEM SY-225)
SPECIFICATION:
6/12MHz
102 KEY KEYBOARD
20Mb HARD DISK
1.2Mb FLOPPY
2Mb MEMORY
12" MONITOR

(APC SYSTEM SY-115)
SPECIFICATION:
MAINBOARD
4.77/10MHz TURBO
102 KEY KEYBOARD
640K MEMORY
FLOPPY DRIVE 360K
12" MONITOR

£995

£445

ALSO AVAILABLE WITH 24MHz £1983

We can supply any other system with specifications to meet

your own requirements.
Please phone for details. Further discounts for students.

MAINBOARDS.(include keylock; turbo hard switch;
reset switch; Connectors; legal bios)
MB88-M MINI TURBO XT4.77/10MHz; MAX
MEMORY ON BOARD 1Mb OK RAM

8 EXP

SLOTS: BABY SIZE
£63.00
MB881.0 TURBO XT4.7/10MHz INC 2RS232,
1 PARAL GME PORT/FCONT/CLK
£120.00
MB990 AT MAINBOARD 286CPU 6/12MHz ZERO
WAIT STATE EXPANDABLE TO 4Mb ON BOARD
+ 8 EXPANSION SLOTS
£318.00
MB286-20 CPU 16/20MHz
£758.00

VIDEO CARDS
CGP-990 COLOUR/GRAPHIC/PRINTER
XT/AT/386 LOW RES

£38.00
MGP-990 MONO/GRAPHIC/PRINTER XT/AT/386
HI RES; 720x380 (HERC COMPACT)
£34.00
EGA-340 ENH COLOUR GRAPHIC ADP; HIRES:
IN COLOUR & GRAPHIC: AUTOSWITCH FOR
ALL MODES XT/AT/386
£115.00
VGA -340 SUPER HI RES ENHANCED; COLOUR
GRAPHIC ADP AUTOSWITCH. ALL MODES
XT/AT/386
£230.00

FLOPPY & HARD DISK CONTROLLER CARDS
FDC-660 XT' 2x360K, OR 2x720K; 3.5" OR 5.25"
FLOPPY
£16.00
FDC-310 XT/AT 2x360172011.2/1.4 5.25" OR 3.5"
FLOPPY
£25.00
HDC-770 XT (NON RLL)
£37.45
HFC-310 HARD/FLOPPY/DISK CONT. AT/386
£85.00

MONITORS
MJM-88012" GREEN/AMBER/88W
MONOCHROME
MJM-998 14" GREEN/AMBER/B&W FLAT
SCREEN
MJM-990 14" EGA COLOUR HI RES
MJM-100014" MULTISYNC COLOUR

£86.00
£285.00
£390.00

HARD AND FLOPPY DISKS
HDD-882A 20MB HARD DISK (A17386)M/S
800-884 40Mb HARD DISK (AT/386) FAST
28M/S
FDD-880 360K 5.25" FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
FDD-9901.2Mb 5.25" FLOPPY DISK DRIVE

£292.00
£59.00
£88.00

COMMUNICATION AND INDUSTRIAL I/O CARDS
RSC-880 SERIAL CARD 2x RS -232 PORTS (1 OPI) £13.90
FTC-880 PARALLEL PRINTER CARD
£13.90
PSC-320 PARALLEUSERIAL CARD XT5AT
£27.25
ETC -680 SERIAL CLOCK CARD XT
£23.10
MIO -880 MULTI I/O CARD XT W/PARALLEU2 SERIAL/1
OPT/GAME/CLOCK
£34.65
PSG -880 PARALLEU2 SERIAL (1 OPTIONAL)/GAME
PORTS
£21.50
DIO -880 DISK I/O; W/2 FLOPPY CONT; 2RS232 PORTS
(1 PORT OPT);
PRINT/GAME
PORTS/CLOCK XT
£43.50
RSC -990 4 PORT SERIAL CARD (3 OPT)
£36.40
RSC -880N 2ND SERIAL PORT KIT (STATE WHICH
CARD)
£9.45
JSC-880 JOYSTICK CARD 2 PORTS
£11.30
IEEE -488 BUS CONTROL CARD & CABLE
£194.25
BPC-660 BUFFER PRINTER CARD
54.00
DAC-12 12 BYTE AD/DA CARD
£64.00
DAC-16 16 BYTE AD/DA CARD
£149.00
PIO -660 8255 I/O CARD, 24 PROGRAMMABLE I/O
PORTS
£51.45
PRG -880 EPROM PROGRAMMER
MORE I/O 8255 PORTS ARE AVAILABLE
1

£68.00

188.00

INPUT DEVICES
KBO-320 84 KEY KEYBOARD (XT/AT)
KBO-330 102 KEY KEYBOARD (XT/AT)
MUS -880 MICROSOFT COMPATIBLE MOUSE

£34.00
£41.00

(XT/AT)

£38.00

CASES AND POWER SUPPLIES
CAS -320 FULL SIZE AT CASE
CAS -330 BABY AT CASE
CAS -883 XT CASE
CAS 993 TOWER CASE
PSY-880 150W POWER SUPPLY
PSY-320 200W POWER SUPPLY

£50.40
45.15
£30.45
£145.00
£39.90
£60.90

MANUALS AND SOFTWARE
USM-550 XT MANUAL & BINDER
USM-999 AT MANUAL & BINDER
USM-1000 386 MANUALS & BINDER
DOS-880 MS-DOS 3.2 MANUAL, GW BASIC &
MANUAL
MEMORY CHIPS 1Mb 41000.10

£10.50
£21.00
£65.00

£58.00
£15.00

Prices exclude VAT and delivery.
Prices subject to change without prior notice.

Orders under £50 subject to £10 surcharge.
TRADE AMD EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME. WARRANTY FOR

Ar
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FEATURES/PROJECTS
PROJECT

25

Audio Design
80W MOSFET
Amplifier

After many months of less than -silent vigil, audiophiles are
handsomely rewarded with

48

John

Linsley
Hood's
redesigned Audio Design

PROJECT

Power Amp

Bench Power

Spply

14
Sketch 'n' Etch

Mike Bedford shows how to
turn your home into an acid
house by constructing your
own DIY UV exposure and
light box and a PCB etching

PROJECT

36

Paul Chappell brings power to
the workshop with this essential
piece of equipment

Ultrasonic
Camera Triggee

Keith Brindley extends his
beginners' camera trigger into
the realms of ultrasound with
this 1st class project

tank

22
Op -Amps

Paul Chappell continues his
frontal attack on the Circuit
Theory of the humble but vital
op -amp

ETI MAY 1989

PROJECT
PROJECT

41

Guitar Tuner

Hit the right note with Laurie
Barron's reliable project for
guitarists and bass players
wishing to change their tune

54

The second part of Pat Alley's
ingenious security system
features a sagacious selection of
supplementary modules for
use with the control box and
EASi loop

5

BAD
APPLE
The Beatles' company Apple Corps
is taking legal action against Apple
Computers, claiming the Apple Corps
trademarks are infringed by computer
equipment designed for making
music.
It is not the first time the two
companies have had to resolve a
dispute. In 1981 it was agreed that
Apple Computer could use the Apple
name and trademarks provided it did.
not badge any equipment used as
music synthesising apparatus.
Apple Corps is now claiming that
many Apple Computer products,
including the Apple Mac personal
computers, constitute just such
apparatus even through they may
not be music specific.
If the action were to be entirely
successful it would result in damages
to Apple Corps plus the rebadging or
withdrawal of all offending machines.

-

Intel has announced its new 860
microprocessor, a 64 -bit RISC
operated chip using one million transistors. Although not yet tested in a full
system, its speed in instructions/sec is
double that of the most advanced
RISC processors at present and only
about a third that of today's supercomputers.
Microsoft is working on software for
the new chip and the news that IBM
and Olivetti have adopted the chip
means that Intel should take a leap -frog
forward to the front of the RISC
workstation market.

However, the technology of optical
computing is currently at the devments has been using biCMOS tech- elopment level that digital computing
nology to raise the density of its had reached at around the end of the
memory chips, Hitachi is the first forties. Bell's processor is of a
company to apply it to microprocessor complexity about capable of operating
design. The chip is a 32 -bit device that a tumbledryer.
The immediate future of optical
cycles at 70MHz, faster than any other
computing will almost certainly lie in
similar unit.
Bi-CMOS combines the speed of hybrid systems using the best of optical
with
bipolar switching with the reasonable developments together
power levels of CMOS transistors to conventional electronics.
yield a low power and so low
temperature device.
The reduction in size of heatsinking
and cooling apparatus produces
It has been a busy time for Bell Labs.
The biCMOS microprocessor has
arrived. Although Texas Instru-

smaller lighter computers, the

You can be sure that Intel's 860 will
have a very clear copyright
marking. The company has just lost a

serious 21/2 -year legal battle with NEC
who it claims has been infringing copyright by marketing clones of Intel's nine

reduction in power consumption
keeps down power supply or battery
size.

The laboratories of AT&Ts Bell in the

regarding other existing microprocessors.
Intel is considering appealing

US are poised to announce the
successful development of a truly
optical computer processor.
The development, reported in the
Financial Times, would be a first step
towards the much -vaunted possibilities
of large-scale optical computing where
the possibilities of parallel data
handling on a monumental scale could
revolutionise computing speeds. A
simple lens for instance puts an infinite
number of points through a quite
complex transformation at the speed

against the decision.

of light.

old 8086
microprocessors.

year

and

8088

By failing to clearly mark all its chips
with copyright notices, Intel was ruled
to have lost its copyright protection.
Although the case does provide a

valuable precedent in defining that
microcode can be copyrighted, it fails
to clearly determine the situation

It has also just achieved a switching
time for a bipolar transistor of 140GHz.
The speed, an improvement of
some twelve times on transistors in
existing equipment, is achieved by gassource molecular beam epitaxy, a
technique developed by Bell Labs at

the beginning of the decade.
The constructed device uses a
sandwich of indium phosphide and
indium arsenide applied just a few
molecular layers thick so collisions in
the depletion layer are reduced and
electron travel across the device is
accelerated by about 500%.
Mass production is obviously a long
time distant but there are hopes that
such devices could help in the development of lightwave communications
and computing.

NAME PLUGS

METER

innovation of the month comes
from Identiplugs of Newcastle
identiplug labels to slot over the pins of
13A plugs. An overhanging tab (see
diagram) then informs you that this is
the plug for the fridge orthe vacuum or
illy

-

kettle.

The 1989 edition of that valuable
reference work 'IC Master' is now

The manufacturer of EASY-PC, the

available from JB Tratsart of
Basingstoke.
The 3 -volume set is the most comprehensive guide to IC design specs
available. The new set includes over
12000 new ICs and some 150000
alternative source devices. It has also
been expanded to include second
information on obsolete devices. The
third volume contains a guide to
custom and semicustom devices
gate arrays, ASICs and programmable
logic, as well as specs for µcomputer
boards and add-ons.
The autumn and spring updates are
included in the price, for the set of
£98.00 including postage.
For more details contact JB Tratsart
Ltd, 154a Greenford Road, Harrow,
Middlesex HA13QT. Tel: 01-4228295.

-
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Áversatile budget multimeter, the

6022A. is now available from
Global Specialities in Bedford.
The meter has a 31/2 -digit liquid
crystal display with seven measuring
functions: DC volts, AC volts, DC
current, AC current, resistance, HFE
and a diode test.
The 6022A costs £39.95.

Contact Global, 2-10 St John's
Street, Bedford MK42 ODH. Tel:
(0234) 217856.

PCB artwork package for
PC -compatibles, has introduced a
budget version aimed at home constructors and hobbyists. TINY-PC is
less than a third of the price of its big
brother and requires only 256K
minimum memory.
EASY-PC has just been given a
British Design Award by the Design
Council for its outstanding versatility,
speed and ease of use. Although TINYPC has only half the capacity and a
tenth of the speed of EASY, it still
represents excellent power at a
reasonable price of £95+VAT.

Some 38 titles are available ranging
from the interestingly spelled `vidio
and 'sterio through to 'iron' and
'fishtank'. Blank tags are also available.
Three variations of colouring are
available including a genuinely useful
braille labelled selection. They cost 33p
each or 20 for £5, prices inclusive of
VAT and postage.

Interested parties that do not own a
Dymo-type printer should contact
Identiplugs, 39 Whitehouse Enterprise
Centre, Whitehouse Road, Newcastle
upon Tyne NE15 6EP. Tel: (091)
2280068.

For full details contact Number One
Systems, Harding Way, Somersham
Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE17 4WR. Tel: (0480)
61778.
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SUPPORT FOR BSB GROWS

Aportable Z80 trouble-shooter has
been produced by Technology
Interface of Luton.

The Mentor80 is priced specifically
to appeal to the one -per-engineer
market at around £200. Operation is
designed to be simple and clear. Tests
can be made without the removal of

the test microprocessors.

The

Mentor80 steps through the program

hilips has announced its intention
to support British Satellite Broadcasting in their September launch of

stresses that its commìttment to BSB
does not preclude the company from
manufacturing PAL receivers.

three satellite TV channels and will be
manufacturing one million decoders
over the next three years.
Philips has always favoured BSB's
STV plans over those of Astra and Sky
TV, although BSB and Philips have
differed over MAC formats. Astra
continues to use the PAL standard.
Philips claim its hesitation (Ferguson, Sabra and Tatung all announced
production plans last year) was in the
hope of a single STV standard being
agreed throughout Europe. It also

Meanwhile BSB's Squariel seems
to be running into problems. Despite
starting its 'Be Smart Be Square' TV
campaign, by the start of March there
were only three existing working
prototypes, none of which used the
plastic construction proposed for mass
production. It could prove disastrous
for BSB if its September launch was
hampered by the same non -availability
of hardware for which the February
launch of Sky was widely ridiculed.

ONE-CHIP NICAM

and with the facility of the external
trigger can monitor data into and: out
of peripheral ports, memory and so on.
Static testing allows the identification
of bus shorts and chip failures.

A single

chip NICAM demultiplexing device has been successfully produced in a joint development between Texas Instruments and

For full details contact Technology
Interface, 15a Hazelbury Crescent,
Luton, Bedfordshire LW 1DF. Tel:
(0582) 458935.

Ferguson.
The device (not yet available to we
humble home constructors) is being
adopted by European and Japanese

MORE LIGHT AT THE END

PROCESSORS
NOT YET
ON THE CARDS

TV manufacturers for use in stereo TVs
under design and construction to meet
the anticipated demand for NICAM in
such countries as Spain, New Zealand,
Scandinavia and the UK.
For more details contact TI, Manton
Lane, Bedford MK417PA. Tel: (0234)

270111.
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Higher Energy Level

I

Optical Filter

Erbium-Doped Fibre

I

48pm

Microprocessor-based smart cards
are dismally failing to make an
impact on the credit card market in the
US.

57pm1

Optical Filter

widely predicated that the 'portable
databank' would replace everything
from charge cards to medical records.
The- added security factor of smart
cards (it would take a silicon plant to
forge one) makes it reliable to update
account information removing 'the
need for telecommunication links to
central clearing houses for authorisation.

The reasons for the non -emergence of clever plastic in the US are
two -fold. Firstly the cost of the cards
is only justified if telecommunications
links are an expensive alternative. In
the US such links are established and
operate fairly cheaply.
The second hitch is the problem
of standardisation. It was originally
envisaged that many accounts could
be held on the same card, reducing
the mass of plastic in the pocket of the
average American. However the two

Lewer Energy Level

mp Light
48pm

rbium doping of optical fibres has

Erbium doping amplifies the signal
light as it travels along the fibre. The
erbium ions are excited to high-energy
states by pump light the signal light

succeeding in doubling the
possible transmission distances
without the use of repeater stations.

- emission thus

The experiments have been carried
out by the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT).

\\ \

á
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is joined by stimulated

raising its power.
For practical use the doping levels

-
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are very low. Best results were obtained
using signal light wavelengths of
1.55µm and a pump light wavelength
of 1.48µm.
For further informationcontactNT F,
Level 9, City Tower, 40 Basinghall
Street, London EC2V 5DE.

UP
reasonable

priced

audio

Afrequency

signal generator is
available from Masterswitch of

Tottenham.
The G3 generator produces sine, triangular or square waves over a range
of 20-20kHz. The sinewave has a
maximum distortion level of 0.04%.
The maximum voltage outputis 6V
pk-to-pk from a 50R source
attenuation is continually variable
using the level pot and a low -high

-

major credit organisations, Mastercard
and Visa, seem unable to agree a
common card format.
In Europe smart cards have fared
somewhat better, particularly in Norway (where communications are
expensive) and France where Carte
Bleue is currently implementing the
cards in its credit network.

,1 5,4101

Signal Light

A couple of years back it was

selector.
....

µ

The G3 costs £98+VAT. For full
details contact Masterswitch Ltd., 8
Dorset Road, Tottenham, London
N15 5AJ. Tel: 01-8021423.
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PLAYBACK
he decision to set the peak output
level of all commercial CD players
at or above a nominal 0dB = 2V has
had some interesting (and quite
unforeseen) repercussions.
Most obvious of these was the

.

need for some subsequent attenuation before feeding the line inputs of
`pre -digital' amplifiers, these older
designs often possessing a very limited
headroom above the normal 500mV
line levels.
Consequently the input stage
could be driven into clipping by the
peak output of a CD player, resulting
in huge and subjectively unpleasant
distortions arising at the final output.
This is all pretty obvious stuff of
course and has been cured by the use
of in -line attenuators where appropriate. For the more modern amplifier
possessing far higher input overload
margins another train of thought has
emerged.
In particular it occured to to several
designers that the high 2V output of
a CD player was already more than
sufficient to drive the power amp stage
directly. In effect there was no need for
any further preamplification.

`

In the pre/power amp market this
concept surfaced in the form of in -line
potentiometers or `passive pots' as
they have become known. Many
enthusiasts swear by the use of QED,
RJT or some such other passive pot,
adjusting the output level of the CD
player prior to the input of the power
amp.
Many listeners have commented
on the sweeter, smoother sound that
results from having removed an active
preamp from the signal path. The
claims for a smoother and less fatiguing sound are often borne out but this
usually has less to do with obviating
the preamp than the low-pass filter
formed by the interaction of the high
and non-linear (unbuffered) output
impedance of the pot with the parallel
capacitance of the interconnect!
This concept has also found its
way into the design of new integrated
amplifiers. Participating manufacturers equip the amp with a so-called
`CD Direct' facility which routes the
high level CD input directly to the
volume control, prior to the integrated
power amp.
CD Direct has audiophile credi -

bility because the re-routed CD input

also bypasses any proprietary tone
controls, loudness or low/high cut
filters, balance and input select pots.
Once more the rationale is based on
the fact that removing these superfluous facilities from the signal path
can only help preserve its fidelity.
Unfortunately I have become less
convinced of the efficency of this
technique in recent months, having
reviewed some 40 or 50 different
amplifiers during this period. Now I
find it more and more common for the
DC Direct option to sound either
worse or different but certainly not
better than the standard line inputs.
The exp?anation is actually quite
simple but serves as a salutary
reminder of how the best of intentions
can get screwed -up by the ideals of
marketing.
In some instances it seems the
manufacturer has implemented the
wrong type of switch, a single -pole
rather than double-pole for example.
In this case the input to the tone
circuitry is left unterminated, thereby
generating a higher white noise floor
that is dependent on the source impe-

BLUEPRINT
month's problem is from D L
Beaumont of Rochester in Kent.

This

I would like the circuit for a
controller to switch a 60W lamp on at
dusk and off atdawn. Is it possible to
do this without using transfgrmers or
relays, triggering a triac or SCR using
an ORP12 light dependent resistor?
In answer to your question, yes.
I am not sure why you are keen to use
an ORP12 rather than a phototransistor, perhaps you happen to have
one available.
There is more than one possible
approach to this problem. The task
can be accomplished by a triac or a

NOTE:
01 - BC182
02 = 8C212

01.5

1144006

ZD1= 9V1 ZENER

thyristor. In the latter case, the thyristor
must be supplied via a bridge rectifier
so that it can switch on both half cycles
of the mains.
I have chosen to use a thyristor
because thyristors need less triggering
current 'than triacs, and my design
obtains its power via a mains dropper
resistor. The less current required by
the circuit, the less heat will be
dissipated in the dropper resistor.
In the circuit shown here, a 7W

resistor is chosen to keep the temperature rise down. The resistor will
dissipate only 1.3W so the temperature rise of a 7W resistor should be low

dance of the line amp that drives the
volume control. In such cases i have
measured an increase in the random
noise floor of 10dB or so, all other
parameters being equal.
Furthermore, the wiring to and
from the CD Direct switch to the
volume control will naturally influence
the hum levels within the signal path.
It may simply reduce or increase the
level of 50Hz hum, 100Hz rectifier
and harmonic products measured at
the output of the amp.
Both these contributions to the
amplifier's noise characteristics will
influence the sound of the product to
a degree, hence introducing a element
of subjective uncertainty.
As a result I would urge you not
to expect a beneficial change in sound
quality as a matter of course when
utilising the CD Direct facility on an
amplifier. Most are wired correctly but
in those that are not you will be trading
the subjective benefits of a simpler
signal path against the degradation
caused by an increase in hum and
noise. As they say on TV, fake
nobody's word for it!

Paul Miller

This column is a service to readers, providing
electronic designs. Send your requirements, with as
much detail as possible, to ETI Blueprint, Argus
House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST.

enough that there is no fire risk in a
domestic installation, nor any risk of

melting a plastic case.
The thyristor switches the DC side
of a bridge rectifier, with the load
connected on the AC side. Note that
as drawn this circuit switches the
neutral side of the lamp, and the fact
that the lamp is not illuminated should
not be taken as evidence that it is safe
to tamper with. On the other hand, it
would not make it much safer to
connect the circuit in the live side,
because a shadow cast over the
ORP12 could switch the circuit on.
The power for the control electronics cannot be drawn from the DC
output of the bridg rectifier because
this source of supply disappears as
soon as the thyristor switches on. A

via R5 to make sure that the circuit
switches cleanly. The switching light
level is adjusted by RV1 and is variable

separate diode feeds the dropper
resistor to give a DC supply of
approximately 5mA. Using half wave
rectification, the DC available is VCR
x n) where V is the peak of the mains
sinewave, approximately 340V.
The emitter of Ql is held at half the
supply voltage by R4 and R6. When
the ORP12 is in darkness, the base
voltage will try to rise well above this
level, switching on Q1. This in turn
switches on Q2, which triggers the

over a wide range.
A triggering current of approximately 2mA is provided to the gate of
the thyristor. This is more than
enough to trigger the TIC106 but the
circuit will work with other types of
thyristor. Almost any small mains
rated device will do, so long as it will
trigger on 2mA.
If it is necessary to use a type
which needs more triggering current,
the value of R7 (and Rl) could be
lowered to provide more.
This circuit is at mains potential
while the lamp is switched on at the
light switch, whether or not the lamp
is illuminated. It should be mounted
in a plastic case or an earthed metal
box. This consideration also applies to
the ORP12, which may need to be
mounted remotely from the control
board. Wiring to the ORP12 should be
done using low current cable rated for
mains voltage, for example twin lamp
flex. Ideally the ORP12 and its
terminations should be mounted in a
small plastic case where it can see
daylight but is shielded from the lamp
which it controls.

thyristor. Positive feedback is provided

Andrew Armstrong
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OPEN CHANNEL i,igil1,,
tent improved after the 1950s
expansion of television services was
that the BBC maintained and
improved its own programme content
and range because the television
licence fee always ensured a regular
and increasing income.
This may not be the case in the
future as the Government seems to be
about to phase out the licence. If this
is the case, the BBC will need to derive
its income from other sources
probably on a subscription basis. This
may be the killer for any future high
quality television service.

-

The Government's argument for
replacing the television licence will be
that when there are so many channels
how can they
10, 16, 20, 30?
justify charging everyone who owns
a television receiver £62.50 (or its
equivalent) regardless of whether they
watch the two BBC channels or not?
With only four terrestrial channels,
half of which are BBC, the licence fee
can still be more -or -less justified. With
so many coming on air over the next
couple of years, can the fee be justified
at all? The Government will think not.
Yet if the licence fee will ensure
that BBC programmes remain of a
sufficiently high content to guide the
level of content of all other current and
future television channels, then surely
it is worth it. £62.50 is a mere pittance
when you consider the alternative
charges proposed by subscription based channels like the satellite movie
channels (around £12 a month!). And
remember, each subscription -based
channel you want to watch will charge
you a similar fee.
Television is not the only medium
about to be affected by the coming
change. The licence, as it stands,
allows the BBC to provide not only
television services but all its radio
services, too. Subscription -based
BBC television cannot be expected to
fund radio as well so what happens
to it?
There's no simple solution. The
real problem is that people only have
a limited amount of time in which they
can watch television. So, with the
much greater choice which television
technology is about to give us, how
will the much greater number of
channels be able to finance
themselves?
On a personal note, I know I won't
be able to watch any more television
than I do now. Videocassette recording is used to time -shift the programmes I want to watch to a time
which suits me. Even then I occasionally have to erase and record over
programmes I haven't got around to
watching before I need the cassette to
record another programme. If most
people think seriously about it, I am
sure they do the same. How am I (and
the rest of the television viewing
public) going to cope with another

-

-

In the 1950s, when the IBA was
originally allocated the task of
coordinating the independent television companies, it's a good bet that
many people were against the idea,
saying the greater choice could only
mean poorer quality would be the
result. You know the argument
more air time will mean quality being
spread around, more slices of bread,
each with thinner jam. I don't know for
sure, I wasn't around when the
argument started (believe me, believe
me!) but it's certain that the opposite
was true in' practice.
The greater competition for
audience time resulted in better
quality programmes and better quality
programme production. Compare the
single BBC television channel available then, with the four high quality
channels (BBC and IBA) now and
you'll see a vast improvement. Not
only are the much criticised (yet
much -watched) soaps of a high
production value but the overall range
of programmes is generally of a much
higher content. There are, naturally,
one or two exceptions to this.
So, can we assume the current

-
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revolution in television we are
witnessing is going to have the same
effect? On the face of it, the increase
in the number of channels from four
to around sixteen or so by the
beginning of next year is no greater in
percentage terms than the increase
noted earlier. Yet the argument still
exists that poorer quality overall is
going to be the result. You have only
to watch the existing satellite channels
to see, in the short term at least, that
programme content is not as good as
current terrestrial channels. But
content should improve as numbers
of viewers increase. If estimates of new

viewers are only partially realised this
won't be too long.
Exact numbers of viewers turning
to satellite television are obviously
difficult to ascertain, so providers have
based their figures on the closest
modern example of similar equipment
the videocassette recorder, the
sales figures of which had a phenomenal growth earlier this decade.
After all, it's a similar product in that
it gives the viewer greater television
viewing choice, for around the same
sort of price.
Somewhere over 60% of homes
in the UK have videocassette recorders so why shouldn't figures for
satellite receivers reach the same sort
of level? In the UK alone this will
represent sales of over 12,000,000
units by 1996. From this, you'll see
why big players like Alan Sugar of
Amstrad and Rupert Murdoch of Sky
want to get into the game early.
Hopefully the big players' presence in
the game will help to ensure that
programme content does rapidly
improve.
One reason (and in my view the
biggest reason) why programme con-

-

twelve channels?
If the high quality programmes
currently produced by the BBC and
the IBA disappear for one reason or
another, what will be left? Will I want
to watch television at all? Will anyone?
Taking the USA as a lead (and, after
all, the USA television system is often
quoted by Ministers as an example)
public service television (equivalent to
our BBC) claims viewing figures as
low as only five percent.
Going back to my opening argu-

-

ment that the greater competition
in the 1950s for audience time only
resulted in better quality programmes
and better quality programme prothis was true simply
duction
because people wanted that greater
choice which was the result of the
competition. Looking at the future of
television, however, it doesn't appear
to be in the same context. The results
of greater competition due to the
greater number of television channels
may not have the same effect as
before
particularly if the licence fee
is discontinued!

-

-

A

Rose By Any Other Name

Television is about to change. That
change, unless we are very careful,
may not be a good one. Justifying a
licence fee over the coming expansion
in television services may prove
impossible but there. is surely a case for
a public service television system
funding arrangement which is not

subscription -based.
Still, nothing will change the
Government's collective mind until
we, you, everyone does something
about it. If you feel the BBC (and, for
that matter, existing independent
television) is worth something better
than subscriptions, write to your MP
and the Home Office.

Keith Brindley

-
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FRANKFURT
very trade exhibition has its main
theme and its brightest stars.
However when you're dealing with a
market as complex as music, where
bassoons are on show alongside
digital multi -effect processors, you can
appreciate the problems faced covering such an event as the Frankfurt
Musik Messe (no insult intended),
earlier this year.
The show itself was BIG
four
floors, each the size of Earls Court,
spread across two interconnected
buildings. Not surprisingly all the
major hardware manufacturers were
there and all had either new products
or upgraded versions of existing bestsellers on show.

-

Roland
Heading up the Roland line was the
W-30 Music Workstation (you're
going to hear that word a lot in this
article), a five octave aftertouch
sensitive keyboard with built-in
16 -track sequencer and 16 -bit
sampler with 3.5in disc drive, all in
one box for £1600.
Also launched were two new master keyboards, the A-80 and .A-50.
Both feature four independent user
definable zones which have their own
MIDI channel, key range, program
change and controller parameters.
Traditional modulation and pitch bend
wheels are provided as well as
Roland's own toggled modulation set
up, two MIDI INs (mergable), one
MIDI THRU and four MIDI OUTs and
64 patch internal memories which can
be dumped down onto RAM card for
storage. The A-50 costs £1395 and
has a six octave keyboard while the
A-80 at £1599 has seven octaves of
piano weighted keys.
For guitarists there is the GK -2 synth
driver for £110 which fits on to any
guitar and allows you to drive the
GR -50 guitar synth module (£799).
For the guitar purists there's the GS -6
digital guitar pre -amp and signal
processor all in one box for £560. Also
incorporated into this lU high piece
of rack -mounted module is hum
canceller and noise suppression so
expect to hear some very clean guitar
sounds in the future.
For the drummers Roland have two
the R-8
new drum machines
Human Rhythm composer (£665)

-a

-

and the cut down R-5 (price to be
confirmed). Both feature sampled
sounds and combine them with
human feel parameters (variations in
timing, velocity etc). Extra sounds
come on ROM.
Happily those of us on a tight budget have not been forgotten either
with the launch of the D-5
D-110
sound module and a five octave velocity sensitive keyboard all for just
£599.

-a

Casio
Most significant in Casio's 1989 range
is the launch of a series of rack mounted sound expanders with multi timbal capabilities.
At one end of the price range we
have the CSM -1 which features
16 -voice polyphony and four timbres
at any one time. The unit features 100
presets (28 instruments, 23 effects
and 49 PCM drum sounds), all for just
£179. Also available is the CSM -10P
which is a touch -sensitive piano

module which also features harpsichord, vibraphone, electric piano and
pipe organ, Price £299.
Casio is not, however, content
producing portable keyboard-style
sound units, it is waging war in the pro
quality rack synth market as well with
the VZ -8M. This unit features eight
voice polyphony plus eight timbres at
any one time. Sounds familiar so far
but this module also features keyboard, guitar and wind modes which
alter some of the performance parameters to cater for whichever MIDI
controller you happen to be using.
RAM cards will be available, the unit
is totally programmable and all for less
than £500.
For the semi-pros Casio has an
upgraded version of its rack -mounted
sampler. The FZ -20M features everything the FZ -10M had but also includes a SCSI port so you have the
facility to hook up a hard drive thus
making life much easier for sample
users. Not cheap but certainly good
value at £1899.
Not content with the success of the
DH -100 Digital Horn, Casio has come
up with the DH -800 which will hold
ROM packs with auto -accompaniment parameters. If the DH -100
wasn't the ultimate busker's instrument
the DH -800 surely must be.

The Roland W-30 Music Workstation. 16 -track sequencer, 16 -bit sampler.
£ 1600.
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The Casio CSM -1. 4 -timbre, 16 -note, 100 preset PCM sound module.

£179.

Korg

Kawai

Following on from the success of the
M-1 workstation, Korg has the T-1, a
refined M-1 featuring more of everything including 88 weighted keys, a
56000 event sequencer and built-in
disc drive. At £3700 it'll probably be
a few salary checks away from most

Relative newcomers to the fold, Kawai
had quite a few new boxes based on
the K-1 architecture. At entry level is
the PH -m, 200 K-1 presets, 50 multi-

of us.
A little cheaper is the S-3 production workstation at £1150
a
16 -bit sampled drum machine with
built-in digital effects, eight track MIDI

-

sequencer and SMPTE timecode
generator. Korg has also come up with
a guitar synth system in the shape of
the Z-D3 Driver (£179) and the Z-3
synth module (£799).
For the one man bands Korg have
resurrected an old idea in the shape
of the PSS -60. It's rather like an upmarket auto -accompaniment section
of a portable keyboard with MIDI as
well, at a price of £827. Mind you,
judging by the information leaflet that
was given to me at the show it either
has some dodgy translation or the unit
includes a Pose key which is 'for
making stop for a time'.

timbral combinations plus rhythm
section.
On the programmable side we have
the K-lm and the K-1r. Both the same
circuitry but in desk-top or rack -

mounted versions. Not to be
outshone the K-1 also has a bigger
brother in the shape of the K-ln which
features built-in reverb and improved
drums.
The MX-8SR is a rather nice rack mounted eight channel 16 -input
audio mixer with two auxiliary sends
and a stereo output, all in a 2U high
space. The thinking behind it was that
as most synths and drum machines
were stereo it made sense to pair up
inputs. On the MIDI utilities front
Kawai have produced the MAV-8
MIDI patchbay
four IN eight OUT
MIDI matrix with all the sockets round
the back for tidiness, with the exception of one IN and one OUT at the
front to ease constant replugging
pains. And the price of this is a mere
£99.

-a

Yamaha

Alesis

Yamaha decided to have its stand in
a completely different hall to everyone
else. For some reason it felt more at
home with the bongo drums and
tubas. But the products were good
enough.
It's V-50 workstation (It's That Word
Again) features 16 voice polyphony,
eight timbres at once, a five octave,
velocity and pressure -sensitive keyboard plus 61 sampled drum sounds,
an eight track sequencer, digital effects
and disc drive built in for £1239.
The coupling of synth and sequencer circuitry also comes together in the
shape of the budget -priced (£449)
TQ-5 FM tone generator. This has 100
internal sounds plus eight track sequencer all in one box.
Generating a fair bit of interest was
the Yamaha C-1 music computer. A
lap -top 640K MS-DOS compatible
with two MIDI INs, eight MIDI OUTs
and built-in music software. However,
many exhibitors I spoke to seemed to
think it was too expensive for amateurs (£2999) and not quite good
enough for pros. We shall see!

Those sages of the signal processing
world, Alesis, had on display a new
direction (and no it wasn't a workstation), a 16 in, stereo out audio
mixer with six auxiliary sends and four
stereo returns. Thanks to the newly
developed Integrated Monolithic Surface technology, this rack -mountable
mixer should be one of the most quiet
affordable mixers on the market. Price
is to be confirmed but should be under
the £800 mark.
The signal processing world has not
been forgotten this year. Alesis have
come up with the Quadraverb. Much
like the enormously successful MIDIVerb II, it allows up to four effects to
be chained together in any order
a snip at £449.
In the Micro series two new units
have been added to the range. The
three band parametric
Micro EQ
sweepable EQ unit and the Micro Cue
Amp which allows two people separate headphone access to a pair of line
level inputs. Usefw if you have paper
walls and less than understanding
neighbours.

-
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Simmons
Not being one to rest on its laurels,
leading light in electronic percussion,
Simmons, has come up with a new
range of trigger interfaces like, for
new, improved
instance, the AUf
audio to MIDI interface for £450 plus
a workstation (argghhh!!) which looks
a little like a MacDonalds cashpoint
but costs considerably more (£5645!).
12 -pad triggering
The Portakit
unit that's set out in much the same
way as a traditional kit should prove
a worthwhile addition to any rhythm
purists out there, especially as it's less
than £500 which now includes a
bracket and stand. In a similar vein are
the Drum Huggers small electronic
pads that perch on the edge of conventional drums. The Drum Hugger
master unit plus four slave units sells
for about £320.
With the current trend in the charts
of DJs and producer having hits,
Harrison Information Technology

-a
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(HIT) have produced a sound
sampler'aimed at DJs that can store
and play eight samples, forward or
backwards plus or minus one octave.
No figures are given on sound quality
but I would imagine bandwidth is

quite low (as it would generally be
used for vocal st -st-stuttering effects)
so hopefully the unit will be priced
accordingly.
Lake Butler Sound (distributed in
the UK by Dixie's Music in Huddersfield) have produced a couple of MIDI
foot controllers aimed at guitarists but
of equal use to any musician with his
hands full. The RFC -1 allows you to
send any MIDI information you like
across any or all of the 16 MIDI
channels at the press of a footswitch.
128 of these can be stored internally
and can also be rearranged into three
different set lists. Very handy for live
use.
The CFC-4 has a slightly different
approach. This is a set of four
continuous foot pedal controllers that
can be assigned to alter MIDI controller information. You can also
program in eight different response
curves which allow you to blend from
one effect to another.
Rane Corporation had a modular
rack effect system on show not unlike
those marketed by Tantek and Rebis
a couple of years ago, the units include
input modules, active crossover, para-

metric and graphic equalisers,
compressor / limiters and line
driver/transformers. All of these fit
into a 4U high rack -mounted cradle.
`Twas a well organised exhibition
and a good time was had by all. Watch
out for this gear hitting your music
stores or, should such distribution
efficiency fail, stand by for a hands-on
at the BMF.

Kevin Crosby
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The future looks good for RISC
(Reduced Instruction Set Computing)
processors. Clive Grace takes a look
at advances in microcoding tech-

niques

Back in the 70s semiconductor

memory was replacing core store
and was leading to progressively
smaller and faster machines. The
transition from core store to semiconductors meant that speed performance was increased and that computers were smaller.
Probably one of the most important
steps forward at the time was the
concept of Control Store (CS) RAM.
Microcode was getting very complicated as processor instruction sets got
fatter and more complex. This meant
that it was very hard to debug microcode bugs would appear in a processor only after a long time. CS RAM
made it possible to load up microcode
with no loss in performance (all processors were hard wired at the time)
and should a bug occur in the processor, a revision was written and the
new microcode loaded up.
Although designers weren't aware of
it at the time, the development of cache
memory was more revolutionary than
anyone expected. A cache was a small
area of memory set aside for the processor to act as a buffer for the stack.
Generally, a 64K cache was considered a suitable size for minicomputer
RAM, it was also able to play a role in
the step towards RISC.
Compilers were finding it difficult to
generate the complex new functions
available and this led to the development of the `optimising compiler'
new breed of compiler that was able to
simplify the variables, the `unknowns',
at compile time by creating a halfway
house between the source code and
the processor so much that they rarely
needed to access the powerful instructions at run time.
Researchers observed that a microcoded processor could never get any
faster than one microcycle per
instruction. In reality this figure
averaged from around three to four
microcycles per instruction.
Microprogramming was the most
tedious form of machine programming
and researchers started writing
compilers, debuggers, trace utilities
and relocaters all the tools we have
grown to expect today for the task of
microprogramming (amongst these
Mr
designers was D A Patterson
RISC himself).
Whilst the attempt to improve the
quality of microcode went on,
computers had since made the jump
from physical memory to virtual
memory. This was because applications were requiring more and more
memory and instruction sets were

-
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becoming more and more esoteric.
Virtual memory was also useful for
multiprocessing environments and
mainframe operating systems.
Swapping about tasks in a multiprocessing environment resulted in
more problems for the microprogrammer. When the end of a process
was registered, a new Writable Control
Store (WCS) had to be written or
reloaded, therefore the time lost could
be enormous.
The exponential increase in programming difficulty and dissatisfaction
with WCS and VCS memories resulted in a renaissance in processor
design. Designers noted that trying to
improve processor performance
meant that the principles of complex
instruction set computers (CISCs)
were being undermined. An entirely
new approach was needed but the
designers still believed that instructions
should be faster than microinstructions
and that WCS was, in essence, the
correct approach.
One good development arose from
WCS based CISCs. The development
of cache memory meant that caches
could access main memory at the
same speed as control memory, thus
microprogramming was no longer
faster than ordinary programming.
From the attempt at improving the
quality of microcode, optimising
compilers have really come of age.
They are able to compile down to
instructions running under a complete
subset. These developments have led
designers to conclude that a simpler
approach is needed for the processor.
A criterion was soon set down that
any operation that increased cycle time
by afactorof, say, 10% should increase
efficiency by at least 10% and that
microinstructions must never be faster
thanks to the
than instructions
Pipeline.
A Pipeline is an execution model in
which the RISC processor performs at
the rate determined by the length of
individual instructions rather than by
the total length of all pieces. Mr
Patterson states quite clearly "that the
RISC Pipeline must be elegant in
design, all the functions must be
simple, unless there is a good reason to
do otherwise".
In a Pipeline
such as the one
found in the IBM RT processor the
longest instruction determines the
width of the pipeline, so ideally each
instruction should take the same length
of time (even though some will not
need it).
In the model, there is a simple set of
sequences fetch, decode, execute
and store. The sequential model
requires the completion of all
instructions before moving onto the
next. The Pipeline however only requires the presence of the first
command before determining the next
instruction cycle and accordingly

-
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moves on, so that an Instruction Fetch
(the longest command in terms of
cycles) is pipelined as one cycle,
followed by a Decode. `Smaller'
commands like the Op(erand) Fetch
and Op Store still require the full cycle
width of the pipeline, even though they
will be executed long before the end of
the cycle.
A branch instruction will normally
delay the pipeline until the instruction
at the branch address is fetched. This
is called a pipeline bubble and much
work has gone into sorting out these

problems. Non -RISC pipelined
computers have highly elaborate
techniques for fetching the appropriate
instruction after the branch but these
are too complicated for RISC
processors.
Delayed branches allow RISC to
always fetch the next instruction during
the execution of the current instruction.
A similar process cures the problem of
data interlock penalties but that is
another story.
One such test of a RISC emulation
and processor combination was
conducted by Michael L Powell at
DEC's R&D labs where it was reported
that his team constructed two VAX
architectures in VLSI. None ever
reached the general public as finished
bona -fide processors.
The VLSI VAX had no more than
nine custom chips and implemented
the complete VAX -11 instruction set.
However, 20% of the instructionswere
responsible for only 60% of the
microcode and yet only 0.2% of all
instructions were executed.
The Micro VAX/32 improved on
the VLSI VAX's performance by some
20% but even with its resources it was
only five to ten times faster than the
conventional VAX processor and the
earlier nine chip implementation in
VLSI. Although the VLSI VAX and
the Micro VAX/32 results were good,
they were not significant. Even with the
later addition of a FPU to the Micro
VAX/32 the speed increase was only
marginal.
However some very good results
came from Mr Powell's development of
a Modula 2 compiler for the Micro
VAX/32. Better speed performances
were achieved
suggesting that a
RISC's power is not in the hardware but
rather in the quality of the code
generated by the compilers available to

-

it.

Work has been going on to try and

improve

the

generally

poor

performance all RISC processors
exhibit whilst attempting floating point
operations Berkley are working on

-

a FPU for RISC 2, as an internal option.
A custom made Berkley FPU Copro-

cessor is on the drawing board.
The future looks rosy for RISC
processors.
Clive Grace is a freelance computer
journalist and animal lover.
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TOP QUALITY
AUDIOPHILE
COMPONENTS
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SUPERMOS 2

(100W to 500W)
150V to 575y

HIGHEST POSSIBLE
TECHNICAL
PERFORMANCE

THE MOST ADVANCED HI-FI AMP IN THE WORLD
Following the success of the original SUPERMOS we now launch
a higher powered
version with many new exclusive sound improvements not available
on any other
amplifier, kit, board, module, or ready made.

i c s

o n

NEW FROM SAGE AUDIO

FEATURES:Highly efficient distortionless PURE CLASS A
throughout (low heat generation)

PC -B
The original budget
priced PCB design aid

for PC

the

CAD

DO

PC -B AR

Q

roi

ALL stages using SAGE Super -Supply circuitry.
Total reactance (difficult speaker) drive capable.

SIZE 240 x 100 x 100mm

THD 0.0001%, Slewrate 685v/us, f-3dB 0.5Hz-350kHz, O/P Current 80amps,
Damping factor 940, transient power (2ohms) up to 1800W max.

PLUS

By innovative technical design we have eliminated 5 individual sound colouration
components
found in all other conventional amplifiers.

.__

o

I

ELIMINATED

- 1) Emitter resistors 2) Zobel networks 3) HF pole compensation 4) Fixed bias
Vbe multiplier and temp gen distortions 5) Capacitor sound.

ORDERING

An auto-routing tool to
use in conjunction

PRO.

PC -B

PSU sound colouration eliminated.
Advanced PSU feedforward ripple elimination including
internally separately regulated voltage AND current to

power and versatility you could
possibly want, but which you can
learn to use within an hour. Features
include: exceptional ease of use;
ultra fast graphics; box copy/move/
rotate/delete; pick and copy/move/
delete; user extendable package
library; user configurable object
sizes; connectivity highlight; etc, etc.

revolution?

with

Exclusively made matched custom semiconductors.
Minimal capacitor design (without DC servos).

A PCB layout editor with all the

compatibles.

Can you afford NOT to

join

Top audiophile components inc. best SMD's.

PC -B PRO

AND THERES MORE ... Sage

exclusive CLEAN CLIPPING (not to be confused with soft
clipping) eliminates PSU ripple from reaching the output even when severely clipped,
this together with
individual regulated supplies to all stages (Super -supplies) TOTALLY eliminates PSU component
sound
colourations, (A World first!)

PC -B
£69-95
PC -B PRO
£229-95
PC -B PRO/AR £399-95
DEMO DISK £ 5

Features maze search
algorithm with 25 or 50
thou grid.

Supermos £65, Supermost £78, Supermost £140 each
AND THERE'S MORE ... We can't possibly describe this amp fully in this ad. To receive

All prices are inclusive. Please state

EGA/VGA

or

PC1512

when

an 8 page glossy brochure describing these modules inc description of our class A
operation and all our products
send £1.50 cheque, P0, coins plus a 9"x12" 26p SAE (note we no longer send information without the
above
money and SAE or 6IRC's overseas) to:

ordering. We accept ACCESS.
I'

f

SHGE

14 Marriner's Drive, Bradford, BD9 4JT

fiUEIE

Telephone: 0274 542868

Sue Wilson. Sales Dept.. SAGE AUDIO. Construction House,
Whitley Street. Binolev. Yorks BD16 4JH. England
Tel: (0274) 568647
Tlx: 517783
Fax: (0274) 551065

PROFESSIONAL

ASSISTANT EDITOR

SURVEILLANCE

ETI requires an Assistant Editor to undertake production

and editorial responsibilities on the magazine.
Candidates require a working knowledge of practical
electronics with general qualifications to A level or degree
standard.
Applicants should also have an excellent command of the
English language, combining wit and repartee with attention

EQUIPMENT KITS
A RANGE OF HIGH QUAUTY KITS AS
SUPPUED TO LEADING UK SECURITY
COMPANIES. ALL KITS COME FULLY

DOCUMENTED WITH CONCISE
ASSEMBLY AND SETTING -UP DETAILS,
FIBRE GLASS PCB AND ALL
COMPONENTS. PLEASE ADD £1.50 TO
COVER P&P. ALL UNITS AVAILABLE
-READY BUILT, DETAILSIN CATALOGUE.

to detail.

I

Salary £8,000-£10,000 depending on experience.
Please note the new location in Hemel Hempstead.
Contact: Mark Webb, ETI, Argus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST. Tel: (0442) 66551

444

ye
4

BINDERS

SMART EASY TO USE TOP QUALITY
To ASP Readers Services, PO Box 35,
Wolsey House, Wolsey Road, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts HP2 4SS (0442-41221)

`aS

Total

£

( £5.95
inc.

I

pg, p

£5.95 inc. P&P
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,u;..
Li_
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198

198

Please allow 21 days for delivery

£15.95

AAA...

Undetectable by phone users. Faliynuneableoutputcovering FM band. Range up
to 1000. Measures just 20mmx20mm
£10.95

Micro size telephone recording unit. Connects onto line at any point and connects into
ANY normal cassette recorder having MIC and REM sockets. Requires no batteries.
Switches recorder on silently when phone is used for incoming or outgoing calls,
switches off when phone replaced. Clearly records both sides of conversations.
Undetectable by phone user. Measures 10mmx35mm
£10.95

mains transmitters, surveillance receivers etc.

I

'"I

12

30mmx40mm

Sub -carrier scrambled transmitter. Audio is double modulated providing very secure
transmissions. Any unauthorised listener will not be able to demodulate signal without
DSX900 Decoder unit. Fully tuneable output covering FM band. 9V operation. Range up
to 1000m. Measures 30mmx40mm
£18.95

Send 28p stamp for new 1989 Catalogue including crystal transmitters,

Address
I

Range up to 1000m. Measures

enables source of transmission to be pinpointed to within
6 inches. Max sensitivity will detect MIX or similar
transmitter at around 15-20 feet. 9V operation. Measures
55mm x 55mm
£2t95

198........198

Name

COMM
jtf

-

sensitivity trigger level switches
transmitter on when sounds are
detected. Stays on for time delay
variable between 1-20 sec. Fully
tuneable output covers all FM band.
Very sensitive and low standby current
through CMOS circuitry. 9V operation.

RF Bug Detector/Locator. Wide band input circuitry
detects presence of RF field and triggers flashing LED and
piezo bleeper. Variable sensitivity

(Please make cheques payable to ASP Ltd.)

Years Required

J4

size telephone transmitter. Connects onto line at any point and requires no
1AP Micro
batteries. Clearly transmits both sides of conversations on both incoming and outgoing
calls.

,Cj
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IsPlease
supply .. Electronics Today International
I Binders

43 Voice -activated transmitter. Variable

+^

gDecoder unit for CTX900. Connects to earphone output of receiver to descramble signal
from CTX900 output to headphones. 9-12V operation. Measures 35mmx50mm £17.95

FOR YOUR VALUABLE COLLECTION
OF ELECTRONICS TODAY

INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINES

High power version of the MTX with
on -board PA stage providing 250mW
of RF. Measures just 20mmx40mm,
power requirements 9-15V. Excellent
sensitivity and stability. Fully tuneable
over FM band. Ranges over 3000m can
be expected
£12.95

Micro -miniature VHF transmitter. The
smallest kit on the market measuring
an incredible 17mmx17mm including
on -board mic. Super sensitive. Fully
tuneable over FM band. 9V operation
with range up to 1000m
£10.95

PHONE ORDERS ON ACCESS OR AMEX VISA ACCEPTED. Tel: 0827 714476

SUMA DESIGNS
(Dept ETI),
THE WORKSHOPS,
95 MAIN ROAD,
BAXTERLEY,
Nr ATHERSTONE,
WARKS CV9 2LE.
TEL: 0827 714476
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FLAME FAILURE FACTS
nth reference to the Read/ Write
VW piece Thermostat Threat in your

March issue. I am appalled to think of

the number of people who now have
a totally incorrect conception of a flame
failure safety valve after reading the
letter and seeing the diagram submitted by T Wright of York. To put the
record straight please note:
The thermocouple output (proportional to temperature) is DC and would
never be in series with an AC voltage
as shown in the diagram.
The thermocouple circuit of a flame
failure safety valve is totally enclosed.
It is not accessible through the
terminals of any other component nor
is it dependent upon an external
supply.
When heated by the pilot flame the
thermocouple output is sufficient to
energise a coil within the valve. The
energised coil `holds' the magnet
attached to the slide of a `spring -biased to -off valve when the slide is opened
manually (by pressing the push button.
Full flow is only possible with the button

released).

If the pilot fails the coil de -energises,
releasing the magnet and closing the
slide. The flame failure safety valve is
often a separate device as on a Calor
gas heater. On some gas or oil boilers
it is included in the same body (but
isolated from) the boiler control valve
this may have given rise toT Wright's
misconceptions.
The boiler valve is held closed by
supply pressure acting on a diaphragm
larger than the valve seat and is opened
when the coil (24V or 240V) is
energised. It lifts a spring -loaded
needle valve which allows the pressure
on the diaphragm to reduce by bleeding downstream of the seating. The
valve opens when the pressure at the
valve exceeds the pressure on the
opposite side of the diaphragm.
I hope this clarifies this situation
and allows people to understand and
safely operate their boiler systems.

-

In the February issue of

ETI I was Yes, ourapologies to Rackz for this case
delighted to see an example of our of mistaken identity (groan ...).
The explanation is that the unit
comprehensive range of cases appearing on the cover and inside as the shown in the photographs was built
housing for your Compressor/Limi- here in the ETI workshops using, as
ter/Gate project. However anyone you say, a Rackz enclosure while the
consulting the Buylines section of the author's original (referred to in the text)
article is referred not to Rackz but to one was from TJA. Either is suitable for the
project.
of our competitors.
May I ask why such an error
occurred?
Readers who want details of the
Yours sincerely
Rackz range of 19in rack project case
David Roberts
kits should write to Rackz at PO Box
Rackz Products
140271Mangotsfield, BristolBS173RY.
Bristol

DIARY
OS/2

Mr N C Lovelock

Senior Quality Assurance Officer
British Aerospace Military Aircraft
Kingston, Surrey

-

May 3-4th
Churchill Hotel, London. Seminar on IBM's latest PC operating system. Contact
Blenheim Online on 01-868 4466

Graphic Display Devices

- May 8th

IEE, London. Colloquium. Contact IEE on 01-240 1871

Advanced ADC And DAC Techniques

- May 8th

IEE, London. Colloquium. Contact IEE on 01-240 1871

Automan

- May 9 -12th

NEC, Birmingham. Automated manufacturing show. Contact Cahners
Exhibitions on 01-891 5051

Inspex 89

Packet Video

-

Many thanks for pointing out our
horrendousmistake. Naturally as soon
as the mag came out our switchboard
was jammed by readers through the
Chunnel putting us right (our thanks to
Jean, Paul, Claude, Pierre, Jean-Paul,
Jean-Pierre, Claude -Pierre, JeanClaude, Claude -Jean et tous les
autres).
As for the Tech Tips, we've been so
full of projects recently. that there
simply hasn't been room to fit them in.
Keep sending them in, however, and
we'll keep printing them. Don't forget
we pay for everything we use!
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- May 16th

IEE, London. Colloquium. Contact IEE on 01-240 1871

Biotech 89

- May 16 -18th

Tara Hotel, London. Contact Blenheim Online on 01-868 4466

-

.

baked idea). The French address (Rue
d'Avril, Foules, Paris -sud') gave your
foolish jest away, however I feel duty
bound to point out that our continental
cousins do not call such pranks April
Fools, they refer to them as April Fish,
or poissons d'avril as they say over
there. I have no idea why, but I thought
you should be told.
Stephen Grindberg
Doncaster

-

May 9 -12th
NEC, Birmingham. Quality control exhibition. Contact (0234) 4003.

Iwas pleased to see the return of Tech
Tips in your March edition,
it's been so long! Please keep them as
a regular feature often they are the
only things I have time to build (being
a busy bustling professional electrical
engineer as I am)
Also I noticed in your April News
section a somewhat suspicious 'story
concerning the imminent arrival of the
edible compact disc (definitely a half-

Energy 89
May 16-18
NEC, Birmingham. Contact Emap Maclaren on 01-660 8008
Scitech 89 May 17 -21st
Alexandra Palace, London. Exhibition of all the best British science and
technology. Contact British Science And Technology Trust on 01-992 0684
Networks 89 June 6.8th
NEC, Birmingham. Contact Blenheim Online on 01-868 4466

-

Help! Plagued by wandering

and

pestered

by

strays

pets

from near and far I was most keen to
construct the Ultrasonic Pet Scarer
design of Gary Calland that was
published in your February issue.
However I cannot find a 23kHz
crystal anywhere. The Buylines section
recommended Cricklewood Electronics butt! ey have sold out and are
recommending a 25kHz crytal as a
substitute.
Is this okay? Or do you know of
another source for 23kHz crystals?
Sam Saddington
Wrexham, Clwyd
Cricklewood contacted us soon after
flood of orders drained stocks of the
original crystal. Gary Calland has
tested the replacement 25kHz crystal
with his original circuit and tells us that
it works fine without any alterations
being necessary. Good news for
bad news for
Lproject constructors
L

pets!

-

-

- June 9th
Software Tools 89 - June 13 -15th
Electronic Filters

IEE, London. Colloquium. Contact IEE on 01-240 1871

Wembley Conference and Exhibition Centre, London. Contact Blenheim
Online on 01-868 4466

Image Processing And Its Applications

- July 18 -20th

University of Warwick. Third International Conference. Contact IEE on 01-240
1871
Holographic Systems, Components And Applications July 11 -13th

-

September

University of Bath. Second International Conference. Contact IEE on 01-240
1871

Vacuum Microelectronics

- July 24.26th

University of Bath. Conference sponsored by The Institute of Physics, IEE and
IEEE. Contact The Institute of Physics on 01-235 6111
Circuit Theory And Design September 5 -8th
University of Sussex. Ninth International conference. Contact IEE on 01-240
1871

-

Holographic Systems, Components And Applications
11 -13th

- September

University of Bath. Second international conference. Contact IEE on 01-240
1871
POS 89
September 12-14th
Business Design Centre, Islington, London. Point Of Sale technology exhibition.
Contact Batiste Exhibitions on (0532) 580033

-
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SKETCH 'N' ETCH
Mike Bedford

assembles a UV
exposure and light box
and a PCB etching
tank for pounds less
than the commercial
units

If you have ever made your own PCBs, the
chances are that you messed around in the
kitchen sink with all manner of makeshift
equipment and the results not only took longer
than expected to arrive but were rather below
par when they did.
With practice, it is possible to make professional
looking PCBs with no more than the kitchen sink and
a few dishes. However, the commercial equipment
available does speed up, simplify and improve on the
boards you produce. The only problem is the high cost
of this equipment.
If you can't afford professional equipment then
you can still build apparatus which gives the same
features as that available commercially. That being the
case, this is essentially a constructional article
but
for a change the reader can put away the soldering
iron and wire cutters in favour of the tenon saw and
wood glue!
Having built the equipment it will be possible to
take a 1:1 artwork, expose and develop photosensitive
copper -clad board and etch it quickly and without
mess. This equipment will even ease the design of the
original artwork.
The equipment consists of the following:
A dual purpose light box/UV exposure unit.
A thermostatically controlled etching tank with
agitator.

-

Exposure/Light Box
It is possible to expose photo -sensitive PCBs without
an exposure unit. The author probably isn't the only
one with memories of hunting around for a sheet of
glass and then balancing it on two blocks of wood or
piles of books so that a UV lamp can be accommodated underneath. The two things to be said
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against such an approach is that it is not the most
stable arrangement imaginable and it can be a
problem getting all the necessary bits together.
An exposure unit is essentially the same as has
just been described but is far more convenient
a
box with a glass top containing a couple of UV tubes.
It also has a hinged top with pressure pad.
It is quite obvious that another associated piece
of equipment is very similar in construction. A light
box differs only in that the fluorescent tubes emit
visible rather than UV light and that the top surface
is a diffuser rather than being transparent (also, of
course, the lid serves no purpose). Once again it is
possible to cope without a light box but it is so much
easier and quicker to use the right equipment.
The unit described here is a dual purpose unit
containing both types of tubes and a separate diffuser
sheet. It can be used as a light box for sizes up to a little
over A2 (630 x 440mm) and as a UV exposure unit
for an area of about 150 x 250mm. This difference is
consistent with the fact that the artwork will often be
done at a 2:1 scale.
UV exposure units, even at the prices in the
amateur component catalogues, will cost at least £50.
Light boxes don't seem to be commonly available to
the amateur constructor and will cost well in excess
of £100 for the size offered. The combined unit
described here can be built for around £50 or
considerably less if off-cuts of chipboard, an old
fluorescent fitting and so on are available.
Figure 1 shows the mechanical details of the unit.
The main body of the box is made from six pieces of
i/zin chipboard. If chipboard other than i/ein is used,
some of the following dimensions will require
modification (for example the width of the top is the
width of the base plus twice the thickness of the
board). The first task is to saw these pieces to the
following dimensions: Base
640 x 450mm, front

-

-
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640 x 125mm, the two sides
and back
475 x 125mm and lid 665 x 475mm. Two lengths
of 6mm PSE (timber with 6mm square cross section)
are now glued and pinned to the front, back and sides
in order to make a channel into which the glass sheet

-

once the box is assembled. It is suggested that
the glass sheet is used to ensure correct spacing
between these two lengths.
Now lengths of 12mm PSE should be screwed
along the four edges of the base. This is used to reinforce the joints between the base and the front, back
and sides. 12mm PSE is also used to make the joints
between the front/back and the sides. The inside of
the box will need painting white and this is probably
easiest to do while the box is in pieces. Care should
be taken not to paint inside the channel formed by the
6mm PSE as this could stop the glass from fitting.
Now comes the fitting of the electrical
since everything fits onto the base
components
except for two switches on the front it is probably also
easier to do most of this task whilst the box is in pieces.
The mechanical positioning of the critical electrical
components is shown in Fig. 1 and the wiring in
Fig. 2. The diagram is for a couple of tubes so it is
doubled up to give the four (two visible and two UV)
tubes.
There are two options. In Fig. 2b the tubes are
connected in series and driven from a single choke
whereas Fig. 2a shows one tube with its own choke.
If components are being bought new or if a fluorescent
fitting is being bought for the specific purpose of
will slide

-

dismantling for this project then the shared choke will
almost certainly be the most cost effective solution.
If components are being salvaged from old fluorescent
fittings, however, it may be that independent wiring
is preferred.
If fluorescent fittings are dismantled to obtain
components it is useful to know the type of terminals
used on the component parts of such luminaries.
These tend to be spring loaded and require a
miniature screwdriver or sturdy needle pushing inside
to get them to release the wire. New wires are attached
simply by pushing the stripped end into the aperture.
The wire used should be solid core and not the
stranded type.
Having fitted and wired up the electrical
components (except for the switches) the box can at
last be assembled (except for the back) by screwing
the sides to the 12mm PSE on the base and making
joints between the sides and the front using more
12mm PSE and screws. When this assembly is
complete the wiring of the switches can be carried out
and the mains inlet lead taken through a hole in the
rear of the box. In selecting switches it is
recommended that those with integral neon indicators
are used, preferably one red and one green so that
it is immediately obvious whether UV or visible light
has been turned on.
In passing it is also worth saying that a
mechanical timer switch could be used for the UV
circuit to time the exposure although this would
increase the cost of the unit quite significantly.
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Dimensions and construction of the UV/light box
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Normally the etchant is ferric chloride but there
are other alternatives. As the reaction takes place the
concentration of the by-products builds up in the
vicinity of the copper, reducing the local concentration
of the etchant and thereby also reducing the reaction
speed. If the by-products were evenly distributed
throughout the solution then this reduction in reaction
speed would be much less pronounced. A horizontal
board aggravates this local build up of reaction byproducts. Furthermore, it is a general rule that the
chemical reaction approximately doubles in speed for
TUBE
OSTARTER

TUBE
OSTARTER
CHOKE

-o
L

N

o

240V AC
Ib)

Fig. 2 Fluorescent tube wiring options

The glass top can now be slid in and the back
If glue is used for any of the other joints it should
be omitted from the back as the glass top needs to be
removable to facilitate tube changing.
Now comes the construction and fitting of the lid.
This needs fitting with a pair of hinges at the rear, a
pair of catches at the front and a sheet of 1/4in foam
rubber to cover the UV area on its inside surface. The
hinges are of the type which slide apart so the lid may
be removed entirely when not in use (when in use as

fitted.

a light box).
To complete the unit it should be checked that
the perspex diffuser sheet fits over the glass and can
if not it will need filing down
easily be removed
somewhat! As a final touch it would also be useful to
construct an opaque screen (perhaps from some type
of plastic sheet or even black paper could be used)
to fit over the enture surface of the glass with a window
cut out having the position and dimensions of the UV
tube area. This will prevent the user from placing
PCBs outside the area of acceptable UV intensity.
The unit is now complete but to rid it of its bare
chipboard look the box should be painted or covered.
Alternatively it could be built from melamine covered
chipboard in the first place.

-

Uf:1-4

each 10°C increase in temperature.
The etching tank described here has a
thermostatically controlled immersion heater and a
vertical board arrangement (but of such a shape to
minimise the volume of etchant required) together
with an agitator to ensure good dispersion of the
reaction products. Accordingly etching is convenient
and quick.
The unit will cost about £30 to build but can be
comparable to commercial equipment with a £170
price tag. A further saving will be achieved in the long
term (compared to non -agitated room temperature
etching) in that a longer lifetime will be obtained from
the etchant.
The tank consists of glass fibre re-inforced plastic
(GRP) tank, a chipboard cradle and base and an insert
to support the heating element and aerator tube.
The tank is constructed by moulding GRP
around a pre -constructed mould. Figure 3 shows the
required shape and dimensions. The author made the
mould out of chipboard but doesn't recommend doing
the same as it proved almost impossible to remove
once the GRP was cured.
I
would suggest using some fairly robust
cardboard which could, if necessary, be soaked out
afterwards. Nevertheless, as an aid to extracting the
mould, it should be coated in wax by painting on
molten candles and then polishing with a cloth.
Once the mould has been constructed and
waxed, the moulding can begin. This is carried out
using fibreglass matting and plastic resin. The resin
should be activated by mixing in the prescribed
amount of hardener but since it then remains
workable for about ten minutes only, smallish portions
should be activated at a time.
Moulding begins by painting the surface of the
mould with activated resin. Manageable sized strips
of fibreglass matting should then be placed on the
mould and further activated resin added to these using
a brush in stippling action until the matting is
completely soaked. Further strips are added. each

Etching Tank
Etching tends to be the messy bit of the PCB making
process and again it can be done without any special
equipment. This process can be carried out in almost
any shallow plastic container. One thing common to
virtually all containers used is that the board is laid flat
most commonly available receptacles which would
take the board upright would be of such dimensions
that a very large volume of etching solution would be
required. A few words about the chemistry involved
will make it clear why this isn't a very efficient

-

arrangement.
Clearly a chemical reaction

is

involved in etching

copper off the copper clad board to make a PCB. It
doesn't really affect the argument what the exact
details of the reaction are so let's just represent it as
follows:

Copper + Etchant -=By-product
(Solid)
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(Solution)

(Solution)

1

+ By-product 2
(Solution)
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PARTS LIST
UVILIGHT BOX

l in chipboard

lx 640x450
2x 640x125mt
2x 475x125

lx 665x475mm

4x 640mm

6mm PSE

4x 438etm

2k 640g+

12m

2 x 426mm
4 x 80mm

4mm glass

lx 638 x 448mm

3mm opal perspex

lx 626x436mm

%,

in

foam rubber

Fluorescent tubes

C
Starter

1 x 270 x 170mm
2x 24in,80W;

2x

l2in,8W UVA

2x20Wor Ix+
2x8Wor1x1F
..,

4

Starter socket

4

Tube connectors

4toslit'

-

Hinges. Togglecatches, Slack paffe
Glue. Paint.

ETCHING TANK
1/210

Ghipboard.

2x 315x90mm
2x 315x170mm
300x195mm

,1x

Aquarium heater

150W

Aquarium pump
Tubing

2m

Fibreglass resin

500ml

Fibreglass hardener

Fibreglass matting
Screws. Glue, Cable. Paint.

overlapping the previous one until the entire mould
is covered.
Once the tank is dried, further layers of matting
may be applied in the same way as the first. It is
suggested that three layers are used to give the
necessary strength and that particular attention is
given to the edges and corners which are potential
weak spots. When the tank is complete it should be
tested for leaks and if any are found a further liberal
coating of activated resin applied. The easiest way of
neatly producing the lip of the tank is to mould this
oversize and trim with a hacksaw once moulding is
complete.
The construction of the chipboard cradle is
shown in Fig. 4. The large base is to give the unit
stability when full of etching fluid and to produce a
mounting position for the pump. It is suggested that
this construction is made using woodscrews and wood
glue and like the light box, it is made of melamine
board or painted or covered.
The immersion heater used is the type intended
for aquarium use, having both a heating element and
a thermostat in a sealed glass tube. The thermostat
should be adjusted to its maximum temperature,
normally in the region 30-35°C. This temperature is
not as high as in commercial etching tanks but does
give a useful increase beyond room temperature and
has the advantage of making use of a readily available
and low cost heater.
These units are attached to the side of an
aquarium tank with a rubber sucker. Since it is not
possible to attach it to the inside of the etching tank
by the same means, the bracket illustrated in Fig. 5
is used. This is moulded from GRP as described earlier
with the top layer of matting applied over the sucker
parts of the heater supports.
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This bracket also serves to keep the air line at the
centre bottom of the tank to correctly agitate the
solution. The air line is attached to the bracket by use
of cable ties which are threaded through holes, these
being drilled after the structure has fully cured. The
air line rises 150mm above the top of the tank before
attaching to the pump. This is a precaution to prevent
etchant from siphoning back into the pump when it
is switched off. When fitting the air line to the bracket
care should be taken not to bend it through too sharp
an angle as this would cause it to collapse at that point.
The unit is now ready to be assembled. The
fibreglass tank is placed in the cradle and the bracket
together with heater and air line is hooked over one
end of the tank and cradle. To complete the unit, the
airline is cut to length, attached to the pump and the
pump fixed to the base board by use of either sticky
pads or long cable ties.

Using The Equipment
This section describes how the equipment is used to
make a professional looking printed circuit board.
Much has been written on this in the past so the
intention is to keep this to a fairly brief summary. The
detailed portions will therefore be only those which
apply specifically to this equipment.
Using the light box/exposure unit in its light box
mode (with the diffuser sheet fitted), the master
artwork is prepared on drawing film using black tape,
pads and so on. Except for the simplest of boards, this
will be carried out at double size.
If the master artwork is double size it will need
reducing. Most people will not have the facilities for
doing this themselves and should use the services of
a professional photographer. A black and white line
transparency reduced by a factor of 2:1 should be

obtained.
The light box/exposure unit should now be
prepared for use as an exposure unit by removing the
diffuser and fitting the exposure masking sheet and lid.
The etching tank should also be prepared. If
using it for the first time it will clearly need filling with
etchant. The suggested etchant is a solution of ferric
chloride. This can either be bought as a ready made
solution or as crystals which are then dissolved in
water according to the instructions on the packet. The
tank should be filled to the water mark on the heater
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Fig. 3 Building up the GRP tank
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wire then used to hang the board in the etching tank
and facilitate its removal for inspection and when
completed. It should only take ten minutes or so to
etch a board. When the etching times get very long
it is time for the etching solution to be replaced. When
the etching is finished the board should be well rinsed
in cold water. Care should be taken not to allow ferric
chloride solution to come into contact with the skin
or clothes.
A couple of options are now available. One is to
use a solvent such as acetone to remove the remaining
etch resist to leave clean copper tracks. However, it
is usually pointless doing this since the board can be
built up with resist on as it acts as a flux and can be
soldered over. The advantage of this is that the resist

Fig. 4 Construction of the tank cradle
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otherwise damage to the heater may result. This will
require about 1 litre of solution. The heater and pump
should now be switched on and the unit left for a few
minutes to warm up.
A piece of photosensitive copper clad laminate
is cut to size, the protective black sheet peeled off and
the reduced artwork placed in contact with the
photosensitive side of the board. Care should be taken
to use the artwork the correct way round to avoid
making a mirror image of the required PCB.
The board and artwork are now placed artwork
down on the glass of the exposure unit and the lid
carefully closed and the catches fastened. The UV
tubes are now switched on for the exposure period.
Since the exposure time can vary with the photo -resist
and the age of the tubes, this should be determined
by experiment the first time the unit is used and
periodically thereafter but is expected to be in the
region of eight minutes.
The board is now developed by immersion in
developer for a few minutes. A photographic
developing dish can be used for this purpose. When
developing is complete the pattern of the tracks will
be clearly visible and the board can then be removed
from the developer and well rinsed in cold water.
Although ready mixed developer can be used
this is expensive and a home made solution of sodium
hydroxide (caustic soda) is just as effective. Caustic
soda is widely available from hardware shops etc. The
solution should be made up by adding 20g of sodium
hydroxide to one litre of cold water and stirring until
dissolved. Care should be taken in making the
solution that the water is not added to the sodium
hydroxide rather than vice versa as this could cause
a rapid rise in temperature (and spitting if it boils). Also
remember that sodium hydroxide is a hazardous
chemical which should not be allowed to come into
contact with the skin.
The board is now ready for etching. It is
suggested that a small hole is drilled in a corner, a
length of insulated wire tied through this hole and this

protects the copper tracks from the corrosion which
would inevitably take place over a period of time.
The one reason for removing the resist is to allow
the copper tracks to be tin plated hence giving a very
professional looking board. A low temperature tinning
solution is available from PCB equipment suppliers.
This is used by placing the board track down in a small
amount of the solution in a photographic developing
tray. Over a few minutes the tin coating will build up
and the board can then be rinsed and dried.
If attempting tin plating, care should be taken to
ensure that the copper is absolutely clean and free
from grease. In practice this means carrying out the
plating immediately the photo -resist has been
removed.
One final option to give that really over -the -top
appearance is to screen print the component legend
on the top of the board. Without going into details this
involves preparing an artwork, exposing and developing photo -stencil film, applying this to the screen
frame and finally printing. This may sound all rather
involved but can indeed be carried out at home.
Suppliers of the materials will normally supply full
instructions.
That's all there is too it! With a little bit of practice
and without too much mess, professional looking (and
of course functional) PCBs can be made at home.
Materials such as the photo -resist copper clad board
and ferric chloride can be obtained from most electronic suppliers although if a significant amount is to
be purchased it will be less expensive to go to a
specialist PCB equipment supplier. Such a source will
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certainly be used to get the more obscure materials
such as those for tin plating or screen printing. The
following company can supply all PCB making

requirements although a £25 minimum order
currently insisted upon:
Instagraphic Products Ltd.,
Ashfield Industrial Estate,
Low Hall Road,

Horsforth,
Leeds LS18 4EF.
Tel: (0532) 589893.

BUYLINES
AQUARIUM
HEATER

All the wood and hardware can be obtained from DIY shops and
ironmongers. The fluorescent tubes, end connectors, starters and

lh

sockets are easily obtainable from electrical shops. Whereas in theory

is

0

X
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X

such electrical suppliers can also obtain the UV tubes (which are

AIR LINE

manufactured by Philips or Thorn) this could be
M

a

long process. If

ordering from this source make sure to explain that the tubes are not
of the filtered 'black light' variety used in discos. Alternatively, many

CABLE TIES

of the electronic suppliers sell these tubes as spares for their UV
exposure units but this can be an expensive option. The foam rubber

can be obtained from sewing shops or market stalls.

th

There are two possible sources of the opal diffusing perspex.

Most towns have a number of sign makers. Being a constilent part
of most illuminated signs, these companies use perspex and maybe

willing to sell off-cuts. Failing this it may be obtained from industrial
4

-_

plastic suppliers listed in Yellow Pages.
95

The fibreglass matting, resin and hardener are available from

NOTE, ADJUST DIMENSIONS
IF NECESSARY TO MATCH
EXACT MEASUREMENT OF

motoring shops, the type used for the prototype was called David's
Fastg/ass. The aquarium heater and pump are available frompet shops

GRP TANK WHEN COMPLETE

or tropical fish suppliers. The heater used in the prototype was the

Atlantis T150. Other types could certainly be substituted but this may

Fig. 5 Construction of the heater/airline bracket

affect the design of the heater support bracket.
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Lighting

PROOPS DISTRIBUTORS LTD., HEYBRIDGE ESTATE,
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Timer

ACCESSORIES
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Cable
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SYSTEM
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SCANNER KIT(T)
A complete, six channel LED chaser kit for less than a fiver!
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ELECTRONIC GUARD DOG

RECORD

MICROPHONE

best burglar deterrents is a
guard dog and this kit provides the barking. Can be connected to a doorbell,
pressure mat or any other intruder detector and produces random threatening
barks. All you need is a mains supply,
intruder detector and a little time.
XK125
£24.00

/VOICE

LED

\

PROCESSOR

129K

MEMORY

SPEAKER

One of the

DISCO LIGHTING KITS

SUPER -SENSITIVE
MICROBUG

VOICE RECORD/PLAYBACK KIT

VARICAP TUNED PRINTE0 CIRCUIT
TRANSMITTER
AERIAL COIL

\

SENSITIVE
ML ECTRET
ICROPHO

HIGH GAIN
AMPI_ IF IER

ri
HIGH WAL ITV
IBREGL ASS PCB WITH

SCL DER

Only

HIGH

QUALITY

PCB

This simple to construct and even simpler to operate kit will record and playback
short messages or tunes. It has many uses-seatbelt or lights reminder in the
car, welcome messages to visitors at home or at work, warning messages in
factories and public places, in fact anywhere where a spoken message is an-

nounced and which needs to be changed from time to time. Also suitable for
toys -why not convert your daughter's £8 doll to an £80 talking doll!!

78x60x15

Size
Message time

1-5

secs normal speed,

2-10

RESIST

.01

120

45x25xt5mm, including built-in

mic. 88-100MHz (standard FM radio).
Range approx. 300m depending on terrain. Powered by 9V PP3 (7mA). Ideal for
surveillance, baby alarm etc
£5.50

VERSATILE REMOTE
CONTROL KIT

mm

secs slow speed

XK129

£22.50

TEN EXCITING PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS
DL8000K 8 -way sequencer kit with builtin opto -isolated sound to light input. Only
requires a box and control knob to complete
£31.50
DL1000K 4 -way chaser features bidirectional sequence and dimming 1kW
per channel
£19.25
DLZ1000K Uni-directional version of the
above. Zero switching to reduce interference
£10.80
DLA/t (for DL & DLZ1000K) Optional opto input allowing audio 'beat'/light
response
77p
DL3000K 3 -channel sound to light kit,
zero voltage switching, automatic level
control and built-in mic. 1kW per
channel
£15.60

POWER STROBE KIT
Produces an intense
light pulse at a
variable frequency of
1 to 15Hz. Includes
high quality PCB,
components, connectors, 5Ws strobe tube and assembly instructions. Supply: 240V ac. Size:

80x50x45.
XK124 STROBOSCOPE KIT

£13.75

SIMPLE KITS FOR
BEGINNERS
Kits include all components (inc. speaker
where used) and full instructions.
SKI DOOR CHIME play a tune when activated by a pushbutton
£3.90
SK2 WHISTLE SWITCH switches a relay
on and off in response to whistle command
£3.90
SK3
SOUND GENERATOR produces
FOUR
different sounds, including

police/ambulance/fire-engine siren and
machine gun
£3.90
SPECIAL OFFERS ON KITS FOR
SCHOOLS AND TRAINING CENTRES
-contact Sales Office for discounts
and samples

This kit contains a solderless breadboard, components and a booklet with instructions to enable the absolute novice to build ten fascinating projects including a light operated switch, intercom, burglar alarm and electronic lock.
Each project includes a circuit diagram, description of operation and an easy to
follow layout diagram. A section on component identification and function is included, enabling the beginner to build the circuits with confidence.

XK118

£15.00

MULTIMETER BARGAINS

ELECTRONIC WEIGHING
SCALES

A high accuracy Autoranging meter with

OMITS SELECTOR

014,E0

Display Hold, Memory features.
AC volts
0-2-200-750 1.2%
DC volts
0-0.2-2-200-1000 0.8%
AC current0-2m-200mA 1.2% 0-10A 2%
DC current
as for AC
Resistance. 0 -200 -2K -20K -200K -2M 1%
Continuity.. Buzzer sounds at /20 ohms
127x69x25mm
Size
£31.75
405 207
A 15 range Autoranging

111

contains a single ,p chip microprocessor, PCB, displays and all electronics to produce a digital LEDreadoutof
weight in Kgs or Sts/lbs. A PCB link
selects the scale bathroom/ two types
of kitchen scales. A low cost digital ruler
could also be made.
E51
£6.50
Kit

multimeter with

4AC, 5DC and 6 resistance ranges. Only
8x55x108mm. Complete with wallet.
£19.50,
405 206

Ask for

a

-

leaflet on our range of meters

***

DiSPLO

BARGAIN COMPONENT

PACKS*

**

Refill those empty component drawers at a fraction of the normal price and

l'I

-

Pack 6: 60 x Radial electrolytes tuf t 000uí
Pack C: 30 x Polyester capacitors a or 0.01 of -tuf
Pack D: 35 x horizontal presets 1k -1M
Pack E: 30x IC sockets 8, 14, 16 pin
Pack F: 25 x Red 5mm LEDs

d

Pack G: 25xGreen LEDs
Pack H: 30 x 5mm LEDs 10 Red, 10 Green, 10 Yellow
Pack J: 50 x 1N4148 silicon diodes
Pack K:

40x npn/pnp transistors BC/548/558 General Purpose.

TK ELECTRONICS
13 Boston Road
London W7 3SJ
Tel: 01.567 8910
Fax: 01.566 1916

MICROPROCESSOR TIMER
Kit controls 4
outputs inde

eeos

..."`"`"".

£3.25
£4.50
£3.00
£2.00
£1.75
£2.00
£2.50
£1.00

CT6000K

£2.25?«tt

FREE Solderless Breadboard (verobloc type) when you buy all ten packs.

remotely. Outputs may be latched to the
last received code or momentary (on during transmission) by specifying the
decoder IC and a 15V stabilised supply is
available to power external circuits. Supply: 240V AC or 15-24V DC at 10mA.
Size (exc. transformer) 9x4x2 cms.
Companion transmitter is the MK18
which operates from a 9V PP3 battery
and gives,. a range of up to 60ft. Two
keyboards are available- MK9 (4 -way)
and MKtO (16 -way).
MK12 IR Receiver
(inc transformer)
£16.30
MK18 Transmitter
£7.50
MK9 4 -way Keyboard
£2.20
MK10 16 -way Keyboard
£6.55
601133 Box for Transmitter
£2.60

pendently
switching on
/off at 18
preset times
over a 7 -day
cycle. LED di play of time/day easily
programmed. Includes box.

don't be caught out. All components supplied are to full spec, and are not
seconds or surplus stock. Prices exclude VAT (15%).
Pack A: 650x 25 watt resistor 47R -10M
£4.25

I

Includes all components (+transformer) fora sensitive IR receiver with 16
logic outputs (0-15V) which with
suitable interface circuitry (relays,
triacs, etc -details supplied) can switch
up to 16 items of equipment on or off

T

ORDERING INFORMATION All prices exclude VAT. Free
p&p on orders over £50 (UK only), otherwise add

£1+VAT. Overseas p&p: Europe £3.50 elsewhere
£10.00. Send cheque/PO/Barclaycard/Access No. with
order. Giro No. 529314002. Local authority and export
orders welcome. Goods by return subject to availability.

ORDERS: 01.56 78910
ETI MAY 1989

£47.20

XK114 Relay kit for CT6000 includes
PCB, connectors and one relay. Will accept up to 4 relays. 3A/240V c/o con£4.30
tacts
£1.80
701115 Additional relays

A-

24 HOURS
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OP-AMPS
Paul Chappell, Delia
Smith of the
component world,

presents a
mouthwatering hotpot
of op -amp recipes

month, an op -amp cook book. Figure
shows various amplifier configurations
you've met them all before, so I'll dash
quickly through them and move on to
something new. Figure la is the basic
inverting amplifier: the output will be `upside down'
with respect to the input. It has a relatively low input
resistance (=Rl), but has the useful ability to accept
several inputs (Fig. lb), and so can be used to mix
audio signals together.
Figure lc is the basic non -inverting configuration.
The output will be a larger version of the input and
the input resistance is high (= input resistance of op amp). One input is your lot on this one.
Next comes the unity gain amplifier (Fig. 1d).
This

1

R2

Vin

Vout

-R

GAIN=

(a)

Ria

R2

Vin(a)
Vin(b)

VirM)
Vout
lb)

GAIN

=

R2+R1
R1

(C)

GAIN

=

1

(d)

Fig.

1

(a) Inverting amplifier

(b) Basic mixer
(c) Non -inverting amplifier

(d) Unity gain amplifier (Buffer)

-

why
This one is often a bit puzzling to beginners
have a circuit which gives the same voltage at the
output as it gets at the input? Why not save the money
and use a piece of wire? You can picture it as being
a bit like one of those robot arms that follows the
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motions of your own hand exactly but with a thousand
times the strength. The signal that comes in may not
have enough oomph to do what you want the op amp copies it and supplies the extra power.

-

Show Me A Sine
Last month I was talking about ways that an amplifier
might be made to oscillate. Figure 2a shows one of
many possible configurations for a sine wave oscillator.
This one is known as a Wien Bridge oscillator, after
Wilhelm Wien who invented the frequency selection
network used. For reasons which I explained last
month, if you want the output sine wave to be as pure
as possible the trick is to set the loop gain of the circuit
as close as possible to 1. In theory it will be this value
when R3 = 2 x R4 but in practice it might be
necessary to make R3 a touch smaller for the circuit
to oscillate reliably. If you only want a roughly
sinusoidal output, set R2 to one or two preferred
values lower than suggested by the formula. If you're
particular about the purity, use a preset and adjust it
to the point where the circuit just begins to oscillate.
Figure 2b shows a square wave oscillator. This
one has an output which jumps between the two
supply rail voltages or as near to them as the output
of the op -amp will go, at a rate set by Cl and Rl. One
nice feature of this circuit is that the output frequency
is pretty well independent of the supply voltage: if the
voltage increases, the capacitor will have further to
charge before the circuit flips over but the rate of
charge will also be increased and the two effects neatly
cancel each other out. The amplitude won't be
independent of the supply voltage of course, but you
can't have everything! A version which doesn't require
a OV supply is shown in Fig. 2c.
No cook book would be complete without a
selection of filters. Figure 3 shows a low pass, high pass
and a bandpass filter. Let me explain how to make
them go. Figure 3a is a second order lowpass filter,
which means that it has an ultimate roll -off of 12dB
per octave. By altering the pole quality factor (qp)
you can effectively trade off a flat passband against
a steep initial roll -off.
The starting point is to give the filter a Butterworth
characteristic, which means setting qp to just a touch
over 0.7 (1/f2 to be exact). I3 = 5k6 and
R4 = 10k will do fine. This gives a flat passband but
a relatively gentle initial slope. If you need a steeper
slope, just increase the value of qp a little (by
increasing the value of R3 or reducing R4). Setting
qp to 0.96 will give a 1dB `hump' just before cutoff but
a significantly steeper slope. A qp of 1.3 will give a
3dB hump but a still steeper slope. If you want slope
without hump, you need a more complicated circuit!
The same applies to the high pass filter of Fig. 3b. The
slope -and -hump characteristic is known as a
Chebyshev characteristic, by the way. With more than
one filter section it becomes a slope -and -ripple
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characteristic: the passband looks like a stormy sea but
the roll off is pretty sharp.
For the bandpass filter, altering qn will vary the
sharpness and width of the filter's peak: the higher the
value, the narrower and more pointy it becomes.
All the filter circuits are a little more complicated
than they need be, but they all have the nice feature
that you can vary the tuning and pole independently.
All the filters can be tuned by varying R2 and the
shape of the frequency response by adjusting R3 or
R4. It's not a requirement of the circuits that the two
resistors and two caps would be equal by the way, it
just makes the sums easier.
Figure 4 is a ragbag of assorted circuits, some of
which you may not have seen before even if you've
been reading ETI since if first began. Fig. 4a is the op -

R1 = R2

Vin

Vout

Cl
fp

= C2
1

2nC1 R1
1

QP

2-R3/R4

R1=R2
Cl

= C2

vout

t

f

2rC1R1

QP

2-R3/R4

1

R1=R2
Cl

= C2

R3 = 2R4

RI
1

tost

A

Vin

2rR1C1

R1=R2

TT¡ Cl

1

C1=C2
C2
1

Vout

fP

2rC1R1

QP

2-R3/R4

1

(c)

(a)

R3

R4

R3

Fig. 3 (a) Low pass filter

(b)

R2 = R3 = 2R4

Vout

(b) High pass

filter

(c) Band pass

filter

value of a large cap is not something one would
normally try to do but with this circuit you can.
Finally, and still on the theme of things
pretending to be what they're not, Fig. 4c shows an
op -amp that thinks it's an inductor. The value of Rl
should be very much lower than R2 for the circuit to
work properly but apart from that you can use
whatever values suit your purposes.

1

fosc

2.2C1R1

10k

Vout

Fig. 2 (a) Sinewave oscillator
/7777

(b) Squarewave oscillator
(c) Variation

without OV rail

amp equivalent of one of my favourite transistor
circuits: the one that makes a small cap pretend to be
a big one. With this circuit you can makeup huge time
constants without using up the board space (or paying
the money) for a huge cap. Can you see how it works?
Figure 4b is a variation on the same theme. This
time, Cl looks to the input like a grounded capacitor
of a size rather larger than its actual value. If R1 = R2,
it will appear to have twice its actual value. This circuit
is not suitable for making enormous multiples of the
capacitor value because it works by yanking downwards on the other end of the cap and raising the input
voltage. To multiply the apparent value by 1000 it
would have to drop the voltage by almost 1kV for
every volt rise at the input, which is somewhat limiting.
On the other hand if Rl and R2 are replaced by a pot,
it will make a variable capacitor of a size that would
be quite a jaw dropper for any radio ham, who would
be more used to those vaned things. Trimming the
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L =

R1R2C1

R14R2

Fig. 4 (a) Long time constant circuit (100s)
(b) Capacitor multiplier
(c) Inductor
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MAKING ELECTRONICS C.A.D. AFFORDABLE
-BRITISH
a
,
`
-Z.
, o
HAVE YOU BEEN PUTTING OFF BUYING PCB CAD SOFTWARE?
ARE YOU STILL USING TAPES AND A LIGHT BOX?
HAVE YOU ACCESS TOAN IBM PC/XT/AT OR CLONE?
WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE ABLE TO PRODUCE PCB LAYOUTS UP
TO 17" SQUARE?
WITH UP TO 8 TRACK LAYERS AND 2 SILK SCREEN LAYERS?
PLUS DRILL TEMPLATE AND SOLDER RESIST?
WITH UP TO 8 DIFFERENT TRACK WIDTHS ANYWHERE IN THE

-- RANGE.002to.531"?
--WITH
----

DESIGN

p

AWARD

,

-

o

a

,

1989

WITH UP TO 16 DIFFERENT PAD SIZES FROM THE SAME RANGE?
PAD SHAPES INCLUDING ROUND, OVAL, WITH OR
WITHOUT HOLE, AND EDGE CONNECTOR FINGERS?
WITH UP TO 1500 IC's PER BOARD, FROM UP TO 100 DIFFERENT
OUTLINES?
WITH AUTOREPEAT ON TRACKS OR OTHER FEATURES- IDEAL
FOR MEMORY PLANES?
THAT CAN BE USED FOR SURFACE MOUNT COMPONENTS?
WITH THE ABILITY TO LOCATE COMPONENTS AND PADS ON
GRID OR TO .002" RESOLUTION?
WITH AN OPTIONAL AUTOVIA FACILITY FOR MULTILAYER
BOARDS?
WITH THE ABILITY TO CREATE AND SAVE YOUR OWN SYMBOLS?
THAT IS AS GOOD AT CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS AS IT IS AT PCB's?
THAT CAN BE USED WITH EITHER CURSOR KEYS OR MOUSE?
WHERE YOU CAN LEARN HOW TO USE IT IN AROUND HALF AN
HOUR?
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THAT ONLY COSTS FROM £95 + VAT?

WRITE OR TELEPHONE FOR FULL INFORMATION

TINY-PC, EASY-PC, TINY-PC, EASY

Number One Systems Ltd

-PC,

TINY-PC, EASY-PC, TINY-PC, EASY-PC

1

Ref: ETI, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD
ST IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS PE17 4WR

Telephone: 0480 61778

READERS SERVICES

ASP Readers Services, 9 Hall Road, Maylands Wood Estate, Hemel Hempstead, Herts H P2 7BH. Tel: 0442-41221

FREE GIFTS WITH PORTASOL

Both ORYX PORTASOL and ORYXPORTASOL PROFESSIONAL offer these outstanding features: totally pocket
portable independent of any external power source butane -powered refills in seconds from standard gas
lighter refill a safety cut-off when cap is replaced
adjustable for temperatures up to 400°C
equivalent to
electrical irons of 10-60w flint ignition in cap high impact case gas energy source removes all risk of electrical
damage to sensitive components.
The new ORYX PORTASOL PROFESSIONAL loins the famous ORYX PORTASOL to offer you even more versatility in
cordless soldering equipment.
PORTASOL PROFESSIONAL still fits comfortably and safely into the pocket, yet offers up to 120 minutes continuous use
with a choice of 7 tips including a HOT GAS TIP and FLAME TIP.
These new features, plus a redesigned tip configuration,consolidate Portasol's position as the only true pocket portable gas
iron

-

-

with enhanced technical ability and aesthetic appeal.

AND

LOWER PRICES

Buy the PORTASOL PROFESSIONAL including hot gas, blowtorch, standard soldering tip and we will include a hot
knife blade and a six -piece set of precision screwdrivers.
All this for just £34.95 inclusive of VAT and p&p (order code R0105).
Extra bits available: 4; 8mm (order code R0109), 3.2mm (order code R0108), 1.0mm (order code R0106) all at £4.95 each inc
p&p. N.B. all tips include catalytic converter system.
Full kit comprising of complete PORTASOL PROFESSIONAL and full set of 7 bits including a free "Octopus'
soldering/modellersassembly tool only £53.95! (order code SETR109).
Still available the STANDARD PORTASOL our price £15.75 inc p&p (order code ROSL1).
Offerapplies to UK readers only- foroverseassupplypleaseenquirein writing to theabove address. Pleaseallow28 days fordelivery.

-

-

-

ASP Readers Services, 9 Hall Road, Maylands Wood Estate, Hemel
Tel: 0442-41221
Hempstead, Herts HP2 7BH.
at ...........
Please supply
Order Code

Order Code
I

at ...........

enclose my cheque or Postal Order payable to ASP for £

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard A/C
Expiry

I

I

Name

Address

Please allow 28 days for delivery

=

We take Access & Barclaycard by telephone
For Airmail Postage please add 30% to value of order
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John Linsley Hood's

AUDIO DESIGN
80W MOSFET AUDIO AMPLIFIER

John Linsley Hood
improves on the best
amplifier you can build

There is an old adage which says that it's nice
to be clever but it's a lot more clever to be
nice. Translated into audio amplifier terms

this could read that it is nice if equipment
has an excellent technical specification, but
it is even better if it sounds nice.
Of course it is gratifying if gear scores top marks
on both counts but the former, sadly, does not
guarantee the latter. It is salutary, from time to time,
to visit one of the more run -of -the mill High Street 'hifi' shops to be reminded that some quite horrible
noises can emerge from combinations of reasonably
prestigious seeming kit.
This lack of agreement between conventional
measurements and perceived sound quality poses a
problem for any designer in the audio field. Account
must be taken, however reluctantly, of the claims of
those who base their judgement of equipment performance on listening trials, and checks made to see
whether these claims have foundation in fact.
I admit to reservations about many of the effects
attributed to the characteristics of minor amplifier
components in amplifier circuitry, particularly where
these are clearly peripheral to its function. However
in places such as the negative feedback loop (which
defines the whole performance of the amplifier) and
in the supply line decoupling (which establishes the
relationship of the system to the OV line) there are
good technical reasons why component type may
affect sound quality and there are small but measurable (and reproducible) effects which can be demonstrated. Having looked at a wide range of these
marginal aspects of audio quality, I incorporated those
I thought to be sensible into the design of my 80W
amplifier featured in ETI from June to September
1984.
In general, I am very well pleased with the
performance of this amplifier which is, I think, the best
design I have done so far. In the view of some
experienced `audiophiles' whose opinions I respect,
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better than other amplifiers of their
acquaintance. It has also attracted some very flattering
comment from constructors in the correspondence
columns of the `hi-fi' press.
I share the general regret that a kit of parts for this
design did not become available at the time of the
original publication. Now that a kit specialist, Hart
Electronic Kits, has produced the necessary components, PCBs and metalwork for the power amplifier,
I have taken this opportunity to do a little tidying up
in areas generally related to convenience rather than
it is significantly

performance.
The pre-amplifier has also been given a few
amendments, notably the addition of a moving coil
head amplifier stage and new tone controls. Hart is
Cl
1u0
PR

EAMP O

AUX

0----

R5

2k2

I

RV1a
100k

o

TO LH CHANNEL

MON/STEREO
R1

R2

10k

4k7

OV

CD

VOLUME
OV
C2

4

PREAMPO

tu0

R6

2k2

RV1h
700k

AUX O

TO RH CHANNEL
R3
10k

R4
4k7

OV

co
OV

TO JUNCTION
OF R9/C7 LH

BALANCE
RV3a
1k0

TO JUNCTION
OF R9/C7 RH

Fig. 1 Circuit diagram of the input swi ching, volume and balance
controls
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AUX

CD

Fig. 2 Component overlay for the input selector circuit

already working on the kit for the pre-amplifier and
hopes to have it available later this year. It will be
featured in ETI at that time.
In both the power and pre -amplifiers my aim with
this revised design remains the same to provide a
system which will be equal to or better than the best
of the contemporary market offerings, without making
the whole system too expensive for the average
potential constructor.

-

Input Switching
It was an oversight on the original design not to
provide an input selector switch to accompany the

PRE

CD

LEFT

AUX
RIGHT

PRE

`gain' and `balance' controls on the input of the power

amplifier which would have increased the versatility
of the power amp. I should have thought of this earlier
I had specifically intended that the power
amplifier should be capable of use on its own, by those
who were only going to use LS outputs, and whose
sources (for example tape, CD or radio) would not

since

need frequency response adjustment.
The small circuit modifications involved are
shown in Fig. 1 and the component overlay in Fig. 2.

Output Power Indication
The power output display which I had provided for

COMPONENT
CHARACTERISTICS
have read much, and have been given much advice by some of my
experimentally minded friends, on the way in which the nature of a
component (as distinct from its actual electrical value) can influence

aluminium electrolytics appear to work quite well (which is a good
thing since the alternative ways of amassing the necessarily large

the quality of the sound of an amplifier.

the cost).

I

I

have made a lot of tests to

see if !agree with these findings. Mainly the differences are too small

for me to be able to say definitely whether there is a change and if
so whether it is better or worse.
do not say that these differences do not exist or that when a
lot of very small changes are added together the cumulative effect
I

will not

be greater.

What I think is that, in most cases, the changes

are very small in comparison with those alterations in sound quality

which arise from different circuit approaches. I feel that I am better
employed in trying to optimise these.
There is one exception to my reluctance here and this concerns

capacitors, particularly those in the feedback loop of
amplifier and to a lesser extent those in the signal line.

a

feedback

- not to mention

At higher signal voltage levels, polypropylene, polystyrene,
polycarbonate and polyester types, in that order of preference, are
better than electrolytics
if one has to use a capacitor at all. If one

-

can rearrange the circuit to avoid or lessen the number of capacitors
in the signal line, this is worthwhile.
There is not, think, much difference between polystyrene and
I

polypropylene types and the latter tend to be more variable in quality

- perhaps due to some manufacturers saving pennies by using

a

packaging grade polypropylene film instead of the more expensive

electrical quality material, or perhaps by an inadvertent substitution
of film types.
have tried, therefore, particularly in the revised version of the

This is a complex business but there appear to be a few general
rules. The extent to which a capacitor will influence the sound

preamplifier, to recast the circuitry in

depends on the signal voltage which could appear across it, upon its
impedance in relation to the other circuit parameters, and upon its

sound quality, practicability and cost. The same considerations apply

I

a form where the capacitors
used are the optimum choice for their circuit function in terms of

- none of which has escaped scrutiny.

dielectric hysteresis and dielectric loss. In a feedback loop, a low
leakage aluminium electrolytic is greatly preferable to a tantalum type

to the other components used

but must operate with

a polarising voltage present across it.
Electrolytics will usually benef it from the presence of a parallel
connected non -polar type.

of importance, the switches and connectors (which should have a
contact area appropriate to their likely current flow and should be gold
plated in low level circuitry) and the integrated circuits such as op

Ceramic capacitors can cause some curious effects due to the
voltage dependence of their capacitance and should be left to RF

amps and voltage regulators. These are now very widely available
from a range of sources, but the performance of notionally identical

circuitry. Silvered mica types seem quite harmless but there is nothing

devices from some of the minor manufacturers can sometimes be
very poor due to lack of adequate quality control. It pays, therefore,

which they can do which polystyrene ones will not do better.
In level low level audio circuitry, such as moving coil head amps,

26

values of capacitance would be extremely bulky

The other major areas in the choice of components are, in order

to spend

a

little extra for a component from a major producer.
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the original system used a pair of moving coil
microammeters, connected to provide peak -reading
linear scale power meters. I thought that the choice
of a linear power scale would be useful since it would
give the user a good idea of how close he was to the
which would, in
output power overload region
practice, probably be a bit above 1O0W per channel.
However, the meter pointers were nearly always
at the bottom end of the scale. I know that in my own
home, and with my own BBC monitor' type LS units,
I very seldom use more than about 3W peak, but I had
assumed, incorrectly, that there were out there in the
great beyond more stalwart audiophiles whose eardrums and neighbours would allow them to push their
amplifiers to much higher power levels.
Since it seems that I had misjudged this, I have
opted instead for a fairly conventional twin LED
bargraph circuit (Fig. 3). This gives a near instantaneous peak-reading, log -scale display, covering the
output power range 0.2-100W. This design provides
a module which would be usable as an output power
display for other audio amps.
I appreciate that some people like to listen to their
music in near darkness, where the flickering bar-graph
power display might be tiresome. Others would resent
the continuous presence of such a visual intrusion,
even in full lighting. I have therefore arranged that the
display can be switched off when not needed.
The same LED display panels also carry the
power `on' and power supply overload `trip' warning
LEDs. The overlay is shown in Fig. 4. In order to
power this bargraph display circuit, a pair of ±15V
lines is also derived from the power supply unit by way
of a small additional piece of circuitry, shown later.

-

Power Supplies
Experience has indicated that a few changes would
be useful here. The circuit is shown in Fig. 5. In particular, fault reports from constructors suggest that
Q17, an MJ2501 pnp `Darlington' transistor (in the
main ±55V power supply line), is more vulnerable to
damage on PSU output short-circuits than I had
hoped. In some cases, when this caused the transistor

to go open circuit, Q7 and R31 would try to pass the
output current instead and this wasn't good for them.
I have included two diodes, D23 and D31 (together
with D24 and D30 in the ve channel) to prevent this
undesired current flow through the over -current
protection circuit.
However, the main improvement in the PSU
principally to ensure that the output lines were truly
s/c proof (but which also seems to have given a slight
sonic bonus by way of a small lift to the already high
is that the series `pass'
level of audio `transparency')
transistors in both lines are replaced by power
MOSFETs, since these are both faster in action and
also much more rugged devices. The circuit changes
required to allow this substitution are relatively slight,
and are shown in the amended PSU circuit diagram
(Fig. 5).
The use of MOSFETs here would also allow the
HF stabilisation capacitors (C7 and C8) in the loop
feedback circuit to be omitted, since with MOSFETs,
which have a very good HF response, the feedback
loop is quite stable without them. I would however
recommend their retention at about the 3n0 value,
since this has no ill effect and an increase in stability
margin is always useful.
A point I'd like to make here is that there is a
current vogue for using greatly oversized mains
transformers because it is thought by their users that
this modification somehow improves the `solidity' of
the sound. So it might, in a simple transformerrectifier-reservoir capacitor PSU, provided that the
reservoir capacitors were adequately large and the
conducting impedance of both the rectifiers and the
wiring joining them to the transformer and to the
reservoir capacitors was adequately low.
However, a competently designed electronically
stabilised PSU can have an output impedance of a
small fraction of an ohm, even down to subsonic
frequencies and to match this impedance characteristic with conventional capacitors would require
values in excess of 1Farad.
I do not recall ever seeing a 1F 80V working
capacitor but were such components available they
an inelegant and
would be both dear and bulky
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Fig. 4 Component overlay for the bargraph power display

wasteful way of approaching the problem of PSU
design. An additional advantage of an electronically
stabilised PSU is that it also effectively isolates the
power amplifier from the mains transformer, whose
characteristics will then be relatively unimportant so
long as it is adequately rated to deliver the required
input voltage without overheating. Also it doesn't
contribute any annoying mechanical 'hum' or
unwanted stray magnetic fields.
The power supply for the LED bar -graph display
needs only to be stable enough to give a constant LED
brightness and to avoid exceeding the voltage or
dissipation ratings of the bar-graph IC. The circuit used
employs a single transistor emitter follower (Q23 or
Q24) whose base is supplied with a ±16V potential
from a simple zener diode voltage regulator.
The power supply unit has an output voltage
which is capable of adjustment and could stand as a
quite versatile independent module, to upgrade other
amplifiers designed with rather cruder PSU
arrangements. It has therefore been designed as a
monoblock unit on a heavy gauge aluminium sub chassis, with the PCB shaped to fit around the toroidal
mains transformer.
In the 80W design, this sub -chassis also carries
the LS output connections (via 4mm binding posts),
the mains inlet and output sockets and provides heat
sinking for the PSU MOSFETs which are mounted in
holders and fitted with insulating covers to obviate
inadvertent case-to -chassis short circuits.
The new component layout is shown in Fig. 6.

DC Offset Protection
In order to avoid the need for relay contacts in the LS
output lines (in the event of a DC offset arising) I had
included a protection circuit in the PSU system
(Q9,Q11,Q13,Q14 in the +ve line, and Q10,Q12,
Q15,Q16 in the -ve line), which would shut down
the PSU in the event of an offset.
I had, however, erred on the side of excessive

caution, and this could cause the PSU to shut down
on quite legal low frequency excursions especially
from compact discs, which have a very good subsonic response. I propose therefore that two 470k
resistors, R42 and R43, should be added between the
bases of Q9 and Q11 to the OV line, to reduce the 'trip'
sensitivity of the circuit.
Please note that there was a misprint on the
original diagram which showed D11/D18 joined to the
OV line. Most constructors spotted this but if it was left
uncorrected, it rendered inoperative the second shutdown mechanism in the PSU, which is designed to
be triggered if an excessive difference occurs between
the PSU ± output voltage levels.

-

The Power Amplifier
The circuit (Fig. 7) of this is unchanged from that
shown in ETI in July 1984, except for an amendment
to the values of the output gate stopper resistors
R18,19,21 and 22, and the inclusion of the small
damped inductor Ll/R31 in the output line, to ensure
complete compatibility with a wider range of LS units
or strange speaker cables.

H
v

0
f:C
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the effect of allowing a pair of unscreened input wires
to trail across the chasis underneath the power amp
and PSU boards.
I was, therefore, very happy to find that Hart was
prepared to invest the quite considerable amount of
effort needed to work out a neat and fully debugged
kit for this design, and I am grateful that they were
prepared to make and submit prototypes for me to test
and to make layout amendments with very good
grace when I felt that some aspect might be improved.
Unfortunately, because their works is some
hundreds of miles away from my own lab.. the task
of evolving a fully `designer approved' collection of
hardware has taken rather longer than either of us had
hoped.
I had initially underestimated the amount of
space which would be taken up by the PA and PSU
boards and the toroidal mains transformer. There is

The added input switching arrangements have
already been noted but there are also some changes
added in the evolution of the 'kit' design which
concern the balance and stereo/mono switching. This
last facility was included to save difficulty if the amp
was driven from a mono input source, such as a TV
sound pick -off socket. The recommended PSU
component overlay is shown in Fig. 8.

Physical Layout And
Kit Evolution
Looking at the efforts of friends and acquaintances
who had made their own PCBs and assembled this
amplifier from scratch made me aware, not for the first
time, just how many things it was possible to do
wrong. Even the unwise connection of earth points
may destroy the purity of the output signal, let alone
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PARTS LIST
Bargraph Power Meter
Parts for one channel only
RESISTORS (all .3W or better. Bracketed values for 4R speakers)
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R1-3

R4,5

16k (22k)

R6

33k

R8,10
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R9

10k

R11

1k5

R12

8k2

R13

390R

R14

choice of 220k (slow decay) or B2k
(medium decay)
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Cl

100n polyester radial, pitch 7.5mm
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4u7 63V electrolytic radial, pitch 2mm
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22u 25V electrolytic radial, pitch 2mm
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01

BC182 ID pad)

R2,3,47,48

Q2

BC212 (D pad)

R

D1-4,15

1N4148

R11,12

D5-14

LED bargraph display assembly

R13,14

15k .5W

LEDI

red LED, upper PCB only

R15,16

OR22 2.5W We/

LED2

green LED, lower PCB only

R17,18

120R

R19,20

1M0

R21,22,37,38

10k 0.5W

R29,30

12k

R31,32,40

12k 0.5W

MISCELLANEOUS
10 -way 2.5mm

SK2

pitch socket (upper PCB

only)
PCB. IC sockets.

90° LED mounting.

PCB 2 -pin header, 2.4mm.

Jumper socket. 3 -way header and prewired socket for SW1.

Power Amplifier
RESISTORS (all .3W metal film 1% unless specified)

10k

4k7

5-10,23-28,41

33R .5W

33,34

15k

R35,36

68k

R

wfw

R39

100k

R42,43

470k

R44,45

8k2 0.5W

R46

3k3 0.5W
2k2 0.5W

R1,14

150k

R49

R2

4k7

R50

2708 2.5W w/w

R3

1k2

R51,52

220R

R4-6

1k0

RV1,2

10k preset horiz

R7

47k

RV3,4

22k preset horiz

R8

820R

R9,10

470k

CAPACITORS

R11

470R

C1,2

100u 63V elec radial 5mm

R12

56R

C3,4

220u 40V elec radial 5mm

R13

39R

C5,6

2u2 63V polyester radial 15mm

R15

22k

C7,8

3n0 polystyrene axial

R18,19

330R

C9,10

220u 63V elec radial 5/7.5mm

R20

8R2 2.5W w/w

C11,12

4700u 80V PCB mount can type

821,22

270R

C 13,14

22u 25V elec radial 12mm

R23-27

0822 2.5W wlw

R28

10R

SEMICONDUCTORS

R29

10k

Q1,24

TIP42BIBD538 (T0220 heatsink)

R30

39k

Q2,3,8,19

BC447

R31

8R2 1/2W (matrix for L1)

O4,5,7,20

BC448

RV2,4

1k0lin cermet preset

Q6,23

TIP41BIBD537110220 heatsink)

RV 5

2k2 balance preset

Q9,11,14,16,21

BC184

Q10,12,13,15,22

BC 214

Q17

2SJ49/50 fitted with insulated covers and

470n polycarbonate film radial 15mm

Q18

2SK134/5 holders on power supply chassis

C2

330p polystyrene film axial

D1-16,23,24,30,31

1N4148

C3

100p polystyrene film axial

D17,18

1N4003

C4,15

100n polycarbonate 10mm

D19-22

BYX49 600R

C5

1n0 polystyrene film axial

D25-28

10V zener 400mW

C7

2x4u7 polycarbonate film radial 27.5mm

D29

24/30V zener 400mW

C8

2x1Op polystyrene film axial in series

D32,33

4V7 zener 400mW

C9,11,17,18

220u 63V electrolytic radial 7,5mm

C13

220n polycarbonate film radial 10mm

MISCELLANEOUS

C20

1000u 25V radial electrolytic 7.5mm

SKI

10 -way

C21

10n polycarbonate film radial 5mm

T1

50-0-50 300VA toroidal

CAPACITORS
C

1,6,10,12,14,16

2.5mm pitch vertical

PCB. Chassis. PCB tabs. Diode cradles. Heatsinks. Speaker terminals.

SEMICONDUCTORS

Mains switch. Mains inlet and outlet sockets + cover boots.

Q1,2,6

BC448

03,5,7,8

BC184

04,11

BC 214

Q9

BF870

Q10

VN1210M

Q12,14

2SK135

013,15

2SJ50

Q16

2N5459

D1,2

8V2 zener 400mW

D3,4

1N4148

R1,3

10k

R2,4

3k3

R5,6

2k2 RV3 1k0 lin 2-gang

6 turns 24swg ECW on R31

PCB. Transistor pads (12). Gold phono sockets (2). Heatsink T03 angle

(4). PCB male tabs .250 horizontal (8). Diode cradles (4). Insulating

discs (5).

RU1

100k log, 2 -gang

CAPACITORS
C1,2

MISCELLANEOUS
L1

Input selector section
RESISTORS lall .3W 5%)

1u0 polycrbonate rad 15mm

MISCELLANEOUS
SW1,2

SP push switch

switch

SW3

2P push

SW4

4P push switch 3W

PCB. Phono plugs and sockets (41. Gold phono sockets (61.

Power Supply
RESISTORS (all .3W 5% or better)

R1,4

33k
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Main chassis. Heatsink 190x 75x 50mm.

1

chassis cover, Backplate.

Frontplate. Dial plate for display. Knobs.
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Fig. 7 Circuit diagram of the complete power amplifier

also the electrically desirable, but physically
impossible, condition that the two power amp PCBs
should occupy the same space, so that there would
be no unwanted `loops' in the wiring between them
and the inputs, outputs and power transistors, and so
that all the input and output wiring should be of the
same length.
A further desirable aspect of the layout is that the
connecting leads to the power MOSFETs should be
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carefully arranged since, with these devices, if one
doesn't watch one's step it is very easy to find that one
has unwittingly constructed a VHF oscillator.
Hart solved the problem of the MOSFET connections very neatly by attaching an angle bracket (see
photo) in thermal contact with the main heat sink to
the PCBs and then directly mounting the MOSFETs
through this bracket on to the tracks of the PCB. This
also solves the problem of accidental mis -connection
to the pins.
Their solution to the requirement of identical
position of both boards was to mount the two power
amp boards flat, one above the other, separated by
spacers between the boards. Preset adjustments are
made either from above or through access holes in
the metal chassis.
In order to make it easy to remove the power
amp boards, the input and `balance' control connections are made via gold plated phono connectors and
the heavy current power supply and output connections by means of 63/0.2mm stranded wire and flat
tab push-on connectors.
The critical requirements of the earth return
connections are satisfied by care in the layout of the
PCBs and by joining the two amplifier output 0V lines,
`E2', by identical length, heavy duty cables to a
common earth point on the PSU board, together with
the lower current 'El' points. The earthy side of the
LS output is then taken directly to the PA PCBs from
their respective LS output binding posts.
In order to avoid input earth loops, the six goldplated phono input sockets (CD, aux. and preamp.)
are mounted on a small separate PCB, which
commons the earth returns so that this can be taken
by one only of the six screened wires to the input
selector board. This input socket panel also isolates
the input earths from the chassis.
The input selector board has its four outputs via
further gold plated phono sockets which take the

ETI MAY 1989

stereo pairs of signal and balance control connections
through screened cables to the two power amp boards
via the mono/stereo and mute switches.

Performance
My intention in evolving this design was to offer a
circuit which would outperform by a significant margin
all but the very best audio amplifiers available today.

do not think that this aim is quite as vain as it might
seem, because it is my belief that many apparently
near -perfect designs are spoiled by their pursuit of an
'over kill' in aspects where further improvements bring
little benefit, while neglecting such things as `settling
time' or loop stability margins, which are very
important in terms of sound quality though never
specified.
The technical specification for this design, in
terms of output power, power bandwidth, harmonic
and intermodulation distortion, is fully in line with
modern expectations and the transient response is,
I believe, a good bit better than average since this is
one of the areas which tend to be neglected in
commercial hardware.
However, there are aspects of design which affect
sound quality but which are not easily related to
technical measurements. This is not, I am sure,
because they cannot be measured but because we
(and I think I speak for most of the designers working
in this field) cannot be sure what it is we need to
measure. Where I know that one approach in terms
I

of circuit architecture or component choice gives a
better sound quality, or even seems better, than
another which is electrically apparently identical, I
have deliberately opted for that which gives the best
sound.
Since the success of the project depends to a
large extent on layout and wiring detail, I have been
surprised and pleased by the occasional very
enthusiastic letters which have appeared in the `hi-fi'
press, from constructors who have overcome the fairly
major problems involved in the construction of this

0

circuit.
I am, therefore, very grateful both to Hart
Electronic Kits who have put so much effort into
making this design a practicable reality rather than just
a beguiling chimera, and to ETI for allowing me a
second bite at this cherry. It is now my hope that this
amplifier may provide the constructor with a unit
which will not be outclassed in any company.

BUYLINES
Everything in this amplifier design is available from Hart Electronic
Kits Ltd, 4 Penylan Min, Oswestry, Shropshire SY10 9AF. Tel: (06911

652894.
A complete price list for each section can be obtained from Hart.

The special price fora complete kit is £318.25+VAT, Hart code K1100.
A

slave version without input selector and bargraph costs

£269.07+VAT, code K1100s.
Add £2.00 p+p or £9 for next day deli
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Fig. 8 Component overlay of the complete power amplifier
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FLOPPY DRIVE SCOOP
Drives from Only £39.95
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POWER SUPPLIES

incredibly
,ngeor printers to suit all "pplirorgains' canbe seen a ovr Somh I onion ,Shop

HAZELTINE ESPRINT Small desktop 100 cps print speed with both
RS232 and CENTRONICS interfaces. Full pin addressable graphics
and 6 user selecable type fonts. Up to 9.5' single sheet and tractor
paper handling
Brand New Only £199.00 (E)
CENTRONICS 150 series. A real workhorse for continuous use with
tractor feed paper, either in the office, home or factory, desk standing,
150 cps 4 type fonts and choice of interfaces. Supplied BRAND NEW
Order as:
150 -SN up to 9.5" paper handling
£185.00 E
150 -SW up to 14.5" paper handling
£225.00 E
150 -GR up to 14.5" paper plus full graphics
£245.00 E
When ordering please specify RS232 or CENTRONICS interface.

All power supplies operate from 220-240 v AC Many other types from
3v to 10Kv in stock Contact sales office for more details.
PLESSEY PL12/2 Fully enclosed 12v DC 2 amp PSU. Regulated and
protected. Dim cm 13.5 x 11 x 11
New £16.95 (B)
AC -DC Linear PSU outputs of + 5v 5.5a, -5v 0.6a, + 24v 5a. Fully r ulated and short proof Dim cm 28 x 12.5 x 7
New £49.50 (C)
POWER ONE PHC 24v DC 2 amps Linear PSU fully regulated

New £19.95 (B)
BOSHERT 13088 switch mode supply ideal disk drives or complete
system. +5v 6a. + 12 2.5a.-12 0 5a -5v 0.5a. Dim cm 56 x 2t x 10.8
New £29.95 (B)
BOSHERT 13090 same as above spec but outputs of +5v 6a, +24v
1.5a + 12v 0.5a, -12v 0.5a
New £39.95 (B)
GREENDALE 19ABOE 60 Watt switch mode outputs + 5v 6 a, + 12v
la, -10v l a, + 15v l a D. 11 x 20 x 5.5
RFE Tested £24.95 (B)
CÓNVER AC130-3001 High grade VDE spec compact 130 wad
Ultra Fast 240
NEWBURY DATA
switch mode PSU Outputs pive 4 5v 15a, -5v la, &-12v 6a. Dim 6.5
NDR 8840 High Speed
x 27 x 12.5 Current list price £190.
Our price New £59.95.00 (C)
FARNELL G6/40A Compact 5v 40 amp switch mode fully enclosed
£449 !!
New £140.00 (C)
A special purchase from a now defunct Goverment Dept enables us FARNELL G24 5S Compact 24v
5 amp switch mode fully enclosed
to offer you this amazing British Made quality printer at clearance
New £95.00 (C)
prices SAVING YOU OVER £1500 II the NDR8840 features high.
speed 240 cps print speed with integral, fully adjustable paper tracONLY
tor, giving exceptional fast paper handling for multi part forms etc.The
EXPERIMENTORS PSU
unit features 10 selectable type fonts giving up to 226 printable
(c)
characters on a single line. Many other features include Internal
Made to the highest spec for BT this unit gives several fully
electronic vertical and horizontal tabs, Self test, 9 needle head, Up to
protected DC outputs most suited to the Electronics Hobbyist.
15.5" paper, 15 million character ribbon cartridge lite and standard
+5v 2a,+&-t2v la, -+24v 1a and +5v fully floating at soma.
RS232 serial interface. Sold in SUPERB tested condition with 90 day
Ideal for school labs etc. Quantity discount available.
g uarantee
Only £448.00 (F)
Fully tested with data RFE - Removed From Equipment
EPSON model 512 40 column 3.5" wide paper roll feed, high speed
matrix (3 lines per second) printer mechanism for incorporation in
Point of sale terminals, ticket printers data loggers etc. Unit features bi
The AMAZING TELEBOX
directional printhead and integral rob paper feed mech with tear bar
Requires DC volts and simple paralle external drive Ioogqic.Comdete
QUALITYA
TELEVIISION
wrth data. RFE and tested
Onfy £4e.95 (C)
EPSON model 542 Same spec as above model, but designed to be
used as a slip or flatbed printer. Ideal as label, card or ticket printer. Brand new high quality. fully cased, 7 channel UHF PAL TV tuner yystem.
Unit
simply
connects
to
your
TV
aerial
socket and video monitor
Supplied fully cased in attractive, small, desk top metal housing. Comturning same into
fabulous colour TV Dont worry if your monitor
olete with data. RFE and tested
Only £55.00 (D) doesn't have sound,a the TELEBOX
even has an integral audio amp for
-PHILIPS P2000 Heavy duty 25 cps bi directional daisy wheel printer. driving a speaker plus an auxiliary output
for Headphones or Hi Fi sysFully DIABLO, QUME, WORDSTAR compatible. Many features in dude full width platten - up to 15" paper, host of available daisy wheels, tem etc. Many other features. LED Status indicator, Smart moulded
single sheet paper handling, superb quality print. Supplied complete case, Mains powered. Built to BS safety specs Many other uses for TV
or video etc. Supplied BRAND NEW with full 1 year guarantee.
wituser manual & 90 day guarantee plus FREE dust cover & daisy sound
Carriage code (B)
B
ND NEW Only £225.00
wheel

cps

Printers

Only

Special Offer

£16.95

COLOUR

TV SOUND

Most of the items in this Advert, plus a whole range of other
electronic components and goodies can be seen or purchased
at our

** South

London Shop

& VIDEO

TUNER

**

ONLY

£29.95

Located at 215 Whitehorse Lane, London SE25. The shop is
TELEBOX ST for monitors with composite video input £29.95
on the main 68 bus route and only a few miles from the main
TELEBOX STL as ST- but fitted with integral speaker
A MASSIVE purchase of standard 5.25" disk drives enables us to
A23 and South Circular roads. Open Monday to Saturday from
£34.95
TELEBOX RGB for use with analogue RGB monitors
offe you prime product at all time super low prices. All units unless
9 to 5.30, parking is unlimited and browsers are most wel£59.95
come. Shop callers also save the cost of carriage.
stated are removed from often BRAND NEW equipment, fully
(
( 121.12( H3sciskin\Irl'.
a18 foi 113\1-('If).\1'.
tested and shipped to you with a full 120 day guarantee. All units
,olou won., -n.1 i.\ sheet on-ey,v:t. 11. o,e seas ,Otsmns(,hll..
+
+
offered operate from
5 and
12 volts DC are of standard size and
accept the common standard 34 way interface connector.
TANDON TM100-2A IBM compatible 40 track FH double sided
Only £39.95 (B)
Kecp,n,r hot p.m,('( vit and Ri: I. I, sal .1-,,ith our
and budgets.
pp
TANDON
4 FH 80 track double sided
PPIn
Only £49.95 (B) Modems to suit all applications
1612.AAD Ai' R' coolingL,ns
Please contact our technical sales staff iryou
JAPANESE Half Height double sided drives by Canori, Tec,
AC FANS
Specify 240 or 110 v
require
more
information
or
assistance.
Toshiba etc. Specify 40 or 80 track
Maintenance
free,
sealed longue LEAD ACID 3" Fan dim 80x 80 x 38
Only £75.00 (B)
£8.50 B
TEAC FD55-F 40- 8d track double sided Half Height
A300 12v 3 Ah
£13.95 A 3.5' ETRI slimline 92x92 x 25
£9.95 B
A300 6v 3 Ah
Brand New £115.00 (B)
£9.95 A 4" Fan Dim 120 x 120 x 38
£9.95 B
A300 6-0-6 v 1.8 Ah
RFE £5.99 A
As above - TESTED RFE
Only £4.95 C
10' round x 3.5" Rotron 10v
NICKEL CADMIUM
!l
£10.95 B
34 Way interface cable and connector single £5.50, Dual £8.50 (A)
DC
FANS
Quality 12 v 4 Ah cellpack. Originally made
5.25" DC power cable £1.75. Fully cased PSU for 2 x 5.25" Drives MASTER SYSTEMS type 2/12 microproces- for the TECHNICOLOUR
video company. Papst Miniature DC fans 62x62x25 mm
£19.50 (A) Chassis PSU for 2 x 8' drives
£39.95 (B) sor controlled V22 full duplex 1200 baud. This this unit contains 10 high quality GE nicad, D Order 812 6-12v or 814 24v
£15.95 (A
fully BT approved modem employs all the latest type cells, configured in a smart robust 4" 12v DC 12w 120x 120x 38
£12.50 B
8"
features for error free data comms at the stag- moulded case with DC output connector. Dim 4" 24v DC 8w 120x 120x 25
£14.50 B
SUGART 800/801 single sided refurbished
£175.00 (E) gering speed of 120 characters per second cm 19.5 x 4.5 x 12.5. Ideal portable equipment BUHLER 12v DC 62 mm
£12.95 A
SUGART 851 double sided refurbished` £260.90 (E) saving you 75% of your BT phone bills and etc
1.103 0(ut he r r.,ns and hlw-as m stock CAI .I
BRAND NEW £24.95 (B)
MITSUBISHI M2894-63 Double sided switéhable Hard or Soft sec- data connect time It Add these facts to our 12V 17 Ah Ultra rugged,
or 5,11'- fns ntt'e derails
all weather, virtually
tor
BRAND NEW £275.00 (E) give away price and you have a superb buy !! indestructable refillable NICAD stack by
SPECIAL OFFER Dual 8" drives with 2mb capacity in smart case Ultra slim unit measures only 45 mm high with ALCAD. Unit features 10 x individual
type
with integral PSU
ONLY £499.00 (F) many integral features such as Auto answer, XL1.5 cells in wooden crate. Supplied to the
Full LED status indication, RS232 interface MOD and made to deliver exceptionally high
Please call for availability or further info.
Remote error diagnostics, SYNC or ASYNCI output currents & withstand long periods of
real time, colour drafting
use, SPEECH or DATA switching, integral storage in discharged state. Dim cm 61 x 14 x RACAL
TATUNG PC2000. Big brother of the famous EINSTEIN, the mains PSU, 2 wire connection to 6T line etc. 22 Cost over £250 Supplied unused & tested PCB y--REDAC
50
DEC
VPd(it1/750
inc 2 Mb Ram DZ, and full
TPC2000 professional 3 piece system comprises Quality high res Supplied fully tested, EXCELLENT slightly used complete with instructions
£95.00 (E)
Brand New £8500
GREEN 12 monitor, Sculptured 92 key keyboard and plinth unit con- condition with data and full 120 day guarantee. EX EQUIPMENT NICAD cell s by GE doc etc
taning the Z80A CPU and all control electronics PLUS 2 integral
Removed from equipment and believed In HP7580A 8 pen digital Al drum plotter with
LIMITED
interface
As New £4750
TEAL 5.25' 80 track double sided disk drives. Many other features
good_,but used condition. 'F' size 7Ah 6 for IEEE
(D)
QUANTITY
CHEETAH Telex machine
include Dual e" IBM format disk drive support, Serial and parallel
£995
£8 (
Also 'D' size 4Ah 4 for £5 (B)
1.5 kw 115v 60 Hz power source
outputs, full expansionexpansion port 64k ram and ready to run software. Sup£950
V22 1200 baud as new £330.00 E)
500 watt INVERTER 24v DC to 240v AC sine
M, WORDSTAR, BASIC and accounts packco
wave 50 Hz output
CONCORD V221200-2400 BIS
NEIN 85
£399.00 (E)
BRAND NEW
aged.
£275
SOLDER SYSTEMS tin lead roller tinning
RIXON Ex BT Modem 27 V22 12(10 £225.00 (E)
Full 90 day guarantee.
machine for PCB manufacture
DATEL 4800 / RACAL MPS 4800 EX BT
Original price OVER £1400
£350
CALLAN
DATA
SYSTEMS
multi
INTEL
End
line
user
modem for 4800 baud sync use.
of
purchase
enables
this
new
brand
£295.00 (E)
EQUINOX (IMS) S100 system capable of running either TURBO or DATEL 2412 2780/3780
unit to be offered at an all time super low price. based UNIX system 'complete with software
4 wire modem unit
M
features
het
standard CP.
Unit
dutybox containing apowerful
(E)
NEC D2246 8" 60 Mb driysk drive features and 40 Mb winchester disk drive.
£2750
£199.00The
PSU, 12 slot S100 backplane, & dual 8' double sided disk rives. EX BT full tested.
KERREo RA200 Audio. real time frefull CPU controlltr
D
Two individual Z80 cpu boards with 192k of RAM allow the use of MODEM 20-1 75-1200 BAUD for use with
high speed data transferand gWAYNVE
£49.00 (E)
multi user software with upto 4 RS232 serial interfaces. Many other PRESTEL etc EX BT fully tested.
access times leave the good old ST506 inter - TEKTRONIXn1411 PAL TV test £signal
features include battery backed real time clock, all IC's socketed etc. TRANSDATA 307A 300 baud acoustic coupler face standing. Supplied BRAND NEW with standard
£6900
Brand New £49.00 (E) full manual
Units in good condition and tested prior despatch, no documentation with RS232 I/O
Only £399.00 (E) TEKTRONIX R140 NTSC TV test signal
RS232
DATA
CABLES
16
long
plug
present
hence
£245.00
ft
25w
D
to
at
(F)
price of only
Dual drive, plug in 135 Mb sub system for IBM standard.
£875
S100 PCB's IMS A465 64K dynamic RAM; £55.00 (Bums A930 FDC 25 way D socket. Brand New
Only £9.95 A AT unit in case with PSU etc. £1499.00 (F HP 3271A Correlate system
£350
controller £85.00 (B). IMS A862 CPU & i/o £65.04 (B)
As above but 2 metres long
£4.99 A Interface cards for upto 4 dives on IBM AT PLESSEY portable Microwave speech / data
BT plug & cable for new type socket
£ 2.95 A
etc available
pBrand new at £395.00 link 12 DC. 70 mie rangeThe pair £275.00
SAE for full list of other S100 boards and accessories.
19` Rack cabinets 100's in stock from £15.00

MODEMS

COOLING FANS

RECHARGEABLE
BATTERIES

.

SPECIAL PURCHASE
V22 1200 baud MODEMS
ONLY £149

DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES
DISK DRIVES

(SPECIAL INTEREST

.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

lasystem

iCONCORD

Only £149

BRAND
Mb
Disk Drives ONLY £399

Only £299(E)

.
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All prices for UK Mainland. UK Customers must ADD 15% VAT to total order value. Minimum order, cash £5, Credit Card £10. Official account orders from
Government Depts. Universities Schools 8 Local Authorities welcome minimum account order value £25. Carriage charges (A) £1.50, (B) £3.50. (C)
£6.50, (D) £8.50, (E) £10.00. (F) £15. (G) Call. All goods are supplied subject to our standard conditions of sale. All guarantees given on a return to base basis.
We reserve the right to change prices & specifications without prior notice. Bulk trade & export enquiries most welcome.

-

MAIL ORDER & OFFICES
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30
32 Biggin Way,
Upper Norwood,
London SE19 3XF

LONDON SHOP

1000's of Bargains for callers
Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30
215 Whitehorse Lane.
South Norwood, London SE25

DISTEL © The ORIGINAL
FREE of charge dial up data base
1000's of items * into ON LINE NOW!!
300 baud 01 679 1888. 1200,7501 679
6183. 1200 FDX 01 679 8769

ALL ENQUIRIES

01

679 4414

FAX 51 679 1927
TELEX 894502

ETI MAY 1989

PCB

TELEPHONE
ORDERS
may be made on

SERVICE

ACCESS or VISA

May

(0442)
66551
Price

Price
code

(inc.
VAT)

£1.80
£2.50
£3.25
£4.00
£4.75
£5.50
£6.62
£7.20
£8.80
£10.60
£13.10
£15.80
£17.90
£21.80
£23.90
£25.90
£29.00
£32.20
£35.80
£37.90
£40.70

C
D
E
F
G

H
E8905-1 Guitar Tuner
E8905-2 Camera Trigger Ultrasonics (2 boards) F
H
E8905-3 Bench Power Supply (2 boards)

H

J
K
L
M
N
O

PCBs for the remaining projects are available from the companies Iisted in Buylines.
Use the form or a photocopy for your order, Please fill out all parts of the form. Make sure you use the board reference
numbers. This not only identifies the board but also tells you when the project was published. The first two numbers
are the year, the next two are the month.
Terms are strictly payment with order. We cannot accept official orders but we can supply a proforma invoice
if required. Such orders will not be processed until payment is received.

P
Q
R

S
T

E8804-1.
E8804-2
E8804-3
E8805-1
E8805-2

E8805-3
E8805-4
E8806-1
E8806-2
E8806-3
E8806-4
E8806-5
E8806-6
E8807-1
E8807-2
E8807-3
E8807-4
E8807-5
E8807-6
E8808-1

E8808-2
E8808-3
E8808-4
E8809-1
E8809-2
E8809-3
E8810-1
E8810-2
E8810-3
E8810-4
E8810-5
E8811-1
E8811-2
E8811-3
E8812-1

E8812-2
E8812-3
E8812-4
E8812-5
E8812-6
E8812-7
E8901-1

E8901-2
E8901-3
E8901-4
E8901-5

Spectrum Co -processor Interface Board
Combo -Lock
Kitchen Timer
Virtuoso 2U PSU
Virtuoso 3U PSU
Bicycle Speedometer
Dynamic Noise Reduction
Universal Digital Panel Meter
Universal Bar Graph Panel Meter
Virtuoso Power Amp Board
Virtuoso AOT Board
Metal Detector
Bicycle Dynamo Backup
Bar Code Lock (2 bds)
Analogue Computer Power Board

N
E
E
M
N
F
E
L
K
N

Bell Boy
Logic Probe
Updated FM Stereo Decoder

F
C

Breath Rate Display Board
Breath Rate Main Board
Breath Rate Switch Board
Telephone Recorder
Analogue Computer Main Board (2 bds)
Spectrum EPROM Emulator
Frequency Meter (2 bds)
Travellers' Aerial Amp
Gerrada Marweh Bikebell
Peak Programme Meter (2bds)
Variai-lon Ioniser
TV-to-RGB Converter
Electron RGB Buffer
NiCd Charger
Chronoscope (3 bds)
Digital Transistor Tester
Doppler Speed Gun (2 bds)
Small Fry Mini Amp
Thermostat
Burglar Buster Free PCB
Burglar Buster Power/relay Board
Burglar Buster Alarm Board
Burglar Buster Bleeper Board
EPROM Programmer mother board
Variai-Ion updated Main Board
Variation Emitter Board
In -car Power Supply
Granny's Hearing Booster

ETI MAY 1989

G
E
D
N
L

E8902-1 Compressor/Limiter/Gate
E8902-2 Ultrasonic Horn
E8902-3 Stepper Motor Driver Board

E8902-4
E8903-1
E8903-2
E8903-3
E8903-4
E8904-1
E8904-3
E8904-4
E8904-5

F

C

U
V

W
X

O
N
E

TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS' SERVICES,

ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY,
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

J
H

Quest -Ion (2bds)
Intelligent Plotter Solenoid Board
MIDI Programmer
Balanced Disc Input Stage
Digitally Tuned Radio
Camera Trigger
Intelligent Plotter Main Board
Kinetotie Tie Board
Kinetotie Control Board

L
D
L
K
H
L
F
G
E

Please supply:
Quantity
Ref. no.

Price Code

Price

Total Price

D
M
M

P
E
E
N
K
E

C
E

P
G
K
D
E
D
E

Post and packing

£0.75

Total enclosed

£

Please send my PCBs to:

(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

Name
Address

C
C
M

H
E

C
E

Postcode
CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASP Ltd.
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ULTRASONIC
REMOTE CAMERA
TRIGGER
In last month's 1st Class project

R1<
10k

-a

R2

<

-

the electronic
camera trigger, we promised a number of
projects would be in following issues of ETI,
each of which would allow your camera to be
triggered in a way. This month's 1st Class is
the first of these projects
remote trigger, allowing
you to take photographs at a distance. This could be
useful for self-portraits or candid and unsuspected
shots of children or animals.
Essentially, the ETI Remote Camera Trigger
consists of two separate parts, an ultrasonic transmitter
and an ultrasonic receiver. Neither is complicated or
difficult to build together they make ideal 1st Class
projects. Although they are specifically designed to
work with the ETI Camera Controller of last month's
issue, they are more -or-less self-sufficient and can be

Keith Brindley adds
ultrasonic remote
control to last month's
camera trigger

41
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IC2
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R5
10k
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ULTRASONIC
TRANSMITTER

NOTE:
C1,2 = 555
= RED LED

LEDI

Fig.

1

The circuit diagram of the transmitter

used to trigger other devices, too.
An easy-to -obtain pair of ultrasonic transducers
is used to give remote control over a reasonable
distance (2-4m), yet this is obtained by an extremely
simple transmitter/receiver system.
The ultrasonic transducers operate at a
frequency of 40kHz well above the upper end of
the human frequency range (about 20Hz to 20kHz).
It shouldn't even annoy your dog!
Power for the receiver is taken from the power
supply of the Camera Controller, as this part of the
project will be located close to it, anyway. A simple
PP3-sized battery powers the transmitter.

-

ON/OFF
PUSH

SWITCH

BUTTON

ULTRASONIC
TRANSMITTER
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Construction is, of course, divided into the parts
transmitter and receiver. Both can be built on PCB or
stripboard.
The transmitter circuit is shown in Fig. 1, its PCB
layout and wiring is shown in Fig. 2, while stripboard
layout and wiring is shown in Fig. 4. If you choose
PCB construction note the single link required. Use
PCB pins for the test points to make life easier when
setting up your project. PCB pins for the power supply
inputs aren't so critical. Use integrated circuit sockets
for IC1 and 2, if you prefer, although 555s aren't
expensive. Simply take care you don't overheat either
integrated circuit.
For construction on stripboard, the usual rules
apply. First make all track breaks where shown, then
insert and solder the required links followed by all
components. Suggestion for PCB pins and integrated
circuit sockets apply here, too. Once built, leave the
transmitter aside. Setting it up is best accomplished
using a working receiver.
The receiver circuit is shown in Fig. 3 while PCB
layout and wiring is shown in Fig. 5 and the stripboard
layout and wiring is shown in Fig. 6. All the earlier
rules regarding PCB pins and integrated circuit sockets
apply here, along with those for constructional order,
whether PCB or stripboard construction is your
choice.
Housing, or even whether you want to house
your project or not, as usual with 1st Class projects,
is left entirely up to you. The transmitter, we reckon,
is small enough to fit into just about any of the available
small boxes specifically meant for hand-held projects.
The receiver is best mounted close to the Camera
Controller.

Setting Up
Once both parts of your project are built, it only
remains to set them up for peak performance. Initially,
connect your receiver to the completed Camera Controller from last month's ETI. If you want to use the
Remote Camera Trigger for other purposes, however,
you'll need a separate power supply. Once power is
supplied, you may find the Camera Controller is
triggered
don't worry about that. In fact just leave
it in this state as setting up doesn't require it to be reset.
Turn preset RV1 of the receiver completely anti -clockwise. Now slowly turn it clockwise, until the LED lights.
Now gently turn the preset anti -clockwise again, until
the LED just goes out. The receiver is now setup and
is at its maximum sensitivity. You'll find that simply

-

TEST
POINTS

Fig. 2 The component overlay of the transmitter

Construction

ETI MAY 1989
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NOTE:
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ULTRASONIC
RECEIVER

Fig. 3 The circuit diagram of the receiver

clapping your hands close to the ultrasonic transducer
will cause the LED to flash, which proves that your
project is working (and also proves that hand -claps
have a significant high -frequency component which
is detected by the transducer).
Setting up the transmitter for maximum output
requires that you de -sensitise the receiver, by turning

HOW IT WORKS
A block diagram of the Remote Camera Trigger is shown in Fig, 7. Here

the two separate parts, transmitter and receiver, are easily identified.
The transmitter is formed by a monostable multivibrator, followed
by an astable multivibrator. The monostable multivibrator is triggered

by pressing the push button switch and has an on period of about
one second, defined by resistor R3 and capacitor C3. The on period
is used

to trigger the astable multivibrator, which oscillates at 40kHz

and drives the ultrasonic transmitting transducer. Each time the push

button is pressed, the ultrasonic transducer emits a 40kHz ultrasonic
signal for about

a

second. Fine tuning of the astable multivibrator

frequency is performed by adjustment of preset

TEST
POINTS

RV1.

-F--4

The receiver is a little more complicated. A timing diagram,

showing waveforms at various points

in

the circuit, is given in Fig.

8. Initially, the weak ultrasonic signal received by the ultrasonic
PB1

transducer is amplified by a straightforward op -amp amplifier formed
by integrated circuit IC1. The resultant 40kHz waveform (at point

ULTRASONIC
TRANSMITTER

PUSH

1

BUTTON

for one second, can be seen ín the timing

in the block diagram) lasting

=

diagram.

CUT IN TRACKS

An envelope detector (diode D1, resistor R4, capacitor C1) is next
used to generate

a

negative -going DC voltage (at point 2) from the

40kHz AC signal.
An op -amp comparator (IC2) compares the DC envelope voltage

CIEXIIIX1:11311:1 13111XL

with an adjustable set-point voltage, giving the negative -going

=MCI

switched output voltage at point 3. Preset RV1 of the circuit adjusts
the set -point voltage to the comparator and so allows the receiver's

sensitivity to be adjusted according to circumstances.
The negative -going edge of the comparator output voltage

triggers

a

Fig.

4 Stripboard track cuts and component overlay for the transmitter

monostable multivibrator with an on period of about 0.8

1

second. Gates IC3cd form the monostable multivibrator, whose on

POWER FROM
CAMERA CONTROLLER

period is set by the components resistor R10 and capacitor C3

if

according to the approximate relationship:
on period = 0.8xR10xC 3

The waveform at point 4 in the block diagram (that is, the

monostable output) is clearly seen in the timing diagram.
Control logic formed by gates Clad ensures

a

negative -going

short pulse is only obtained at point 5, when the output from the

ft.

TO SHOOT

TERMINALS
OF CAMERA
CONTROLLER

monostable multivibrator has gone positive after the on period and
while the 40kHz input signal is still being received. This ensures that

spurious 40kHz input signals (jangling money, rattling keys, passing
boats and so on) don't affect receiver operation and trigger your
camera. Joking aside, spurious signals always were

a

problem with

odd -type ultrasonic television remote controllers. The ETI Remote

Camera Trigger neatly sidesteps the problem by ensuring that unless

the received 40kHz signal is in the form of

a

pulse of at least 0.8 sin

ULTRASONIC
RECEIVER

duration, it is simply ignored. We hope not many bats will have read
this, so won't trigger the camera spuriously.
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Fig. 5 The component overlay for the receiver
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PARTS LIST
LEDI
V

-

TRANSMITTER
RESISTORS (all''YEW 5%)

SHOOT

LTRASONIC
RECEIVER

oV
=

R1,5

10k

R2

120k

R3

2M2

R4

3k9

RV1

10k miniature horizontal preset

CUT IN TRACKS

CAPACITORS lall polyester layer)

NOTE THE USE OF LINKS UNDERNEATH
ALL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

1=
=EL

LEI

Eli MU 111.31MI
EIMIII:LL

ZIEL

UM

IXIMEEL

CICEIMI1 MIMI
1C111311:11:1

1m

C1,2,4

10n

C3

470n

C5

1n0

SEMICONDUCTORS

1:11X3

IC1,2

555

LEDI

Red LED

MISCELLANEOUS

Fig. 6 The receiver stripboard track cuts and component overlay

B1

9V PP3 battery

SW2

push button switch

SW1

single-pole, single -throw

XTAL1

ultrasonic transmitter

Battery clip. Battery. PCB or stripboard. PCB pins.

RECEIVER
RESISTORS

(all''YEW 5%)

R1,2,9

10k

R3,10

2M2

R4

220k

R5

3k9

R6,7,8

100k

RV1

100k miniature horizontal preset

CAPACITORS (all polyeste (ayer)

preset RV1 of the receiver (not the transmitter,
remember) slightly anti -clockwise say a quarter of
a turn. Connect a battery to the transmitter. Now,
position the two parts of the project about six inches
apart on a bench, with the two ultrasonic transducers
facing each other. Set preset RV1 of the transmitter
to mid -position. This is the basic test position.
The basic test is accomplished by connecting the
two test points on the transmitter, using, say a paper
clip. Two things may happen. First, the LED of the
transmitter should light. Second, the receiver LED
may light. If the second doesn't occur, adjust receiver
preset RV1 slightly more clockwise until it does. Once
both LEDs light, move the two parts further apart and
try again, until the receiver LED does not light. Now
adjust the transmitter preset one way or the other
while doing the basic test.
You'll soon get the feel of the transmitter
adjustment and see how the preset adjusts strength
of transmission through a peak, according to preset
position. As you do the test, keep moving the two
project parts further and further apart, until you have

-

C1,4

100n

C2

10n

C3

470n

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1,2

741

IC3

4011

LEDI

LED

D1,2

1N4148

MISCELLANEOUS
XTAL1

Ultrasonic receiver

PCB or stripboard. PCB pins.

the transmitter perfectly peaked.
Now, re -adjust the receiver for maximum sensitivity, as first explained. You should now find that the
working distance between transmitter and receiver will
increase to at least two or three metres. Further increases in working distance can, perhaps, be obtained
by increasing the gain of the receiver amplifier stage
(integrated circuit (Cl and associated components).
5

MONO-

STABLE
MULTI -

VIBRATOR

PUSH
Ic BUTTON

ASTABLE
MULTI
VIBRATOR

AMPLIFIER

-

ULTRASONIC
TRANSDUCERS

ENVELOPE
DETECTOR

COMPARATOR

ï

MONO-

STABLE
MULTI VIBRATOR

CONTROL
LOGIC

l-O
OUTPUT

Fig. 7 Block diagram of transmitter/receiver system
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You can do this by increasing the value of the
amplifier's feedback resistor R3, from its value of 2M2
up to, say 10M, in steps but you may find above a

BUYLINES
.

certain value that performance actually deteriorates
rather than improving.
Once both parts are setup, you can disconnect
the transmitter test points, reset the Camera Trigger,
connect the whole shishkerboodle to your camera,
and take your first remotely triggered piccy.

All parts

for both circuits should

be easily obtained from most

stockists. The ultrasonic transmitter and receiver are from Electromail.
Stock numbers; 307-351 {transmitter) 307-367 (receiver).

OOPS!
ThrzEinear
mmirimcl
XXI 'ECM
mil
CEICI311313

=MI

IMEEI

13CIEMIZ

1:1113CIDEI

SHOOT

RESET

u
SOL,

TIME

Last month's Fig. 4 had the stripboard track cuts reversed,

upside down and generally wrong. The correct layout is

Fig. 8 Waveforms in

the circuit

shown here.
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Interak

1

BUILD YOUR OWN COMPUTER
IlLFROM

INTERAK can be commenced with he minimum of outlay. Bare
boards from £10.95; beg borrow or steal the components, or buy
from us - all parts available separately. No special or custom chips
(ie PALs, ULAs, ASICs etc) used - no secrets.
Go as fast or as slowly as your funds and enthusiasm permit.
Made for those who must know what goes inside. Full circuit
diagrams and descriptions are provided. And honestly, can you
really use a computer effectively if you don't know what's inside and
nobody will tell you?
Solid engineering construction - something to be proud of. 19" 3U
rack mounting, plus in circuit boards and modular construction
keeps, obsolescence at bay.

AY7LL
UK Distributor for the
complete ILP Audio Range

Flourishing Independent Users Group, and newsletter. Hundreds of
programes on disk at little or no cost from the Users Group.
Program in machine code (Assembler), Basic, "C", Forth, etc.
Database, Word Processing, Scientific applications.
Megabyte 3.5"
Cassette tape operation or disk (up to 4 drives,
available from us, but you can add 3", 5.25", 8" if you want). Disk
operating system CP/M Plus.
64K RAM, Z80 based at present with potential for expansion to a 16
Megabytes address space and Zilog's latest Z80280 in the future.
Needs no specialised knowledge to construct, and we will happily
get you out of a jam if you get into one.
Availability of personal and individual after sales service, impossible
to obtain from large companies, who are only after your money.
Security of supply - from Greenbank Electronics, established
1

Bipolar Modules
15 watts to 180 watts
Mosfet Modules
60 watts to 180 watts
Power Supplies
Pre -amplifier Modules
100 volt line Transformers
Power Slave Amplifiers

in 1970.

Greenbank
For more details write or phone us:
Greenbank Electronics, Dept. (T5E), 460 New Chester Road,
Rock Ferry, Birkenhead, Merseyside L42 2AE, Tel: 051-645 3391.

HEflRY'5'

UK Distributor for

Toroidal Transformers

ELECTRONICS FOR TRADE, INDUSTRY,

EXPORT, EDUCATION AND RETAIL

STEEL DISHED
WASHER
OUTER

INSULATION

COMMUNICATIONS

*INSTRUMENTS
SCOPES

INTERCOM$

COUNTERS

CB RADIO

DMMS ®PSU'S
ETC.

INSULATION

GENERATORS

*SECURITY
PANELS

*PUBLIC

II

PIKS
SIRENS
DOORPHONES
STROBES

ADDRESSAMPLIFIER

"'SPEAKERS MICS ETC.
MIXERS

FREE!

COMMENTS
HUGE STOCKS

CABLES

ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUES WITH
RETAIL DISCOUNT
VOUCHERS

ETC.

Instruments/Security

*ACCESSORIES

i

I-1Ef 1RY

s

PRIMARY
WINDING

CORE
END CAPS

Standard range
available from stock
15VA to 625VA
Design and manufacture
up to 3KVA with fast
prototype service

Computer
General Catalogue

AMPLIFIERS
TV-VIDEO
TV /VIDEO
AUDIO
RADIO.
SECURITY
CB

I

NEOPRENE
WASHERS

SECONDARY
WINDING

Write or phone for prices and data.
Please state Trade/Education or
Retail/mail order Send 123/4" x 9"
(A4) SAE £1.50 each or £3.00 for both

404

Edgware7240323
Road,

Tel 01
:

London W21 ED
I

"ALSO AT Audio Electronics 301 Edgware Road W2 01-7243564

Jaytee Electronic Services
143 Reculver Road, Beltinge, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PL

Telephone: (0227)3752 54 Fax: 0227 365104

SALES OFFICE 01-2581831 Telex 298102 Fax 01-724 0322
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GUITAR TUNER

Laurie Barron keeps
in tune with a guitar
tuner that actually
works with guitars

a guitarist and bass player I have always
considered that silent electronic guitar
tuners, giving a visual indication when
a string is in tune are an asset to any

As

player.
Apart from poor performances, the best way to
get your audience really agitated is to make them
suffer fifteen minutes or so of random twangs as the
band `tunes up' prior to the performance. Silent tuners
eliminate completely this most unprofessional and
annoying prelude to a performance.
In 1981 I was therefore keen to build my own
tuner when a project for an inexpensive silent tuner
appeared in one of the electronic hobbyists
magazines. On completion of this project I tested it
using a signal generator and frequency meter. The
unit worked perfectly and I was impressed with its
for about three minutes.
performance
When I tried to tune my guitar with it, the
indicator LEDs jumped around so much that I
assumed I had read the project title incorrectly and
it was in fact a random lighting display.
To date I have built about half a dozen tuners
published in various electronics hobbyists magazines
they work fine
all bar one with the same result
with the almost pure sinusoids or square waves of a
signal generator but are completely useless for tuning
guitar strings.
The only one that did operate correctly used an

expensive 'top octave generator' IC, moving coil panel
meter and two PP3 batteries. The cost of that project
made a strong case for buying a commercially

manufactured tuner.
My guess is that all of the designers of these
they
projects suffered from the same handicap

-

1/P

O-6'-

HP FILTER 72Hz
LP FILTER 338Hz

WITH x100 AMP

FREQUENCY
TO VOLTAGE

CONVERTER

...

-
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SELECTABLE

BANDPASS FILTER
-i BANDWIDTH
36Hz
=

GAIN = x5

SCHMITT
TRIGGER

FLAT

SHARP

COMPARATOR

i

LEDs

n1

PRECISION

-

VOLTAGE

REFERENCE
CHAIN

ov

Fig.

1

Block diagram of the guitar tuner
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O/P

I/P
C9

T

100u
10V

472

B1

R2t---

68n

GAIN=

x100^

R1

7

IC1a

C4

GAIN

=

R14
2k2

R1

R5
14
ICtc

3

HPF

R9
390R

22n

G(3) 0

t
B(2)

E(1)

R23
10k

R6
10k

R19

910R

R26
220R

222

11

R21

T

C6

47u

COMPARATOR

C10

NOTE:
IC1 = TL064
IC2 = LM358
IC3 = LM311
IC4 = 78L05

+5V

OOk

R28

R30

3

3k3

1k
D4

ID

4

É(6)

2

Dt

100n

C8
100n

47k
+

IC2
R25

R8

47k

A(5)

F-V CONVERTER

8

0+5V
C7

Cid

o

010(4)

i

+5V
3

10055
R
SR

S-W1a

*
1
T

R7
10M

R15 R17

1k2

R7.
10

R24
tOM

R18
11k

1
R13

R10
lOR

R22
10k

C5
4u7

12

72Hz

Cl

SKT1

L

47k 13

IC1b

R16
4k7

CDM

SCHMITT TRIGGER

x5

2

620

5

130k

R3
13k

6

100k

R4

T

SUPPLY
SPLITTER

R20
47k

C31

10M

IC4

BANDPASS FILTER
(BW = 36Hz)

(338Hz LPF)

IC2b

ZD1TD3-

i

5

TP1

SET 2V
@

NVA/`-

329.6Hz

R29
1k0

2.

8
IC

LED2

\

Q1 = BC109

D1.4=1N4148
ZD1 = 3V0 ZENER

R31

LEDI

4

tiy

3k3
01

E(7)_t
6(12)
d
0(8)o SW1boA(11)

-++5V

G(9)

REFERENCE VOLTAGE

D(10)

DIVIDER CHAIN

TP2
SET

2V
R32
15R

RV2
10k

R33
470R

R34
270R

R35
20R

R36

R37
240R

13R

R38
56R

R39
200R

R40

R41

12R

12R

R42
160R

R43
10R

R44
470R

R45
30R

R46
22R

Fig. 2 The circuit diagram of the guitar tuner

were not guitarists and therefore did not possess
guitars. In consequence of this, they all produced
designs which responded correctly to waveforms that
were almost pure but did not realise the output from

Guitar

Bass

Tone

Frequency

Volts

Tone

Frequency

Volts

E

329.628
246.942
195.998
146.832

2.000

G

2.000

1.515
1.212

D

97.9989
73.4162
55.0000
41.2034

B

G

D

A

0.916
E
0.692
82.4069
0.522
Tones, frequencies and outputs of F -V converter

1.510
1.137

0.854

110.000

E

Table

A

1

a guitar is rich in harmonics and that these harmonics

must be eliminated, leaving only the fundamental
frequency before being compared with reference
frequencies or voltages.

E-+

L.1
raw]

0
rawer
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Design Approach
The way have approached this design is to look back
over these failed designs, extracting the best ideas and
adding efficient filtering to the input signal to effectively
eliminate the unwanted harmonics.
The result is a tuner that uses a comparison of
the output from a frequency to voltage converter with
reference voltages derived from a precision voltage
divider chain. The recent availability of cheap 1%
resistors (3p each) from suppliers such as Maplin
makes this an extremely economic approach which
has produced a guitar tuner that costs less than £9,000
to build (excluding PCB and case).
Referring to the block diagram of Fig. 1, the guitar
signal first passes through a high pass filter with a cut
off frequency of 72.34Hz to remove mains hum.
Next follows a combined x100 amplifier and
338Hz low pass filter. From Table 1 it can be seen that
the highest frequency required is about 330Hz so it
I

makes sense to first remove all frequencies above that
value. Because of the very high gain, the output from
this stage is clipped, but this causes no problems in
this circuit as the final waveform required is a square
wave anyway.
The next stage is the switchable bandpass filter.
This is probably the most important part of the tuner,
(the one the others leave out!). It has a bandwidth of
36Hz and provides a signal gain of x5. The purpose
of this stage is to effectively eliminate all frequencies
not within 18Hz either side of the frequency of the
note to be tuned. The output from this stage is a crude
square wave of the fundamental frequency only.
The fundamental frequency now passes to a
Schmitt Trigger stage. This gives a clean square wave
at the fundamental frequency. The components
selected for this stage ensure that its output amplitude
and frequency will remain constant for several
seconds, almost until the string ceases to vibrate, the
amplitude of the input signal can decay to about 10µV
before correct operation ceases and the string must
be struck again.
The next stage is the heart of the unit. It is actually
an adaption of Paul Chappell's Frequency Meter
Module design, (ETI April 1986). This configuration
provides the frequency to voltage converter block (FV
converter). Some component values are changed
from the original design for use in this application but
the principle remains the same.
The output does not exactly follow Mr Chappell's
'rule of thumb' formula, although if voltage/frequency
is plotted from the values given in Fig. 2 it will be seen
the relationship between voltage and frequency is still
linear.
The purpose of this stage is to convert the filtered
fundamental frequency of each string into a voltage
level and then to pass this voltage level to one input
of a standard LM311 comparator. The other
comparator input is fed into a selected reference

ETI MAY 1989

voltage, derived from a voltage divider chain,
consisting of a series of 1% tolerance resistors.
The divider chain is simply worked out using
Ohm's law. The divider chain was calculated for a
current of imA, this value helps to keep the power

consumption of the unit low and also makes for
extremely easy calculation of the divider chain as the
value of resistance between each reference point and
OV is simply the F-V output voltage x 1000 which
gives the required resistance in ohms.
The comparator stage simply compares the
voltage level from the F-V converter stage with the
selected reference voltage from the divider chain. If
the F -V output is higher than the reference voltage (the
note is `sharp') then the comparator output will swing
towards its negative supply rail (0V). This will light the

4.4

`sharp' LED indicator.

On the other hand

if

n

the voltage level from the

F-V converter is lower than the reference voltage (the
note is `flat') then the comparator will swing towards
its positive rail (5V). This supplies base current to
transistor Qi, lighting the `flat' LED.

HOW IT WORKS
The low level guitar signal, which is rich in harmonics passes through
the simple high pass filter of R1 and Cl with cut off frequency 72.4Hz
and then the low pass active filter network of IC1a and associated

components (cut off frequency 338.63Hz1.
This combination from the tuner's input to the output of

effectively gives us

a

IC

la

simple bandpass filter of centre frequency

205.49Hz and a bandwidth of 266.3Hz. The low pass filter attenuates
the unwanted frequencies above the top open string of the guitar and
the high pass filter helps eliminate any mains hum pick up.

When both the reference voltage and the output
voltage from the F -V converter are equal, the
comparator output will be at half of its high level, thus
only allowing partial conduction of Ql and hence both
LEDs will now be equally illuminated, indicating that
the string in 'in tune'.
For those of you who like to analyse each part
of a circuit, so that individual blocks can be extracted
for use in future designs, the diagrams and formulae
for each part of the circuit up to the F -V converter are
given in Fig. 3. Further information on the F -V
converter part of the circuit can be found by reference
to Paul Chappell's Capacitance Meter Module and
Frequency Meter Module, in the March and April
1986 issues of ETI.

Frequencies within these passbands are amplified by a factor of
x 100 which boosts the input signal to a usable value, which can be

2nd ORDER BANDPASS FILTER

measured well into the decay time.

BANDWIDTH: -B=

The amplified signal then passes through 'Gib and associated

components which constitute

a

R2.0

CENTRE FRED: -to=

selectable, narrow, bandpass filter

of bandwidth 36Hz. This configuration effectively removes all of the
unwanted harmonics, leaving only the fundamental frequency.

0/P
GAIN ATfo:-

-Av=

1

/

2.n.0

R1+R3
R1.R2.R3

R2
2.R1

From the bandpass filter the signal passes through IC lc which
with its associated componenets is configured as a Schmitt trigger.
This serves the purpose of squaring up the signal fed to the frequency

R2

to voltage part of the circuit. The components for the Schmitt trigger
are selected for very low upper and lower trigger points to activate
the trigger almost until the string ceases to vibrate altogether.

into

a

I/P

0/P
0V

From the Schmitt trigger the signal passes to IC2a,b and
associated components, configured as a frequency to voltage

to this text for

Ri

I/P

ICld and associated components act to split the single 9V supply
a dual 4.5V supply required for use by IC1.

converter circuit. This circuit is really an adaption of the 'Frequency
Meter Module' published in ETI April 1986 and the reader is referred

CUT OFF FREQUENCY =

Vout

between the output of the V -F converter circuit and the selected
output of the reference voltage divider chain.
If the note is flat, then the output of the comparator will be high,
allowing Q1 to conduct, switching on LED2 fully and extinguishing
LED1. If the note is sharp, the output of the comparator will be low

and LED1 will be switched on and LED2 extinguished. When the note

produces

a voltage equal to the reference voltage divider chains
selected voltage, the comparators output will be half of its high level,

thus allowing only partial conduction of Q1 and hence LED I and LED2
will be equally illuminated.
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CUT OFF FREQUENCY =

0V

LOW PASS FILTER

2.n.C.R2

UPPER TRIGGER POINT:-

UTP = +Vcc.

í

R

R2

LOWER TRIGGER POINT:-

resistors has been chosen to give a voltage division equal to the
intervals between the notes of the open guitar strings after frequency

The outputs of the frequency to voltage converter circuit and the
reference voltage divider chain are fed to the two inputs of comparator
IC3 via resistors R28 and R29. This IC performs a comparison

2.n.C.R1

Vin

At the bottom of the circuit diagram is the reference voltage
divider chain of RV2 and R32-46. The value of each block of 1%

battery voltage falls to below 7V.

O/P

1

HIGH PASS FILTER

detailed explanation of its operation.

to voltage conversion. TP1 is initially set up to 2.000V with RV2. This
sets up the reference voltages which will remain accurate until the

R2

C

LTP = -Vcc.

R

R2

R

SYMMETRICAL SCHMITT TRIGGER

Fig. 3 Circuit diagrams and formulae for sections of the tuner

Construction
Although 1% resistors are used in the critical positions
(and ideally for the entire assembly) even this degree
of accuracy can cause problems with some of the
larger resistors in the divider chain. In the worst case,
resistors R33 and R44 (470R) could vary from their
marked value by as much as 4R7 each. This variation
would affect the accuracy of the tuner and I would
recommend that all of the resistors of 200R or over
in the divider chain (R33,34,37,39,44) are selected

43

8V2

-I R32 I---1 R33

I--

--IR34 F'..f-{ R36.1--

TP1

-+341

-

R42f-=+-

1--

(
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--(

R39

}- ---

644

--I

R 3S
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H
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Fig. 4 The component overlay for the guitar tuner PCB

PARTS LIST
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L

O
12-1
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RESISTORS ('d W 5% except where specified)

R44

470R 1%

R1

100k

R45

3OR 1%

R2,7,24

10M

R46

22R 1%

R3

13k 1%

RV1

100k 18 -turn cermet preset

R4

130k 1%

RV2

10k 18 -turn cermet preset

R9

390R 1%

R10,43

10R 1%

CAPACITORS

R11

620R 1%

Cl

22n polyester

R12

110R 1%

C2

47p polystyrene

R13

1k2 1%

C3,4

68n 5% polycarbonate

R14,25

2k2 1%

C5

47

R15

100R 1%

C6

47µ 16V axial electrolytic

R16

4k7 1%

C7,8

100n polyester

R17

56R 1%

C9

100µ 10V radial electrolytic

R18

11k 1%

C10

lOn 5% polyester

R19

910R 1%

C11

470n tantalum

R23

10k

R26

220R

SEMICONDUCTORS

R27

180k

Cl

TLO64

R28,29

1k0 1%

IC2

LM358

R30

3k3 1%

IC3

LM311

R31

3k3 1%

IC4

78L05

R32

15R 1%

01

BC109

R33

470R 1%

ZD1

3V 500mW zener

R34

270R 1%

01-4

1N4148

R35

20R 1%

LE01,2

red LED

10V axial electrolytic

R36

13R 1%

R37

240R 1%

MISCELLANEOUS

R38

56R 1%

B1

9V PP3 battery

R39

200R1%

SKI

stereo'íin jack socket

R40,41

12R 1%

SW1

R42

160R 1%

PCB.

with an accurate digital multimeter or some other
accurate device for measuring resistance, to select the
values closest to those specified. The easiest way of
achieving this is to order a pack of ten of each value
from Maplins and select the best from each pack for
each value.
The component overlay is shown in Fig. 4. Fit
the wire links first, followed by the resistors, off-board
connector pins, IC sockets, capacitors, presets, the

2 pole 6 way rotary switch

MB3 case. Battery clip. Connecting wire.

rotary switch and last the semiconductors. Do not fit
the LEDs at this stage.
The 14 PCB holes for the rotary switch must be
drilled slightly larger (1.2mm) than those in the rest
of the board. The pins of the rotary switch must have
each eyelet cut off as close to the eyelet as possible,
to allow the switch to be fitted to the board.
The next task is to drill the holes in the case for
the rotary switch, LEDs and jack socket in accordance
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with the positions shown in Fig. 5. If you are not using
the MB3 type box, pay special attention to the relative
positions of the holes for the LEDs and the rotary
switch.
Fit (but don't solder) the two LEDs to the PCB,

ensuring that the anodes and cathodes are in the
positions shown in Fig. 4. Remove the nut from the
rotary switch and holding the PCB with the rotary
switch uppermost, fit the rotary switch and PCB to the
case. Fit the switch nut and tighten to finger tightness.
Square the PCB to the case. Now push the LEDs into
their respective holes in the case so that their entire
dome areas are just proud of the case. Now solder the
leads of the LEDs to the PCB, ensuring that their
position does not move during this operation.
Fit the jack socket to the case and connect. it.
Screened cable is not necessary for this application.
The battery connector wires should also be fitted to
the PCB at this stage.

Calibration
This operation is carried out with the PCB assembly
out of the case. To calibrate the tuner connect a 9V
battery to the battery connector and insert a mono jack
plug into the jack socket. Connect an accurate
voltmeter between TP2 and OV and adjust RV2 until
a reading of exactly 2V is obtained.
Now connect a square or sine wave signal with
a frequency of exactly 329.628Hz and an amplitude
of between 20mV and 5V to the input of the unit. Turn
the rotary switch fully anticlockwise. An accurate
voltmeter is now connected between TP1 and OV and
RV1 is adjusted until a reading of exactly 2V is
obtained. The tuner is now fully calibrated.
If you are not fortunate enough to possess a
signal generator and frequency meter then simply
connect an accurately tuned guitar or keyboard to the
input of the tuner, strike the open top E string or play
keyboard E of 329.628Hz, allow a half a second for
the frequency of the string to stabilise and adjust RV1
until a reading of 2V is obtained with the voltmeter
connected between TP1 and OV.
The reading will remain constant for several
seconds but the string may have to be struck several
times with this method until the potentiometer

battery should last for many months. The tuner will
remain accurate until the battery voltage falls below
7v.

Bass Players
you're not a budding Eric Clapton but you are a
potential Jack Bruce, don't despair, you haven't been
forgotten. The same PCB can also be used to make
a bass guitar tuner.
Simply substitute the component values and
links as shown below for those in the main component
list and omit components as indicated.
In addition, use a frequency of 97.9989Hz when
adjusting RV1 or the top G string (or a G of
97.9989Hz on the keyboard).
The switch positions should be labelled E, A, D,
If

G.

BASS PARTS
RESISTORS tau 4:6YV

t%}

R9

2k4

810,36,42-44

link

4k7

R11

R12

;:

;.: `:

;

;.:

R13

,:

300R

%'

13k

R14

9Ik

R15

6k8

R16-19

omit

750k

R27

R32

R34

ï:::::y.

20R

..,...::w

330R'

;R.

R35

43k

R37

:

,

270R<'.

R38.

R39
R40
R41

CAPACITORS
C1

47n polyester

C2

150p polystyrene

C3,4

100n 5% polycarbon

adjustment reaches 2V.
The unit can now be replaced in its case and the
respective switch positions of E, A, D, G, B, E, (eat
all day great big eggs) in an clockwise direction marked

around the switch.

Using The Tuner
Power is applied to tuner by simply inserting the guitar
jackplug into the socket.
Select the required note on the switch and strike
the appropriate string, after a short period the LEDs
will stop jumping and an indication of whether the
string is sharp or flat will be given by the LED that
remains illuminated. It is always best to tune from flat
upwards, so if the string is sharp, loosen it, strike the
string again and turn the appropriate machine head
of the guitar until both LEDs are equally illuminated.
The string is now 'in tune'.
After very little experience with this unit you will
find the tuning of each string can be achieved with
only striking the string once and then adjusting the

machine head.
The current consumption of the tuner is less than
12mA, and power is only applied to the unit when
the guitar jack plug is actually inserted into the tuners
socket. As the tuner is only used for the few minutes
required to tune a guitar, a standard 9V PP3 type
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BUYLINES
components ç
The

i be obtained from Maplin or indeed many other

is available from the ETI PCB Service.

En
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OSCILLOSCOPES

DID YOU KNOW?

TEKTRONIX 2215 Dual Trace 60MHz Delay Sweep Dual TB£475
TEKTRONIX 465 Dual Trace 100MHz Delay Sweep
...£500
TEKTRONIX 454 Dual Trace 150MHz DelaySweep
__£400
TRIO CS1065 Three Trace 60MHz Delay Sweep
... £500
HITACHI V1050F DualTrace 100MHz Dleay Sweep .............£550
THANDAR TO215 Dual Trace 15MHz Mains/Battery.
......_.........
......
...£300
Unsused
TELEOUIPMENT D755 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay Sweep.._£275
....
KIKUSUI 5530A Dual Trace 35MHz
... £250
HAMEG 2034 Dual Trace 20MHz ....................................... £240

AUDIO ELECTRONICS ARE
DISTRIBUTORS FOR

MARCONI TF2006 AM/FM 10MHz40Gz Sig Gen ............... f500
MARCONI TF2008 AM/FM 10MHz.510MHzSg Gen
.... £375
MARCONITF2015 AM/FM 10520MHz3ig Gen with
..........
MARCONI 72015 AM......
....£550
MARCONI TF2015 without Synchroniser.........................._£425
MARCONI TF2016 AM/FM 10MHz 12OMHzwith Synchroniser

£400
MARCONITF2016 without Synchroniser............................ßN

SOUND LAB: SEAS: McKENZIE: PHONIC

ALTAI: ADASTRA: Microphones, Mixers,
Speakers etc.

MARCONI SANDERS SIG SOURCE 60558.8502150MHz

£500

DYMAR 1525 AM/FM0.1-184MHz Sig Gen..
...
HP 69420 SWEET
lGenerOSCILLATOR 7-12.4GHz...........................
HP 620 Signal Generator 7.11GHz.
.. ......
......._
FEHP 6140SignalGenerRerord
i.....
........
FERROGPAPH RTS2 Recorder
channelest Set ............................

£200
£400

£450
£450
£275
WOELKE LMV186A. Two channel Multivoltmeter SHz-500KHz,
100uV-300V_..._ ................................................_..........£100
LEVEL TG200DM 1Hz-1MHzSine/Square .................... £125
MARCONI Automatic Distortion Meter TF2337A. 400Hz or 1kHz.
Measures down to 0.01k/o.
£150
MARCONI TF2700 UNIVERSAL LCR Bridge. Battery Operated

SECURITY 4
Control Panels, PIR's, Sirens, Doorphones,
Intercoms, CCTV etc.

.

.....

I

....._

..... From £150

ISOLATING TRANSFORMERS
........................__,.. £15 each (p&p £5)
240V In -240V Out 100VA....
..... f6 each (p&p £3)
240V In -240V Out

I

Type 1
Type 2

- CALLERS WELCOME

TELEPHONE 01-724 3564
301 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2 1BN
SALES 01-2581831 FAX: 01-724 0322

Type4
Type 7

Torque
200 Steps per rev. 4 Phases
( wire 1224VTo r9
will run on SV with reduced torque ........................£15.00
6/12 Steps per rev. 3 Phase 12/24V (will work on 5V)
.................................................. £2 each 5off £7.50
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS 24 Steps per rev. 4 wire 5V
3.3Amps0.25Orpm 0.200 PPs ...........................£5 each
200 Steps per rev. 120V (3 wire)Torque 25oz inch £4 each
WARNER 24 Steps per rev. 3 Phase (6 wire) 28V Holding
torque 45oz.inch ......................................_.....£5 each
)

-

INSTRUMENT

Main

Frame with HM8032

200220MHz. HM8030

2

Sine Wave Generator

Function Generator 0.1-1MHz

SinelsgfTriangle, and HM8011 2 Digital Multimeter

41/2

digit.

ONLY £400
DISK DRIVE PSU 240V IN 54 16A and 12V 1.5A Out. Cased Um

used...
.......
..
........_....£10 each (p&p£3)
QWERTY KEYBOARD (as in Lynx Micro) push to make, uncased
£2 each (p&p £3) 10 off £10(p&p £5)
RACAL-NORSK Keyboard cased Ascü coded+ function keys,
unused, some into....,,,...
................. f5 each (p&p £3)
FARNELL SWITCHED MODE PSU 5V 40A+/-12V5A

M

OTHER SWITCHED MODE PSU available. Please enquire.
DISK DRIVES 5)4"DS/DD 80 track............................ From £50

MULTIMETERS
AVO 8 Complete with

(p&p all AVOs£t0)
Batteries&Leads..................._... horn £50

AV08 Mk V Complete with Batteries& Leads... ...__ .............£90
AVO TEST SET No )(Military version ofAVO 8. Complete with
BatteriesD Leads .... ...
....
._.£65
TEST LEADS s dable for AVOMETERS. Red &Black with two

BLAClips&prods.........
BLACK Ever Ready cases for

AMOS

Unused........ £15(p&p£4)

AVO VALVE TESTER CR160 Suitcase style. 22 bases.

---

only £25 each (p&p
-- -AMOTRANSISTORANALYSISMk2 CT446. Suitcase style

f5

complete with batteries and operating instructions
O

IA-OWERTF9.S2OH..5KH 225 each

£7)

(p&pw6

MARCONI AF POWER TF893420Hz-35KHz 20MW.10Wwith
manual
....
MARCONI RF POWER METER TF1152AI1 DC 500MH 05-25W
SOOhm with manual .............................._._... only £45 (p&p £7)

NEW EQUIPMENT
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 604. Dual Trace 60MHz. Delay
2 Probes..,..._......_............. £575
HOMED OSCILLISCOPE 203.6. Dual Trace20MHz. Component
Tester& 2 Probes ............
................
................£314
All Other Models Available

Sweep ComponentTester

BLACK STAR FREQUENCY COUNTERS (p&p £5)
APOLLO 10-100MHz Radio/Period/Time interval etc......
£222
100-1000MHz(as above with more functions) .......£295
BLACK STAR FREQUENCY COUNTERS(p&p£4)
Meteor 100-100MHz
...........
............_ £99

.................... £d (p&p £4)

STEPPING MOTORS

Type3

AUDIO ELECTROf1ICS

SOOVA

240V In -24V Out 100VA..._.

EXPORT EDUCATION

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

..,..

..

PHILIPS PM6456 FM Stereo Generator _.,
.._....._..£95
ADVANCE SG62B AM 150KHz-220MHz ................£45 (P&P £7)

Distribution Amplifiers, Cables, Dubbing Kits,
Enhancers, Aerials etc.
RETAIL

.......£210
.

AUDIO PRODUCTS 4

TRADE

GOULD ADVANCE 081100 Dual Trace 30MHz

..._._£180
Portable 8xt0cm Display...
Optonal front cover containing 2 probes etc........................... £10
S.E. LABS SM111 Dual Trace 18MHz Solid State Portable AC or
external DC operation 8xtOcm display ................................ £130
SCOPEX4D108Dual Trace 10MHzinTac ...................... ........... f150
TELEQUIPMENT S54A Single Trace lOMHz. Solid Stale _..., £90

HAMEG: METEX: BLACKSTAR: GW: HITACHI
CROTECH: TEST LAB: THURLBY: ALTAI
THANDAR: Scopes, Generators, PSU's,
Counters, DMM's, MM's, Pattern Gen, etc.

SUPPLIERS TO

.---£200

GOULD ADVANCE 0S255 Dual Trace 15MHz ...............
£210
COSSOR CDU150 Dual Trace 35MHz Delay Sweep Solid State

TEST INSTRUMENTS 4

TV-VIDEO

HP 1220A Dual Trace 15MHz

SPECIAL OFFER
HAMEG MODULAR SYSTEM
HM8001

BLACK STAR JUPITOR 500 FUNCTION GENERATOR.
OSine/Square/TriangleIONOOUBA0.GENER1OR. Pal

.........£109

ORION COLOUR BAR GENERATOR. Pal NNitleo............ £209

HUNG CHANG DMM 7030, 31/2 digit. Hand held 28 ranges
including 10 Amp ACIDC0.1%. Complete with batteries &leads.

(p8p£4) ........................................_...............................£39.50
60100.25%.._......_...._..........................£33.50

As above DMM

Carrying case for above ................................................

£3 each

OSCILLOSCOPESPROBES. Switched el: xt0 (p&p £3) .......

£11

Used equipment
with 30 days guarantee. Manuals supplied if possible.
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE o Telephone or Lists. Please check availability before
ordering. CARRIAGE all units £16. VAT to be added to Total of Goods & Carriage.

CATALOGUE
Ref TG UK Send
SAE A4 with

Ki' Bi

STEWART OF READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1PL

4`

Tel: 0734 68041. Fax: 0734 351696. Callers welcome 9 am -5.30 pm. Mon -Fri (until 8 pm Thurs)

£1.50 STAMP

E8C1'LEPJO1OJTQJ

cl EC:NI:71%1=f_ E.;
1989100

PAGE COMPONENT

CATALOGUE

PRICE

£1

SEND OFF FOR YOUR COPY TODAY...
WE STOCK AN UNRIVALLED RANGE

!

ALL OUR COMPONENTS ARE FIRST CLASS BRANDED ITEMS
WE OFFER A SAME DAY SERVICE ON ALL STOCK ITEMS

.

I: NO MINIMUMORDER-IF YOU NEED ONE COMPONENT WE

FREE VOUCHERS!

CAN SUPPLY ONE COMPONENT

WE HAVE ADOPTED NEW LOWER PRICING POLICY +
! QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS

SEND OFF FOR YOUR CATALOGUE
AND VOUCHERS TODAY.

A

FREE VOUCHERS WITH YOUR CATALOGUE

WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE
COPY(COPIES) OF THE 1989
CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS
COMPONENT CATALOGUE. I
ENCLOSE £
PLEASE ENCLOSE MY FREE
VOUCHERS.

ORDER ONE

I

NOW....

JUST FILL IN THE COUPON OPPOSITE AND POST IT WITH YOUR
£1 PAYMENT TO THE ADDRESS BELOW. YOU WILL RECEIVE NOT
ONLY OUR SUPERB 100 PAGE CATALOGUE, BUT ALSO FREE
VOUCHERS WHICH YOU CAN USE ON YOUR NEXT COMPONENTS
ORDER.
CRICKLEW(x)D ELECTRONICS LTD 40 CRICK'i.EWOOD BRUADWAY LONDON
NW2 SET
TEL: 01-450 09951452 0161
FAX: 01-208 1,141
TEL X: 914977
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Tape your £1 coin
here, or send a
cheque or postal
order for £1.00 for
every catalogue you
require.

NAME

ADDRESS
..
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BENCH POWER
SUPPLY
Paul Chappell builds
the essential item for
any workbench

any list of equipment needed to set
up an electronics workshop, pretty
close to the top will come an adjustable
power supply. At a pinch you can
struggle along by stringing batteries
together or birdsnesting a few components onto a
mains transformer but for sheer convenience there's
nothing to beat a supply that gives just the voltage you
need at the twist of a knob.
An important feature of any bench power supply
is the current limiting. Most regulator ICs have on
board short-circuit protection, which is fine for
preventing the supply from going up in smoke but not
always very useful for protecting the circuit under test.
An adjustable current limiter which shuts down the
supply if the project takes more current than you
expect can save a lot of frustration and expense in
replacing burnt components.
On

Current Limiter
The shutdown circuit of this supply goes a stage
further than usual. Besides functioning as a normal
supply current limiter, it can also monitor the current
in any part of the circuit under test and will respond
to excessive currents in either direction or to peak
alternating currents at any point you choose.
The output of the limiter is not specific to the
power supply in this project it can be used to give
almost complete shutdown of most variable regulators, to operate a crowbar circuit or simply to give a
warning of over -current while leaving the action up

-

to you.
The circuit is shown in Fig.l. The front end might
remind you of the first stage of a three amplifier
instrumentation amp, which is not surprising since it's
doing much the same job. The idea is to detect any

48

difference in voltage between the two input terminals,
at the same time allowing the common mode voltage
to be anywhere within the test circuit's supply voltage
range.
An NE5532 is specified as the IC for the job
it will track AC currents well and turns in a fairly
respectable input offset voltage figure (in comparison
with cheap and cheerful op -amps, anyway) and is
easy to obtain and doesn't cost much. If you don't
mind spending a pound or two extra, the PMI OP200
can be substituted, although you'll have to change one
or two component values to take full advantage of its
characteristics. I'll explain later.
After the difference amplifier comes a comparator, set to trigger when the outputs of ICla and
IClb differ by more than 1.2V in either direction.
Transistors Q1-4 form a pair of current sources to make
the circuit's operation as independent as possible of
supply voltage changes or ripple and of common
mode voltage. It's a technique widely used in the
internal circuits of op -amps and the like, adapted here
to work with discrete components.
A factor to be considered when designing any
kind of test equipment is how it will affect the circuit
being tested. Whenever you connect up a meter to
measure voltage, for instance, it will draw some
current from the circuit and thereby alter the very
voltage you're trying to measure. Testing for current
always puts some resistance into the current path and
so changes the current.
In test equipment there are two common
approaches. The first is to standardise the effects in
some way: voltage measurements, for example, are
often specified as being measured with a standard 20k
per volt test meter on a certain range, the idea being
that if you set your own meter to the same range it
should cause exactly the same amount of disturbance

-
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o +v
R6
1k0

TRIG. CURRENT
RA = IRO 10mA

Q1

RB = ORS 20mA

O

RC=0R250mA
RD = OR1 100mA
RE = OROS

200mA

INPUT O

R8

ICta

22k
D3

R3
12k

01
NC

8
7
IC2

SW1

R8
10k

TRIG.
CURRENT

4

R4
12k

R1

O OFF/ON

02

SW2

10k

06V

(RESET)

2

D4

D

IC 6

O

0V

04
NOTE:
IC1 = NE5532
IC2 = 311
IC3 = 79 LO5

01,2

03,4

=
=

D1-7

=

03
V

BC307
BC237
1N4148

R7
1k0

COM
O

Fig.1 Circuit of the current

IC3

IN

O Vs

trip

and so come up with the same readings. Oscilloscopes almost always impose a loading of 1M in
parallel with 5p, so the trace seen on one band should
look much the same as the trace on any other.
The other possibility is to aim for minimum
disturbance: to give voltmeters the highest practical
input resistance and ammeters the lowest practical
resistance. The circuit of the current trip involves
sensing the voltage developed äcross a resistor
inserted in the current path the lower the value of
resistor, the less it will disturb the current.
The main factor determining how small the
necessary voltage drop (and so how small the resistor
can be made) is the input offset voltage of IC1. The
offset voltages of the two halves of IC1 appear across
R2, as does the differential voltage we want the circuit
to respond to, so the basic rule is that the voltage
developed across the input resistor must be large in
comparison with twice the rated maximum offset
voltage of the IC.

-

INPUT

REMAINDER
OF CIRCUIT
AS FIG 1.

NE5532 might be the better option after all. The
choice is yours!
At the risk of losing all those who just want to be
told how to build fings, there's another way to arrange
the current setting of the circuit, shown in Fig.2. Here
R2 is replaced by a 1kO pot, RV1, which makes the
trip current continuously variable from zero to about
500mA (for higher trip currents, increase the pot
resistance: 2k0 for 1A, and so on).

Power Supply
The circuit of the power supply itself is shown in Fig.3.
There's not a lot worth commenting on here: it's a
transformer, rectifier, smoother and variable regulator,
and that's that. The specified IC is one of the low
dropout voltage variety
in this circuit it simply
means that it will cope with a little more ripple on the
smoothing cap than usual. It also has an on/off
terminal which suits this project down to the ground.
If you just want a power supply without the
trimmings, the circuit of Fig.3 will work perfectly well
as it stands.

-

Construction
The construction shouldn't present any problems. For
the supply I used a toroidal transformer which mounts
directly onto the PCB (Fig.4)
it's neater than having
a separate chassis mounting transformer with dangling

-

mn OV

FS1

Fig.2 An alternative means of adjusting the

100mA

sensitivity

DELAY

For the NE5532, the input voltage required to
trigger the circuit is set (with the component values
in Fig.1) at 10mV, giving the input resistances shown.
With the OP200, which is ten times better than the
NE5532 in this respect, you can divide the value of
Rq to RE by ten, replace R2 with a 20R resistor, and
you've got a circuit which presents a much lower
resistance to the current. This is at the expense of high
frequency gain, however, so if you intend to use the
circuit to monitor rapidly varying currents, the

ETI MAY 1989

FUSE

D8

Ti

IC4

>I

G

9V
'hA

...,
9V

okA

A

O
R9

S

27k

O OFF/ON

Cl
2200u

R10
22k

35V

+

T 35

RV2
+

=
T 16

1000u

470k

c3

100u

0 0v

NOTE:
IC4 LM2931CT
D8,9 = 1N4001

O Vs

Fig.3 The main power supply and regulator
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PARTS LIST
RESISTORS

+Vp
INPUT
(TO R1,
SW1 etc.)

OFF/ON
SW1

oV
Vs

R1

10k

R2

200R

R3,4

12k

R5

33k

R6,7

1k0

R8,10

22k

R9

27k

RA -E

See text

RV1

1kO lin. (see

RV2

470k lin.

text)

Fig.4a Component overlay for the current sense board

-

wires and means the project will fit in a small case
no need for the supply to take up half the bench space!
One thing I would recommend doing is to bolt the
transformer to the PCB it can be supported just by
its pins but you soon discover the weakness of this
method if you ever drop the supply or treat it with
anything but the greatest care.
One thing I should point out is this: the

-

transformer specified has an inter -winding screen,
which means that one of the input -side pins is
connected to mains earth. If you use another make
of transformer, test it first to be certain that the
connections run the same way. Bangs, flashes and fire
can be great fun on November 5th but have no place
in the lab.
The smoothing electrolytic Cl should be
mounted last of all, since some of the other
components stand in its shadow. Be sure that the
metal sole of IC4 is flat against the heatsink there's
no need to insulate it but a little smear of heatsink
compound to improve thermal contact will help it run
cool. The best order of assembly is to bend the IC
leads and post them through the holes, bolt the IC and
heatsink to the PCB and then finally solder the IC
leads.

-

N

CAPACITORS

Cl

2200µV 35V

C2

1000µV 16V

C3

100µV 35V

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC 1

NE5532 (or OP200

IC2

311

IC3

79L05

IC4

LM2931CT

Q1,2

8C307

Q3,4

BC 307

D1-7

1N4148

D8,9

1N4001

- see text)

MISCELLANEOUS
FS1

100mA delay fuse

SW1

5-way rotary switch

SW2

push to break

T1

0-9 0-9 10VA mains transformer

PCBs. Fuseholder. 0-30V meter if required, Mains switch. Strain relief

bush. Wire, Nuts and bolts.

E

H
U

0
Fig.4b Component overlay for the power supply board
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I haven't specified any particular case for the
project buy whichever one you like the look of. If
you use a metal one, be sure to earth the case itself.
Whatever the case material, make sure it's well
ventilated. If there's no flow of cool air around the
heatsink it will just get hotter and hotter until
consummation devoutly to be
something melts
avoided if you want my opinion.
Figure 5 shows the interconnection between the
boards and other off-board components but there's no
need to follow the layout of switches and terminals
put them where they look best to you.

-

>V(F>o

-a

LL
LL

O

-

Testing

o

TRIP

the supply on, turn the adjustment pot and
the voltage varies from about 2V up to 24V, there's
If you turn

>

+

\

OFF\TEAA)GRTH
Ei
L N

ADJ

>ó

a
2

»

aO

(

V

V

CURRENT
SENSE

O

Ú

u u

i

\

RANGE
SELECT

1

RESET

U U
OV

+V

I

I

j

VOLTMETER
(OPTIONAL)

ON/OFF

Fig.5 Interconnections between boards and layout of controls

a good chance that everything's OK. If it doesn't,
you've made a boob. Now try the supply under load.
Set the output to 3V, connect a 22R 1W resistor across
the terminals, check that the output is still 3V, then
let it run for a few minutes. Disconnect the mains

supply and check that the regulator tab and heatsink
are not getting too hot. If all is well so far, connect a
180R 5W resistor across the terminals and turn up the
voltage to 24V. If you've got a scope, check that there's
no 50Hz ripple on the supply. Now you can
reasonably assume that all is well.
To check out the shutdown, use the circuit of
Fig.6. Reducing the resistance of the pot should result
in the circuit tripping at about 100mA. If too high,
increase the value of R2. If it trips too early, reduce
the value of R2. If everything is OK, leave R2 exactly
as it is! If you increase the resistance of the test pot and
press the reset button, the supply should be restored.

voltages with poorer regulation (it won't affect the
regulation of higher voltages).
At the top end you may find the same situation
in reverse (depending on the actual value of the full
track resistance of RV2). The cure this time is to
connect a large resistor (try 2M2 for a start) across RV2
so that maximum travel exactly hits maximum voltage.
To use the current trip with other regulators
without a shutdown facility, you can reduce the output
to a very low voltage by connecting pin 1 of IC2 to
ground and pin 7 to the adjust pin on the regulator.
Once again, a small resistor in series with pin 7 will
often be needed to give the absolute minimum output
voltage. R8 should be omitted, pin i of IC2 linked to
ground using the link position provided on the PCB
and pin 7 linked to the regulator via the PCB terminal
marked NC in Fig.4a. This will work with any regulator
adusted by a pot between the adjust pin and ground,
which accounts for almost every common type. The
latch will no longer function in this mode, by the way,
so you can exercise your brain cells a little in thinking
of another way to do it!

Tweaking
you have problems with oscillation at the output of
regulator IC3, a 4.i7 tantalum between output and OV
will settle it down. Try to keep the connections
between the Vp terminals of the two boards fairly
short. Oscillation at the output of the main regulator
means you've used a dud cap for C3 one from the
spares box is a bit risky since it's got to be of fairly good
quality and close to the value specified. You'll soon
know about it if the main regulator does oscillate
the results will be picked up by every radio in the
house!
You will probably find that the regulator misbehaves a little at both extremes of voltage setting. At
the low end, the set voltage will reach a minimum and
then rise again. If you find this annoying, a small
resisitor can be wired in series with RV2 so that the
voltage reaches a minimum when the pot is at the end
of its travel. You can find the value by trial and error,
or by connecting a preset (1k0) in series with RV2 and
adjusting it for minimum voltage with RV2 hard
against the end stop in the low voltage position.
Strictly speaking, the IC is only supposed to regulate
down to 3V
you can persuade it to give lower
If

OFF/ON
+Vs

-

FROM
SUPPLY
BOARD

-

-
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oV

Fig.6 Current trip test circuit

BUYLINES
Al! the parts for this project are available from Electromail, except for
the PCBs which come from ourPCB service. The transformer is stock

207-970, and costs around a teener, If this is too expensive, any.:.:
0-9, 0-9 IOVA transformer can be substituted but be careful. Check
no.

that open -circuit voltage across Cl does not exceed 26V and taker
note of comments ín the text about the screen connection ,R..
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HIGH GRADE COMPONENT PARCELS
Unless otherwise stated, all the clearance parcels we offer contain brand new, top grade
components. If some of the offers look too good to be true, all I can say is that the
optimists will get some stunning bargains, the cynics will never know what
they've missed, so everybody will be happy! All offers apply only while
current stocks last watch out for next month's parcels or, better
still, be the first to hear about any new offers by
putting your name on our mailing list. (Please
This one contains some of just about any component you care to name!
write in, or 'phone Pete Leah on
There are passives (resistors, capacitors, tants, presets), opto devices
(couplers, LEDs of all shapes and sizes, infra -red components,
0272 522703 after
7 -segment displays), semiconductors (transistors, diodes, ICs,
6.30 pm).
rectifiers),

EVERYTHING
MUST
GO!

UNIVERSAL
EVERYTHING PARCEL

-

MASSIVE
CLEARANCE SALE

and all kinds of other odds and ends (relays, VDRs, neons,
battery connectors, mixed components packs). A stunning range of
components enough to get a workshop or lab. started at a
ridiculously low price.
Once again, a general purpose parcel containing a
The components are of excellent quality, in packs originally intended to
sell at £1 each. To make sure you get a good variety, the 20 -pack
huge variety of components: resistors, capacitors,
parcel will have no more than two of any one pack, the 100 pack parcel
ICs, transistors, electrolytics, tants, triacs, LEDs,
will have at most five of any one pack. Packs supplied as they come diodes, thermistors, trimmers, VDRs, all sorts. All new,
our choice.
top quality components. This is mostly remainders from
PARCEL 1A: 20 PACKS for £10 + VAT
-

-

-

-

PARCEL 1B:100 PACKS for £391 + VAT

our own stock stuff we forgot to advertise, or have in
too small a quantity to sell individually. Guaranteed to be
worth at least eight times the price if valued from any
standard component catalogue! What more can say?

n
INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS
This parcel contains nothing but ICs. The
mixture offers TTL and CMOS logic,
interface ICs, linear, data converters,
op-amps, special functions, and soon.
Some of the ICs are pre -packed with data
sheets, some (TTL, CMOS, op -amps) we
expect you to identify for yourself, others
will be covered by the free data pack
provided, and the rest you'll have to
identify under your own steam. If you
know your ICs you'll be in for a few nice
surprises.
PARCEL 3A: 100 ICs for £12! + VAT
PARCEL 3B:
500 ICs for £49!
+ VAT

I

PARCEL 2A:1000+ top grade components for £12! + VAT
(Value £100+)
PARCEL 2B: 5000+ top grade components for £49! + VAT
(Value £500+)

l

LEDs
All shapes, sizes and
colours of LEDs. Round ones
in various sizes, rectangular ones,

TANTALUM
CAPACITORS
A nice range of tants in values up to
47.1F. Lots of useful caps, and we're

red, green, amber and yellow ones,
clear and tinted lenses, all sorts.

PARCEL 7A: 100 LEDs for £5.90 + VAT

PARCEL 7B: 500 LEDs for £24.90 + VAT

not mean with the most expensive
ones. A fine selection.
PARCEL 4A: 100 TANTS for £6.80 + VAT
PARCEL 4B: 500 TANTS for £29! + VAT

cC

ELECTROLYTICS
A first class selection of good, modern

electrolytics. The mixture ranges from
small coupling caps up to huge power
supply electrolytics you'll be hard
pressed to find any value between 1pF
and 220011F that isn't represented. A
wide range of very useful components.
Go for it!
PARCEL 5A:
1000 ELECTROLYTICS for £8 + VAT
PARCEL 5B:
2500 ELECTROLYTICS for £16 + VAT

-

TRANSISTORS
A mix of general purpose silicon
transistors, mostly bipolar NPN and
PNP, with a few FETs and unijunctions
thrown in (when available) to spice
the mixture. The contents vary from
month to month at the moment there

-

are BC212s, BC213s, BC548s,
BC238Bs, MTJ210s, and so on. Next
month who knows? All top quality
components.

-

PARCEL 6A:
200 TRANSISTORS for £6! + VAT

HIGHGRADE
COMPONENTS LTD
Unit 7, 8 Woburn Road, Eastville, Bristol BS5 6TT
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CAPACITORS
An exciting selection of
capacitors. There are
ceramics for decoupling and
general use, Polystyrenes for high
performance circuits, dipped and
moulded polyesters in values from a few
nF up to 2.2pF (very expensive!), tants and
aluminium electrolytics just about any
capacitor you'll ever need. Don't miss this
one!
PARCEL 8A:
1000 CAPACITORS for £6.50 + VAT
PARCEL 88:
2500 CAPACITORS
for £14.90 +VAT

-

UK Orders:
Please add £2.50
towards postage
and packing

Europe and Eire:
Please add £6.00 carriage
and insurance

Outside Europe:
Please add £12.00 carriage
and insurance
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POWER CONDITIONER

PROJECTS
All can be built in an afternoon!

The ultimate mains
purifier. Intended mainly
for lowering the noise
floor and Irtpreving the

JUMPIN' JACK FLASH

KNIGHT RAIDER

analytical qualities of
fop-blightaudio equipment.

FEATURED IN ETI JULY 1987

re

The massive triter sector) contains thirteen capacitors
two current balanced inductors. togethet w. h e hank ut s

VDRs to remove every test trace nt

moms,n

e

OP

Interference A ten LED agarth'nu dspaygses a sebrd
second meicatian of the amour', o' Me -Ate-en 'erec,ee
Our approved caos set consists o cas=_

transistors class xea Ys.cp.
etc. )and full inset..ors

'CB -a.

-- -----

V°Ps.

£28.50 +'.'A-

-

Abwcostlbuensghpers-,e-rr

. m

,R7-5 SET. .`

MAINSCONDirONEP

RUGGED PLASTIC CASE

-

L'.

The uih ate in lighting effects for your ambogh
Maser. BMW
any other car for thatmatter) P'cture this
ght powerful tights in
vie along the front and
g the 'ea- You 'lck a swich on the
dashboard control box and a point
moves lazily from ter to
rghl leaving a comets tail behind it. Flip the ewnloh again and the
point of light becomes a bar, bouncing backwards and forwards
ong Me row- Press again and try one of the other six patterns
An LED display on the control box let s you see what the main lights

eel

Met

are doing
The Knight Rader can be fitted to any car (it makes an excellent tog
Ilght'.1 or with lox poweredbulbs it can turn any chrlo s pedal car or
bicycle Into a spectacular TV agetoy'.
The parts set consists of boo, PCB and components for control. PCB
and components for sequence board and Wit '. struct ors

_

- ,_scam^abte.
VAT

Lamps not incìuded

'KAT

PARTS SET

£6.90

ra

CREDIT CARD CASINO (ETI March
The weed packet gambrng mach vie
MAINS CONTROLLER ¡ET! January

£5,90

ra

St

£19.90

£6.50

Matchbox Bridge Amp lay 150.)
L'OSV Power Ampither IC. with data and cantata

£8.90

TACHOIDWELL METER
HI-FI POWER METER

,cive up oxygen"
after

f3,90-v>

Mono power meter

+

VAT

arts set

Some parts are
available separatey
please send SAE for
lists, or SAE
e- F1 for
lists, circuit and
construction
details and further
information
(free with pads
set).

slohtoeir&indey'sAenal
Boostergives a masswe 23d6

READY-BUILT
MISTRAL

The Mistral Ioniser
(and most of
our other
projects) can now
be supplied built,
tested
and ready to go.
For details, please
contact Peter
Leah at P.L- Electronics,
8 Woburn Road Eastvilie,
Bristol 8S5 6TT
Tel: 0272 522703.
Evenings
Only

I

case sel: ragged screened box, Iront and rear panels, waterproofing gaskets,

feel sockets aid hadwere.

RAI PARTS SET£12.80 + VAT
AA2 PARTS SET £4.80 + VAT

INTERNAL

EMITTER

£2.69+ VAT
Can be used
in place of
the P -B external
emitter, or both
can be used
together
for the highest
ion output. Parts
set
includes PCB, ion
emitters, components
and Instructions,

IPA BOARD

CLEANER
£0.98 +
Essential tor
removin
and
flux residues
from the MistralePCB
to
achieve peak
performance.
Applicator
brush supplied.

ION FAN

VAT

:+e

BURGLAR BUSTER

PARTS SET £16.40 + VAT
parts are availabeseparately- please sendSAE fa lists. se
SAE+ft faeds,erae,mnMrveuonderacs andiurehw informationlhae

we parts set).

BIO-

FEEDBACK
FEATURED IN ETI
DECEMBER 1986
Bio -feedback comes of age
with this highly responsive,
self -balancing skin
response monitor! The
powerful circuit has found application in clinical shuatons
as well as on the bio -feedback scene. It will open your
eyes to what GSR techniques are really a9 about.

The complete parts set includes case, PCB, all
components, leads, electrodes. conductive gel, and full
!nsttuLtIOO5,

£15.80

+VAT

BIO-FEEDBACK BOOK

£4.50

(no VAT)

Please note. the book, by Stern and Ray, is an authorised guinde to
the potential of biofeedback techniques. It is note hobby book.
and will only be of interest to mletligent adults.

RAIi

LEDs

áà2,.

EVE

MONITOR

Be safe from intruders with our Burglar Buster alarm system! It has allthe

clt

features you'd expect from a tegtoteeh alarm: entry and exit dewy,

FEATURED IN ETI
JULY 1986

ant-temperioop,delaywarning adomho-boxprdection.

Ions have been described as
'vitaminsof the at by the

pars(cese,setteves,eta.)ata aeailableseparatey,dyouhaven'tgot
anything suilahe in your spares box. Set sans 4 PCBs, ICs, beeaeors,
relays,capadlas, resisters,dicdes,regulator,pieno sounderand full

The pads see imludes all four PCBs and ahasmpceens to go on trem.Oter

health magazines and have
Seen credited with everything
from curing hay fever and asthma to improving concentration and
puaing an end to insomnia. Although some of the claims may be

exaggerated. there Is no doubt that ionised air is much cleaner
anti purer, and seems much more Invigorating than 'dead air.
The DIRECT ION ioniser caused a great deal of excitement when
it appeared as a constructional project in ETI. At last, an ioniser

that was comparable with (better thennl commercial products.
was reliable. good to build .. and tun! Apart from the serious

applications some of the suggested experiments were outrageous]
a matched set of parts, fully approved by the
designer tobuild thrs uniquepoj t. The satins tl s a roller
tinned printed orcutt board, 66 components. case mains lead.
and even the pads for the tester. According to one customer the

We can supply

set costs abet a It,d o, the price of the Individual components
What more can we saye
InstruetlOns

are
PARTS SET WITH WHITE CASE

rºsitasandcapaitors,LEDs,phg, sodroleadhlead, etc.)
awlhtl iwstruct a

`.BsJa

IONISER

.;

1grIoto'pgnepe

Ourapprosmdpa6setcanprise.suase, ioncceeder,pnmaierweboard,
aft components (educing se lCs, satheap dáde, cameo, VDR, xener,

snd.'a..

POWERFUL AIR

PARTS SET WITH BLACK CASE

É

hegyeusetupfensadposmattheionseMbesteifectdaanpn-surveydyarhttrseoroffxe
mshor6itr.tik

PARTS SET

£9.80

+VAT
An almost silent
piezo-electric
fan, mains
operated, to pump
ions away from
the
emitter and into
the room. Increases
the
effectiveness
of any ioniser by
five

times)

.eel-e raker\

axnmemiahoniserchadc

thesensitirtyasfaasyoul ke.

126 top
grade components
all
controls, lamps,
hardware, a
multi -point phospher-bronze

eonsiswhatgasP4edsa

0M335hybrid amplifier, components and instructives. AA2 is the optional

`

tbinkirNofMryinga

37
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OoodTVpmturesfrompos

TherearetwopartsseStorlhnprojecLAAt cantainstepnnteddrrulboare,

QÍCnlsahaxpheld
-tawhichsnAhoNicns
Mtrwar.Aoantelltltegood
aiesfrom the duds ilyou're

erect mode the bargraph readout nkl datait t e peeserf ee of negable or

-

made by a careta beginner.
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seand,whchcoversthe levelsyoucaneynctelicitanarániserisin use.
Fo te atteler
onsaeona o6 natural tir en, imegratemodewBli,a ease

SET £24.80

TV BOOSTER

BasedoniMOMt3tihabndampakv. meboosierhasspecdoatiaealorivel
,he best: eidebard operaionvar, l0MHzto t.4 GHz, m id -bad gain of up ta
Sddeandawklesupptyrageof9Vto26V(twlllrunlromcabetenesten
caravaniers, dry batteresforcanpers, ºra mains'batteryelminator'!nthe
home!. tbspeáeUHFmnshucdonskillsareneeded-Irreprojegwuldbe

DISPERSION METER

tavyouanylNrgyouwanitoknowaboutlor5inihsah.

emitter and lull
instructions.

posibared hghgee

N

f EATURED

'

PARTS

VAT )

amennenaisnapa'tica.

AT

positive ions ardmeas renegicestrengtsEscoa

BenSweeRand'sbesteetknGROWAICH WHILEYOUSLEEP

prope

rt.rsSET£33.80
..

: tlteelficiemyardauya[ot
aeyaumaQeyourselt.

includes case
rinted
circuit boards,

br

,a.

May 19971

Measures Hi-Fi output power up to 100W
- naludes PCB. components. meters

VAT

camperserdcaravaeers, from
indoor amas, or wtherevera

ee

03,90

£16.40

!En

The approved pans set consists of PCB. ail components,
controls.loudspeaker, knobs, lamp, 1useholders, fuse, mains
power supply, prestige case and full Instructions.

gain to ensure good enenerg
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1E0 January 1967)

Turn your Metro .gm a Porscre'

control of your dreams and able

(N O

are

bests per

eoghl it'

Matchbox Amplifier (2owt

capability of almost
fifteen billion
(1.47 x 10') ions
every minute,
2.45 x 1011 ions
or
per second.
With extra emitters
this can be
increased still
further!

peaceful. refreshing

£2.95

,J

ar-rate

-

g yety

Listen SOW of Ht-Fpower nom an amp small
matchbox!

to change them at will to act out your wishes and fantasies.
With the Dream Machine its easy!

Is new rn stock.

mc .wegeho-I5

19861

The best ioniser
design yet this one
has variable
ion drive, built-in
ion
counter and enough
power to drive
multi -point emitters.
five
For the technically
minded, it has
nine main drive
stages,
five secondary
drives, and a four
section booster
to give an output

For many. the thought of waking refreshed and alert from
perhaps the first truly restful seep in years is exciting enough
in itself. For more adventurous souls there are strange and
engster ous dream experiences waiting. Take lucid dreams.

£16.50 +

,w

Kart

to,

+VAT

sea suit cr the vgnd through distant trees. Almost hypnotic.

PARTS SET

rem,
£6.20 ivo

AUGUST 1988

tdgeondas

s

Stereo power meter

Adtust the corvro,s IC Suht your mood and let the gentte.
relaxing sound, dtht ova, you. At first you might hear sof rain.

In

IN ETI
svole so

s

1971

MATCHBOX AMPLIFIERS (ET ApnI
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for Instance. Imagine being

EATURED

19871

Isoaled rogc toroams interface
cs

MACHINE

tresistebly into

IETI march 19881

Spectacular tack stags and [Hoc TghtIng effect!

THE DREAM

the sound draws yo
sleep

....,...

RAINY DAY

FEATURED IN ETI
JANUARY 1988

PARTS SET

a

£11.50 +VATtnofuded
£11.80 + VAT
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instructions.

Green rectangular LEDs
for bar-graph displays.
SO

for £3.50

500 for £25
1000 for £45

100 for £6

FEATURE' lit

DIGITAL AND AUDIO EQUIPMENT LEDs

Assorted 3mm LEDs: red, green, yellow and orange.

RBI PARTS SET £12.80 +VAT

25 of each (t00 LEDs) for

bì`ÚNY

:

£6.80

'nee uy2°

LJ@J UII
LIMITED

SALES DEPT., ROOM 107 FOUNDERS HOUSE, REDBROOK, MONMOUTH, GWENT,
,

The most antonlshin9 project ever to have appeared =n an
electronics magazine. Similar in pnncipte to a medical EEG
machine, this project allows you to hear the characteristic

cen(undion with Dr. Lewis's Alpha Pian. the monitor can be
used to overcome shyness. to help you feel confident in
stressful situations, and to tram yourself to excel at things you're
'no good at.
In

Eire and overseas:
no VAT Carriage and insurance £4.50.
Please allow up to 14 days for delivery.

Tel:(0600)3715

i!

rhythms of your own mind! The alpha. beta and theta fonds can
be selected tor study and the three articles give masses of
information on their Interpretation and powers.

and 15°o VAT to total.

-4.1111,7r"

E

AUGUST Met

Our approved parts set contains case, two PCBs, screening can
for bio -amplifier, all components (including three PMI precision

amplifiers), leads, brass electrodes and full Instructions.
PARTS SET

£36.90

SILVER SOLUTION

ifc.,

e

VAT

ALPHA PLAN BOOK

pansexec,adds

£3.60

£2.50

VAT

Parts set available separately. We also have a range of accesro- es.
professional electrodes. books, ere- Please send SAE. lists, or

SAE+ f2 for lists, constructor detals and further Itlorm
pans set).
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EA ST
Pat Alley baffles the
burglars with modules
and podules to add to
the EASi loop

EASi by name, easy by nature. The Event

Alarm System installation uses a single
wire around your home (and beyond!)
and yet offers a positive plethora of
possible protection devices to guard
against fire, theft or your prawns defrosting.
The central control box was described last
month, as was the protection of outbuildings and a
simple test probe in case of a ravenous rodent ruining
your continuity.
This month and next, we examine the various
sensors and additions that have been made to the
EASi circuit.
The main requirements when these were designed were that the circuits had to work under low
voltage conditions so as to conserve the loop voltage,
that they were cheap, and that if the sensor itself does
not have a fast switching action then the circuit must
generate the 1V voltage pulse sufficient to trigger the
alarm.
The units described here need no batteries or
additional wiring as they take their power from the
EAST loop (with the exception of the gas sensor which
is mains powered).
To test these units without plugging them into the
EASi loop, you can breadboard the constant current

12-32V DC

Vcc
R5

150R

DIODE D
LED1

LED2
HI

-y

R4
100R

02
BC546
Vo

LOOP SENSORS

AND SWITCHES

0V

Constant current supply circuit to test
modules
Fig.

1

1. This is almost identical to
the loading in the control box so that the circuit should
behave identically when inserted into the loop.
A point that will bring peace of mind to hamfisted
constructors is that there is no mistake you can make
in a sensor circuit that can result in any blown
components when it is inserted into the loop. The
EAST loop current is only 5mA even if the loop is
completely shorted out and 5mA rarely destroys
anything.

generator shown in Fig.

Pressure Mats

LOOP+

LOOP +

The diagram shown in Fig. 2a illustrates the simple
method of using normally open switches such as a
pressure mats with the EASi loop.
Conventional systems usually have a completely
separate loop with pressure mats in parallel or else
connect each mat across a normally closed loop and
its tamper loop. This complicates wiring and makes
troubleshooting a dreadful task.
Using a transistor as an inverting switch does
however have the problem of having its collector emitter voltage (about 0.8V for silicon transistors) lost
from the loop voltage. This obviously limits the
number of pressure mats that are possible without
using
using up too much of the loop voltage
germanium transistors (Fig. 2b) helps since this cuts
the c -e voltage to about 0.4V.
When the mat switch closes, the base -emitter
junction is shorted and the transistor stops conducting.
The collector -emitter voltage rises until caught by the
rise large enough
diode and LED at about 2.3V

-

-a

PM

PRESSURE

MAT

PRESSURE MAT SENSORS

SWITCH

LOOP-

LOOP-

(a)

(6)

Fig. 2 Triggering from a pressure mat using
(a) silicon (b) germanium transistor

to trigger the alarm.
Note that with a germanium transistor the diode
and LED can be replaced with a high intensity LED
but bear in mind that if a burglar sees a glowing light
on the floor he is likely to tread elsewhere. Place the
LED inconspicuously.

Fire Detector
LOOP-

A simple fire detector can be made on stripboard from
the circuit in Fig. 3.
The thermistor has a negative temperature
coefficient use any cheap bead type with resistance

-

exceeding 2k2 at 25°C (such as Mullard's VA1106 or
STC's KR222CW). Adjust RV1 for the trigger
temperature
135°F (57°C) is the most common.
The detector removes about 0.4V from the loop
voltage. There might be some triggering troubles since
if temperature rise is slow the `snap' action of the circuit
is affected
using higher voltage diodes should cure
this.
Bi -metal mechanical fire switches are more
expensive but have the advantage of not consuming
any loop voltage as well as guaranteeing a snap action.

-

LOOP+

Fig. 3 Circuit diagram for the fire detector
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Delayed Entry And Exit Module
C3

LOOP+

200n

ZD1

SW1a

R7

S 10k
o

y

RV1
1MO

LEDI
RED

C2

I

2

Cl
200n

n

o

ICla

3

47"

5

10V

6

L

ZD2

REED
R2

LED2

100k

YELLOW

-

NOTE:
IC1 = 4001
01 = BC546
D1,2 = 1N4148
ZD1 = 4V3 400mW
ZD2 -='9V1 400mW

SW

MAGNET

O

-

o

LOOP-

Fig. 4 Circuit diagram for the delayed entry/exit module

The system described so far includes an external
keyswitch paralleled across the main front door so that
you can enter and leave the house without setting off
the alarm.
You may prefer to construct the more sophisticated circuit of Fig. 4 which gives a timed delay for
you to get in or out of the house before the alarm
sounds. It takes advantage of the fact that EASi will
not sound for a negative loop voltage pulse.
The component overlay is shown in Fig. 5. If.
your door jam is not wide enough to accommodate
the whole sensor the reed switch can be mounted off
the PCB. The original 3 -pole 6 -way switch used for,
SW1 is no longer manufactured and is difficult to
obtain. However, a 3 -pole 3 -way can be modified as
follows:
using pliers squeeze the two end stop lugs in line
with the top plate. Lever down the spindle projection allowing about 270° rotation (eight clicks).
Remove the nuts from the underside of the switch.
Under the cover remove the two slider contacts
in -line with the spindle projection. Replace the
switch contact plate and bend the three short lugs
to be soldered to the PCB.
Solder in the three lugs and the long lugs using
short lengths of wire.

The normal position

is

one click from anticlock-

wise or clockwise, verified by normal illumination of
LED1 when the door opens. The delay position is
three clicks further
with the control box on test the
yellow LED2 should light with the door closed.

-

TO LOOP+

ne = NO

CONTACT

TO LOOP-

REED
SWITCH

Fig. 51a) Component overlay for the delayed entry/exit module

PARTS LIST
PLASTIC CASE

RESISTORS (all Y,W 5%)
R1

10k

R2,3

100k

DRILL 8mm
HOLE

DRILL 5mm
HOLES

CAPACITORS
C1,3

200n 12V

C2

47µ 10V electrolytic

C4

2n2

20

z31

11
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SEMICONDUCTORS

,

IC1

4001

01

BC546

ZD1

4V3 400mW

ZD2

9V1

LED1

red LED

LED2

yellow LED

D1,2

1N4148

Fig. 51b) Case drilling for

entry/exit module

400mW

MISCELLANEOUS
SW1

3-pole 6 -way

Reed switch. Magnet. Wire.
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Panic Switch

Freezer Sensor

a very simple matter to add push -to -break switches
anywhere in the loop to act as instant alarms in the
case of personal attack of injury. Simply fit the switch
across the loop as shown in Fig. 6.
Positioning of these switches should obviously be
if you have children or
made with sonde thought
pets that could regularly find and press them, you will
soon short them out in annoyance.

Freezers often have neon warning lights to alert you
of power failure but the rarity of failure makes it
unlikely that you'll notice it or realise its significance
if you do. Yet the price of failure when it does occur
can be enormous.
Worry no more because with EASi you can
arrange for an event alarm to sound if the freezer temperature rises above 5°C.

It is

-

-

TO PLUG TIP LOOP

-

LOOP+

PUSH TO
BREAK
SWITCH

Fig. 6 Connecting a panic
switch to the EASi loop

i
LOOP

-

TO PLUG BODY LOOP+

Fig. 7 Component overlay for the freezer sensor

Combined Gas And
Smoke Detector
is shown in Fig. 9. It uses the
Figaro TGS813 gas sensor which requires some
160mA at 5V AC. Obviously this can not be obtained
from the loop voltage and this sensor does require
separate mains power. This means that in the case of
mains failure, protection is lost.
The sensor often goes into the alarm state for a
few seconds on power up. To avoid this false alarm
the input to IC1 is inhibited until Cl is charged by R3.
In normal operation the output of IC1b is high,
illuminating the LED and inhibiting the astable. Q2
is biased on with its collector -emitter voltage taking
about 0.1V from the loop.

The detector circuit

PARTS LIST
8k2

SEMICONDUCTORS
4001
IC1

RESISTORS Ia111JW 5%)

22k

Q1

BC546

R3

5M6

Q2

BC556

R4,5

100k

LEDI

high intensity red LED

R6

10k

RV1

22R 1W

RV2

1k0

R2

-

MISCELLANEOUS

CAPACITORS

c1.

1Qµ

25V

FS1

IA fuse

PL1

2.5mm jack plug

SENS1

TGS813 gas sensor

sw1

push -to-make

T1

6-0-6 mains isolating transformer 1.5VA

E-

U

Sinn

O

FS1

1A
L

240V
AC
RV2
1k0

Fig. 9 Circuit diagram for the gas and smoke detector
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The circuit is shown in Fig. 8 and the component
overlay in Fig. 7.
Transistor Q2 dictates the quiescent voltage consumption at about 0.35V and when there are no problems Q3 and Q4 are in `hibernation' they might as
well not be there. However as the thermistor warms
up, voltage Vt will rise and the tone oscillator of Q3
and Q4 will leap into song, sending its tones along the
loop resulting in an event alarm.
Although the Schmitt trigger action of Ql, Q2
is not very pronounced, we have high repeatability
since the whole circuit is inside the freezer, with
absolutely controlled temperature conditions.
Calibrate the circuit to 5V using RV1 then seal
the box in a dry and preferably cold atmosphere. Put
a few pellets of silica gel inside if you have any, then
seal it well. The sensor can be hardwired into the loop
or plugged in using a loop socket.

-

OFF/ON

ON/OFF

NOTE:
O1,2 = AC142
= BC546

03

-

When gas or smoke is detected the sensor's
resistance falls and the voltage at the base of Ql rises
until it conducts, gating the astable and modulating
Q2 to cause an event alarm.
SW1 tests the alarm logic so that you can tell if
it is the detector or the circuit that is faulty in case of
failure. The detector can be plugged into the loop
using a loop socket as described above.

Calibration
Calibration of the sensor can be performed as follows:
Power the circuit from the mains but do not connect
to the EASi loop. Adjust RV1 to give 5V AC across
the sensor heating coil, let the circuit settle for 15mins
and adjust RV1 again as necessary. Again wait 15mins
then measure voltage VR1 (see Fig. 9) and adjust
RV2 to set the voltage at the base of Ql given from
Table 1.
This calibrates the detector to trigger at between
2000 and 5000ppm, while the minimum concentration of methane in air to cause an explosion (the
Lower Explosion Level or LEL) is 50000ppm.
The sensor will also detect smoke so don't place
the unit above a cooker. Methane rises so the sensor
should be high up, near or on the ceiling close to the
most likely source of gas leaks. (Note the sensor can
also detect butane and propane but for this purpose
should be about 20cm from the floor.

Vcc

Fig. 8 Circuit diagram for thé freezer sensor

BODY OF
JACK
PLUG

LIVE
°R"

a

R
`q

'

BROWN
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.

_
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T1
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set the base voltage of Q2

1V

0.18V
0.22V
0.26V
0.31V
0.35V
0.39V

2V
3V
4V
5V
6V
Table

1

Calibrating the gas sensor
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Fig. 10 Component overlay for the gas and smoke detector

DRILL SERIES OF 3mm
HOLES FOR COOLING AIR
AND GAS SAMPLING

o
o
o
o

VR1

LOOP-

ß

o

The box diagram in Fig. 11 shows the necessary holes
for cooling, sensing and so on. In addition drill a 3mm
hole between the case and lid to take the wires to the
loop socket of EASi.

TIP OF
JACK
PLUG

w

-

Drilling

LOOP+

(NEUTRAL

Construction
The component overlay is shown in Fig. 10. The
unused copper tracks and pads are present since the
design can incorporate an internal sounder.
Construction is straightforward. Care must be
taken since in use there are live mains tracks on the
board
make sure that if you drill a mounting hole
on the rear of the case you avoid this area of the board.

_

TWIN
MAINS
WIRE

o
o

o
o

o

0
o
o
o

o

15

DRILL 11mm
HOLE FOR STRAIN
RELIEF BUSH

20

Fig. 11 Drilling instruction for the gas sensor box
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Companies interested in marketing the
patented EASi system should contact

Mulberry at the address below.

Light Sensor
The circuit of Fig. 13 will catch out any intruder who
turns on a light when the owners are absent. Place the
light dependent resistor inside a black box to avoid
reflections and align with a hole drilled in the front of
the box.
Build the circuit on shipboard. Solder in the LED
and poke it through another hole in the box where
it can be seen.
To calibrate connect to EASi or the constant
supply of Fig. 1, rotate RV1 towards the minimum,
close the lid but don't screw it up. Pointing the unit at
a light source should illuminate the LED, putting your
thumb over the hole should extinguish it. Sensitivity
is not vital but adjust RV1 to get the best results. Expect
a maximum range of about 20ft using a 60W bulb.
For reversing the role and detecting an intruder
`breaking a beam of light' the three transistor circuit
of Fig. 14 can be used. A suitable PCB design is
shown in Fig. 15. Since Q3 is silicon there is a higher
quiescent voltage drop. The alarm voltage excursion
is guaranteed by the high intensity LED plus Vbe of

LOOP-

LDR

PHOTOCELL

Vt

LOOP+

Fig. 13 Circuit diagram of the

light sensor

LOOP

ON/OFF

TO LOOP

OFF/ON

ON/OF

-

LOOP+

Fig. 14 Circuit diagram of the 'broken beam'
light sensor

-

TO LOOP+

Fig. 15 Component overlay for the 'broken beam' light sensor

Q2 (this transistor replaces the usual shunted components). The LED is in this position to momentarily
latch the circuit since your average burglar's profile

may not break the beam long enough to sound the
alarm. It might spot Dolly Parton, but Raffles would
get through undetected!
The problem with this circuit is that a mains failure
would cause a false alarm, something that we must
not allow. Happily the control box has a safeguard
against this (see last month) but this doesn't remove
the possibility of an alarm due to a bulb blowing. The
easiest solution to this is a twin bulb source for your
light beam. A second possible solution is to use a
2 -transistor light sensor positioned at 90° so that bulb
or mains failure results in one sensor switching off as
the other switches on, cancelling out their respective
pulses. This will however take about 1.2V in loop
voltage so the twin bulbs are a better solution.

Loop Sockets

H
U

The loop socket is the simplest way of extending the
loop if you find you've laid it too short. It is also a
handy way of attaching sensors into circuit since you
can remove them later without needing to short the
loop.

-

It could hardly be more simple
just a standard
mono 2.5mm audio jack socket. The contacts are
closed (loop complete) unless a jack plug is inserted
in which case the loop is extended down the wires on
the plug. Be careful of polarity to avoid confusion
standardise connections as shown in Fig. 15.
The shunted LED is there merely to prevent an
accidental open circuit in case of a defective socket
you would never expect it to light (if it did it would
show up on the control box).

-

ETI

BUYLINES
Mulberry Electronics can provide materials and components for the
EAST alarm system at the following prices.
Control Box: metal container 1predrilledand artwork) £14. Main PCB

rÿ-

-

O

£12.00. PSU PCB £1.70. Internal siren £6.50.
Transformer £1.60, Relay £1. Battery (2.6AH) £16. All
other components £22.50.

Kits: door/window sensor £1.10, magnet £0,85, house protector
£0.85, panic switch £0.60, fault probe £0.80, fire sensor £3.50.

fix

0.60 (without LED £0.48,plug£0.18), Pressuremat
sensor £1 (pressure mat £4, stair mat £2), freezer sensor £4.55
Loop socket

(PCB only £1.50), gas sensor £16.10 (PCB only

.

£4.00, TGS sensor

only £6.95), delay entry/exit £7.50(PCB only £41.
Bell 12V6in£18,Redbell cover £9.10f nreelof single 710.2mmwhite

-Z

t"

JACK PLUG

Fig. 15 Connection of a loop socket to the EASi

loop
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Although a false alarm while connecting or
disconnecting the jack plug has never occurred in my
experience, it is recommended that you do this with
the loop set to test or part.

wire £2.40. LQRs for lightdetectors £0.60.
Prices include VAT but please add£1.50p+p.

Contact Mulberry EntLimited,Squirrelteap Hagley oa
Hants GU 13 8LH. Tel: (02521 621505.
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PCB FOIL PATTERNS

The ultrasonic camera trigger receiver foil

The ultrasonic camera trigger transmitter foil

Lei
The EASi freezer sensor foil

The EAST delayed entry/exit module foil

The

EAST
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gas and smoke detector foil

The EASi 'broken beam' light sensor foil
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The guitar tuner foil

SPECIAL
OFFER

SOUND EFFECTS

ETI has teamed up with ITRON UK to bring you this microprocessor controlled programmable sound effects generator at a bargain price.
The Sound-FX generates all manner of preset sound effects suitable

for stage, toys, games or just for fun, plus it can be programmed to
produce more musical sounds from the keyboard.

Please send me Sound-FX complete kits at

£12.99
I

enclose

to

each
a

plus

95p

cheque for £
ITRON

postage.

SPECIAL
OFFER

The Sound-FX comes ready to assemble with a sturdy console type
case, two loudspeakers, pushbuttons for the keyboard and the allimportant ready-made PCB containing the custom microprocessor
and amplifier. The kit just needs soldering together and the addition
of a PP3 battery to create a wide variety of sounds.

Normally costing nearly £14, the complete Sound-FX
kit is available to ETI readers for just
£11.99

made out
UK.

Name
Address

Postcode
Send your order to:
ETI ITRON Offer
Argus House, Boundary Way.
Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST

Please allow 28 days for delivery
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Steam train & whistle

Helicopter
Electronic fly
Police Car
Foghorn

Trimphone
UFO
Rally car

Alien speech

and much more!
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EEG Monitor (September 1987)
The wiring for the switch SW1 in Fig. 5 shows all
the wires for selecting Alpha and Beta waves
swapped. Al should read B1. A2 should read B2
and so on. The easiest remedy is to swap the front
panel labelling shown in Fig. 6 so that the switch
labelling reads Theta, Beta, Alpha.

tor

(April 1988)
Combo
The transistors in the Parts List are muddled. The
correct components should be Q1,3,5=ZTX300,
Q2,4,6,7,8 = ZTX500.

Chronoscope (November 1988)
In the overlay diagram for the counter PCB (Fig.
3) the polarity of C12 is shown the wrong way
around. SW1a-d is shown as SW1-4. Iñ Fig. 4 the
cathodes of LED 8 and 9 are the righthand and
lefthand pads respectively. The cathodes for LED
6,7 are marked as the wrong pin. In the text section
on Battery Operation, Q1 should read Tl. In Fig.
5 SW2 is incorrectly labelled SW5.

Doppler Speed Cue, (December 1988)

Owe
The bench power supply PSU board

In Fig. 2 the labelling of pins 7 and 4 of IC2 are
transposed. IC10a Pin 1 and IC9c Pin 10 should
connect together and not to the 5V rail. The positive
terminal of C3 should connect to the junction of
R2/R3. Pin 7 of IC2 should connect to the 12V rail
and not to Pin 6/Rl. So the pin labelling of CONN1
runs left-right on the overlay diagram, the
corresponding labelling in Fig. 2 should be 3-1-2,
reading downwards. Fig. 4 is correct in all respects
except for the orientation of Q2 for which the c and
e labels should be transposed. In addition the extra
switch to be seen in the photograph of the prototype
is a hangover from a previous incarnation. Just
ignore it!

octädt_e
Ler-Nc2-:).15P488.°
The bench power supply current sense board

Burglar Buster (December 1988)
The foil part of the component overlay for the basic
alarm (Fig. 1) was printed the wrong way around.
It should be rotated through 180° as in Fig. 5.
In Fig. 4a the connections around Q4 are
somewhat confused. The base of Q4 should have
a connection drawn to the collector of Q3. The
emitter of Q4 should only be connected to +12V,
not to the collector of Q3. The component overlay
in Fig. 5 is correct.
Christmas Present For Granny (January 1989)
In Fig. 3 capacitor C7 is shown with the wrong
polarity. This is correct in Fig. 5, however there
should be an additional connection between the
collectors of Q3,4 and the base of Q8.
Rev-Rider (January 1989)
In the parts list RV2 is incorrectly given at 33k. It
should be 22k as in the circuit diagram. A `blob'
went missing from the circuit diagram. RV2, R7,
R4, Cl and D3 should all be connected.

'Tech Tips (March 1989)
In the Car Courtesy Delay circuit Cl should be
15uF not 15pF and the switch in the existing light
should select from the bulb to the lower three
points.
In the Opto Counter there should be an earth
connection between the start and stop sensor
LDRs.
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CLASSIFIED
Heather Wust
0442 66650
Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, ASP, Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST.
Lineage: 54p per word VAT inclusive (minimum 15 words)
Semi Display: (minimum 2 ems)
£12.80 per single column centimetre + VAT

ELECTRONICS

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts

E3

TODAY INTERNATIONAL.

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request)

COURSES

-

London

Geese
Ma oï

Furniture

A

Faculty of the City of London

Polytechnic

Music Technology Department
Head of Department T Pamplin

DO YOU WANT A CAREER IN

Start training now for the following
courses. Send for our brochure
without obligation or Telephone us on
0626 779398
Telecomms

NAME

Tech C&G 271

Radio Amateur

Licence C&G
Microprocessor
Introduction to
Television

AUDIOIMUSIC TECHNOLOGY?
In the Music Technology Department we run

internationally recognised, BTEC accredited National
and Higher National Diplomas in Electronics for the
Music Industry.
The courses are two-year full-time and include
elements of design and construction, analogue
technology, digital techniques and acoustics.

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School,
12, Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon. T014 9UN.

Facilities

COMPUTER REPAIRS

Two fully equipped electronics laboratories. Acoustics

laboratory with analogue and digital analysis facilities.
Sixteen -track recording studio with Fairlight, Atari,
digital mastering, instruments and outboard
equipment.
Who should apply?
ideally National Diploma applicants should possess
the equivalent of four GCSE passes at Grade C or
above and Higher Diploma applicants two A Levels,
however candidates with significant relevant
knowledge or experience can be accepted onto the
course regardless of qualifications.

Interested?
Then call 01-2471953 and ask for an application form
and further details or write to The Music Technology
Department, LCF,
El -ILA.

41

Commercial Road, London

FIRST AID
FOR
TECHNOLOGY

COMPUTER REPAIRS
Fixed Super Low Prices!
Inclusive of parts, labour and VAT
1

WEEK TURNROUND

* AMSTRAD/SINCLAIR AUTHORISED *
SPECTRUM 48K
SPECTRUM 128
C64
C128
C16

£14 + Free Game
£18

£22 + Free Game
£29

VIC 20,C+4
1541 DISK DRIVE
C2N TDECK
MPS 801

£22
£36
£19

£38

£18

-3

month warranty on repair
Please enclose payment with item
Please enclose advert with repair

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD
Studio Master House, Chaulend Lane, Luton, Beds LU4 8EZ
Tel: 0582 491949
WE ACCEPT

SPECIAL OFFERS
JPG Electronics

(E24) .. 3p
Resistors Vaw 555 carbon (E12) 1p: 1a/o metal f
Res stor P k 85 different E12 values a zero ohm link. total
........ £895
content 1.000 reeser ....
.. ...
lip each
LED's red or green 3mm or 5mm .. 6p each'. Yellow
Cable Iles 75mm 1p each. £595 per 1,000'. C4950 per 10,000
... £895
Stepping motor 4 phase 12v 75 step 50ohms
r chip
.....£395
SAA 1027 stepping motor d
.....
Miniature FM transistor kits 100-108MHz high quality sound Ideal
for cordless microphone or guitars etc ......................... £748
Computer grade capacitors with screw lenninels 56000uí Gov 54;
470001 63v 51.50: 380000í 20v 5195; 870000f 10v 51.50.
7 segment C.anode LED display 12mm .......................... £045
LM2931AT5.O low drop out 5v regulator TO220 package £065
...... £045
BS250 P channel MOSFET .
5395 per 100
BC559 transistor T092 PNP
rter ...:..
74L005 hex
£1000 per 100
5150
AM27S02)DC memory
Sveneo LKWMV'FM tuner,pre-amp assembly wmplete 0Ah wlumalone

SURPLUS SALE
Hi -grade receiver Circuits, VHF 53-180MHz
+ 10/11m (integral squelch). Fully intact

compact boards 51/2x31/2", quality components; >80% operational (peripherals
omitted). CM schematic/wiring diagram.
Special price: £8.50 p/u post paid return
dispatch. Full new sets: £26.50 all inc.
TAYLOR D/T (Dept ETI),

Emmerson Street,
Crook, Co Durham, UK.

assemble described bov
Motor star capacitors 1501 440vac

4001370v..

.. ...

5Op.

...... £150
£595, 4uí 250vac .................. £195

LNE mains suppressor 2x5nta100nf ............................. 5055
5 digit 6v electromagnetic counter
Oval Bohm speakers 136x7Omm
Hour counter (used) 7 digit 240vac 505e ...

£195
5060

....... 5095

LCD display 16 digit 705 dots dot matrix ........................ £250
Overly keyboard 58 key untried good quality switches £500
CMOS TTL 74 HC 74F linear transistor kits, capacitors, resistors,
tools etc. always in stock.
Please add 75p pop per order VAT included

JPG Electronics,
276 Chatsworth Road, Chesterfield S40 26H
Access orders (0246) 211202 Callers welcome

-
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(4 lines)

TO ADVERTISE

CALL THE
CLASSIFIED
HOTLINE ON

0442 66650
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-

control and tuning soak. Brand new in maker's carton 0595; Faulty £195.
d e for tuner
Circuit diagram. description a setting up p

EXPRESS

VOUCHERS

PCB'S

SUBJECT TO STANDARD TERMS OF BUSINESS

HINDLEY ELECTRONICS
FAST * FAST * FAST * FAST
COMPUTER REPAIRS -STANDARD CHARGES
Commodore84
Commodore +4
Commodore 128
1541 Disc Drives

£25
£25
£32

Commodore64C
£29
£21
Commodore C16
Commodore Vic 20 .... £18
£32.50 (excluding r/w head)

Large SAE for Computer ICs and General Computer Lists.

Sinclair/Amstrad/Electron- Please ring for repairs.
All prices include VAT and postage including insurance.

HINDLEY ELECTRONICS
97 Market St, Hindley, Wigan W N2 3AA

SURPLUS STOCK. 7/0.2 insulated
wire. Ideal projects and prototypes.
Pack of ten assorted colours each
three metres long 85p, two packs
£1.50, five packs £3, ten packs £5.
VAT inclusive. Add £1 p&p to all
orders. Advanced Photo Systems
Ltd, Harley Industrial Park, Paxton
Hill, St Neots, Cambs PE19 4RA.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS. Low
cost production service: 5p per
square centimetre (less for orders
of 10 plus) one offs, 100 offs.
Enquiries: Watling Wires, 52
Watling Street, Nuneaton, Warwickshire CV11 6JL. Telephone
(0203) 382296.

Tel: 0942 522743
Standard charge may not apply to meoh'neswith multiple faults
months warranty on repairs with ave rage 24 hours turnaround.
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DO YOU HAVE THE
PRODUCTS TO SELL
OUR READERS?
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ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
wind
and
solar
designs,
generators, high voltage teslas,
devices,
surveillance
pyrotechnics and computer
graphics tablet. 150 projects.
to
SAE
For
catalogue.
Plancentre Publications, Unit 7,
Old Wharf Industrial Estate,
Ledbury,
Road,
Dymock
Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

********************
* Workshop Service Manuals *
*
VideoRecorder - 012.50
* MostColourTV, Audio,Test, Vintage, Amateur, etc. £6.00
*
Please state Make/ModellType with order
*
* FREE Catalogue Unique Repair and Data Guides *
*
**
with all orders LSAE for your copy
* MAURITRON ELECTRONICS LTD (ETI), *
*
Chinnor,
Tree
Road,
Cherry
8
*
*
*
Oxfordshire, OX9 40Y.
*
Tel: (0844) 51694
*
****** ********* *****

WANTED
Person to join my team of 4 Engineers,
repairing a range of Electronic boards. A
great opportunity for someone to get
hands-on experience, we are not looking
for any formal qualifications, but insist on
someone who is willing to work and learn
on their own initiative. Easy going
atmosphere in very modern workshop (AirCondiion and Large).
Starting Salary £7,000 building up with
experience.
Phone Mark on 01-877-1200 exten 39.

Philip Shefras Spares, Wandsworth,
London SW18.

TERMS AND
CONDITIONS ARE
AVAILABLE ON
REQUEST FROM
ARGUS HOUSE,
BOUNDARY WAY,
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
HP2 7ST

**

RESISTOR PACKS

KITS
NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
kit, tuneable 80-115MHz, 500 metre
range, sensitive electret microphone, high quality PCB. SPECIAL
OFFER complete kit ONLY £5
POST FREE. Access orders tele-

RMOS, P.O. Box 3
Usk, Gwent NP5 2YF

LEADING MANUFACTURERS
AND SUPPLIERS OF
SURVEILLANCE AND
SECURITY EQUIPMENT.

WANTED

MINIATURE TRANSMITTERS,
TELEPHONE MONITORING
EQUIPMENT, AND MANY

Send stamped addressed
envelope for your free
catalogue to:
172 Caledonian Road,
London N1 OSG.

COLES ÑARDING & CO.
103 South Brink
Wisbech, Cambs.
ESTABLISHED OVER 10 YEARS
Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Number: 0945 588844

up to 1,000 inputs

on.board mic input
auxiliaries

l-"if

auuSS,

Nam

Trade Enquiries Welcome

THE PRACTICAL
OMICRON 2
surveillance solution. Less than 1/2
matchbox sized, shockproof unit
with whisper sensitive microphone,
quarter mile range on domestic FM
radio, 72hr battery life and full 12
months warranty. Easy to use, many
applications. Only £17.95 each.
14 -day money -back guarantee
Millea Electronics, 470-472
Leymoor Road, Huddersfield, HD7
40F. Special offer! Free COD on
phoned orders (0484) 460103 24hr.

-

versions far recording
PA, radio, disco

From f9.92

grams and uses only £1.00. Components and P.C.B's available:
Herrington, 63 Home Farm Rd,
Hanwell, London W7 1NL.

Telephone

01-278-1768

-

EQUIPMENT

6

SWITCHES easy to follow dia-

OTHERS.

Turn your surplus
transistors, IC's etc., into
cash. Immediate settlement.
We also welcome the
opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance.
Contact:

Series X Mixer Kits

VOICE/SOUND ACTIVATED

ESKAN
ELECTRONICS

£6.95

phone 021-411 1821, cheques/PO's
to: Quantek Electronics Ltd, (Dept
ETI), 45a Station Road, Northfield,
Birmingham B31 3TE.

SWITCHES

* *

5% Carbon Film, 10 of each,
E12 value, 10R to 10M, total 730
resistors
t/4 W

an

ADVERTISE
YOUR BOOKS
HERE IN 1989

WANTED

SURVEILLANCE

COMPONENTS

BOOKS

PLANS

Send 19p for catalogue to:
K. Tek, RO. Box 172A, Surbiton,
Surrey KT6 6HN. Tel: 01-399 3990

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS EQUIPMENT

ANCHOR SURPLUS LTD
THE CATTLEMARKET, NOTTINGHAM

0602 864902

-

Britain's largest electronic surplus depot! 2 acre site in central Nottingham. Millions of electronic goodies. oscilloscopes, radios, tuners, amplifiers, aerials,
components, microwave bits, signal generators, spectrum analysers, tape recorders, videos, cameras, batteries, cables, etc.

IF THE ARMED FORCES USE IT
NOTTINGHAM DEPOT
Mon -Fri 9 am - 6 pm Saturday 9 am - 4 pm
Plenty of parking space everyday except Saturdays

MO NM OM OM

¡CLASSIFIE ETC-051313ÖK
'

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL, CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
1 DEPARTMENT, ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No.

COMPONENTS

RIPLEY DEPOT

HAVE A DAY OUT
Bring the wife and kids, plenty to see.
Browsers and buyers all welcome.

>---tom

FOR SALE

WE PROBABLY SELL IT

UTËY

PLANS

New depot aI

PEASEHILL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, RIPLEY, DERBYSHIRE
Tel: 0773 570537

MI
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Rates: Lineage 54p per word (VAT inclusive) minimum 15 words.
Semi -display £12.80 per single column cm plus VAT. No
reimbursements for cancellations. All ads must be pre -paid.
Name
Address
Daytime Tel. No.
Signature
Date
SERVICES

PCB'S

1

OTHERWISE STATE
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RETAIL OUTLETS
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BIRMINGHAM

SURREY

LIVERPOOL

PLS

PROGRESSIVE RADIO

"SUPERTRONICS"
Speakers, components and test equipment
(new and used) at very competitive prices
Come and see us at

Central Road,
Worcester Park,
Surrey KT4 8HZ,
Tel: 01-330 6540.
Programmable device specialists.
16

BIRMINGHAM

C

65 HURST STREET,
BIRMINGHAM B5
TEL: 021-666 6504
9-6pm

(PAL'S, PROM's, PLD's etc). Many

T

EDINBURGH

LONDON

R

M

A
R

T

CRI irr.

OMNI ELECTRONICS

;t;

Tel: 031 667 2611

01

TO ADVERTISE
YOUR RETAIL
OUTLET IN

ELECTROMART
TELEPHONE:

0442 66650
TODAY

Tel: 051 236 0154

E

Tel: 051 236 5489

Liverpool 2
'THE ELECTRONICS SPECIALISTS'

C

Open: Tues -Sat 9.30-5.30

T

NEYLAND MARINE

OD

R

APPOINTED AGENT IN S WALES FOR
NAVICO AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT

Neyland Marine, Brune! Quay,
Neyland, Milford Haven,
Pembrokeshire, S Wales.
Tel: 0646 600462

Phone for our catalogue:
452 0161/450 0995 Telex: 914 977
40

Open-. Mon -Fri 9am-6pm, Sat 4am-5prn.
Send 2',lap stamps for latest catalogue.

L

SOUTH WALES

FOR COMPONENTS
LOTS OF NEW DEVISES
LOTS OF LOWER PRICES

174 Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EH16 5DX

Cricklewood Broadway,
London NW2 3ET.

WOLVERHAMPTON
WALTONS OF
WOLVERHAMPTON
Established since 1947

Offering a complete range- ICs, transformers,
switches, pots, capacitors,resistors, kits, speakers,
test equipment, books and lots, lots morel
Come and see us at

55A Worcester Street, Wolverhampton
Mon -Sat: 9-6 pm Tel: 0902 22039

P{

xr1

M

THE STANDARD
RATE FOR AN
ADVERTISEMENT IN
ELECTROMART IS
£20.20 (+ VAT)
FOR ONE INSERTION

A
R

T

SERIES DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

LINSLEY-HOOD SUPER HIGH QUALITY AM/FM TUNER
SYSTEM.

HART ELECTRONICS are specialist producers of kits for
designs by JOHN LINSLEY-HOOD. All kits are APPROVED
by the designer

Complete record and replay circuits for very high quality low
noise stereo cassette recorder Circuits are optimised for our
HS16 Super Ouality Sendust Alloy Head. Switched bias and
equalisation to cater for chrome and ferric tapes. Very easy to
assemble on plug-in PCBs. Complete with full instructions.
£33.70
£2.30 each
75p no VAT
£8.70

LINSLEY HOOD 300 SERIES AMPLIFIER KITS
Superb integrated amplifier kits derived from John Linsley Hoods articles in 'HiFi News'.
Ultra easy assembly and set-up with sound quality to please
the most discerning listener. Ideal basis for any domestic
sound system if quality matters to you. Buy the kit complete
and save pounds off the individual component price.

K300-35. 35 Watt Discount price for Complete Kit
£98.79
K300-45. 45 Watt Discount price for Complete Kit £102.36
RLH4&5. Reprints of Original Articles from 'Hi-Fi News'
£1.05 no VAT
.

HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT
CASSETTE HEADS

your tapes lack treble? A worn head could be the problem.
Fitting one of our replacement heads could restore performance to better than new! Standard mountings make fitting
easy and our TC1 Test Cassette helps you set the azimuth
spot-on. We are the actual importers which means you getthe
benefit of lower prices for prime parts. Compare us with other
suppliers and see! The following is a list of our most popular
heads, all are suitable for use en Dolby machines and are ex stock
HC20 Permalloy Stereo Head. This is the standard head fitted
as original equipment on most decks
£7.66
HS16 Sendust Alloy Super Head. The best head we can find.
Longer life than Permailoy, higher output than Ferrite, fantastic frequency response
£14.86
H0551 4 -Track Head for auto -reverse or quadrophonic use
Full specification record and playback head
£14.60
HX100 Stereo Permalloy R/P head. Special Offer £2.49
MA481 2/2 Language Lab R/P head
£13.35
DO

LINSLEY-HOOD CASSETTE RECORDER CIRCUITS

Complete Stereo Record/Play Kit
VU Meters to suit
Reprints of original Articles
880X Stereo Mic Amplifier

47 Whitechapel.

other components in stock.

stock a wide range of electronic components at

o

87/93 Dale Street

E

Our very latest kit for the discerning enthusiast of quality
sound and an exotic feast for lovers of designs by John
Linsley -Hood. A combination of his ultra high quality FM
tuner and stero decoder described in "ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL" and the Synchrodyne AM
receiver described in "Wireless World". The complete unit is
cased to match our 300 Series amplifiers. Novel circuit
features in the FM section to include ready built pre -aligned
front-end phase locked loop demodulator with a response
down to DC and advanced sample and hold stereo decoder
together make a tuner which sounds better than the best of
the high-priced exotica but, thanks to HART engineering.
remains easy to build. The Synchrodyne section with it's
selectable bandwidth provides the best possible results from
Long and Medium wave channels. so necessary in these days
of split programming If you want the very best in real HiFi
listening then this is the tuner for you Since all components
are selected by the designer to give the very best sound this
tuner is not cheap, but in terms of it's sound it is incredible
value for money. To cater for ail needs four versions are
available with variations up to the top of therange full AM; FM
model. with any unit being upgradeable at any time. Send for
our fully illustrated details

STUART TAPE RECORDER CIRCUITS
Complete stereo record, replay and bias system for reel-toreel recorders These circuits will give studio quality with a
good tape deck. Separate sections for record and replay give
optimum performance and allow a third head monitoring
system to be used where the deck has this fitted. Standard
250mV input and output levels. These circuits are ideal for
bringing that old valve tape recorder back to life.
K900W Stereo Kit with Wound Coils and Twin Meter
Drive
£65.67
RJS1 Reprints of Original Articles
£1.30 no VAT

Personal callers are always very welcome but
please note that we are closed all day Saturday

24hr SALES LINE

(0691) 652894'

SM166

2/2

Erase

Head.

Standard

mounting.

AC type.
£8.85
SM150 2/2 Erase Head. DC Type
£3.60
HQ751 E 4/4 Erase Head for Portastudio etc..... £46.80
Full specifications of these and other special purpose
heads in our lists.

HART TRIPLE -PURPOSE TEST
CASSETTE TC1

One inexpensive test cassette enables you to set up VU level,
head azimuth and tape speed. Invaluable when fitting new
heads. Only £4.66 plus VAT and 50p postage.
Tape Head De-magnetiser. Handy size mains operated unit'
prevents build up of residual head magnetisation causing
noise on playback
£4.54
Curved Pole Type for inaccessible heads
£4.85

Send for your free copy of our LISTS. Overseas please send 2
IRCs to cover surfae Post or 5 IRCs for Airmail.
Please add part cost of post, packing and insurance as follows:

INLAND
Orders up to £10 - 50p
Orders £10 to £49 - £1
Orders over £50 - £1.50

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
UNLESS STATED

OVERSEAS
Please send sufficient to cover
Surface or Air Post as
required.

FREE
READERS'
ADS
or
through our free service to
Buy, sell

exchange

readers

WANTED URGENTLY free or cheap components for home projects.
Phone Mike after 5pm weekdays on Harpenden (05827) 68221.
CDX-P1 Pioneer compact disc mechanism, offers. Ring (0204)
651402 after 6pm or weekends.
BRIDGE capacity and resistand, insulation and leakage, continuity
measurements, mains powered. In good working condition. Ring
Woking 72120.
S100 16K STATIC RAM board with Phantom control, with data.
Only £10.
Tel: Reading (0734) 475180.
HACKER'S HAND BOOK. Hacker's Handbook wanted. Also other
hacker book's wanted.
Contact: Ulf Anderson, Linglemu 401
N-3200 Sandfjord, Norway.
WANTED. Old phones, also spares. Any quantity, any condition.
Some available for swaps. Reward for good leads.
Phone: Mark
01-761 7259.
DOT-MATRIX PRINTER, Mannesmann Tally, professional model,
variable baud rate, clean, good condition, unknown working condition,
hence only £50.
Ring: Woking 72120.
FOR SALE: DIGISOUND SYNTH modules. Wanted: Faulty
Vocoders, samplers, drum machines, electro-harmonix effects.
Tel:
021-420 3295, evenings.
FULLY STABILIZED POWER SUPPLY 0-25V, 3 amps, calibrated
3in meter, variable current limiting, meter monitors volts or amps.
Brand new. £50.
Woking 72120.
INTRUDER DETECTOR. 400sgft coverage. Ultrasonic alarm.
Freestanding, ready built, battery operated device. Complete with
siren. £19.95.
Mr C. A. M. Wallace, 34 South Strand, Fleetwood,
Lancashire FY7 8RL.
BBC B COMPUTER, ATPL, RAM, ROM, disks, drive 40/80,
cassettes player, joystick, ROM Data Mountain, software value £400.
Cash £300. Swop.
Telephone: (0254) 31215.
USA AND CANADA COLLECTORS. Some ETI and Elektor back
issues available.
Victor Deleon, Apartado Postal 39-2, Guadalajara
Jalisco 44100, Mexico.
JLH pre and power amp. Unfinished project. 70% built. Bargain £95.
For more info phone Dartford (0322) 77944.
OSCILLOSCOPE. Scopex 4D10A, double beam, fully transistorised,
10MHz bandwidth, 10mV sensitivity, alt/chop modes, TV/field trigger,
probes available, clean. £99.
Woking 72120.
ARTIFICIAL MASTOID WANTED Bruel and Kjaer 4930. Dave
Calvert, Royal Liverpool Hospital 051-709 0510 ext 203.
OLIVETTI MS-DOS PROGRAMS. IBM compatible, various
programs £50 each. Quantity video, TV/hi-fi service manuals, clean
condition £100 lot.
01-897 9603.
WANTED: interface cartridge' for Alphacom 80 printer, also for
Alphacom 42, or copies of circuit diagrams. Any reasonable price paid.
01-578 7273.
FOR SALE: Sharp pocket computer, as new, with manual, £80.
N. Y. Qandah, 55 Usher Road, Bow, London E32 HA.
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guaranteed.
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reserves the right to alter or refuse ads whenever this is judged necessary.
All ads are accepted in good faith. Neither the magazine nor its publishers can be held
responsible for any errors in the reproduction of ads, nor for untruths or misrepresentations,
nor for the activities of advertisers or respondents.
Advertisers submitting ads for this section shall be deemed to have accepted these

conditions.
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BBC dual floppy disk controller, Solidisk. Controls both 1770 and
8271 chips or 1770 alone, allowing total compatability. £45. Woking
72120.
KEYLESS CODE LOCKS 1000 new. £36 or over each to fund new

-

mini bus for Stafford Deaf Club. P. S. Boult, 11 St Vincents Road,
Doncaster DN1 2LR.
OVER 500 BACK NUMBERS ETI 1972-80, PW 1950-81, HE
1979-81, WW 1954-80, PE 1970-77, RC 1952-72. Good condition,
many years complete. Offers? 01-892 6721 evenings.
DISK DRIVE 51/4in, DSDD, £25 ono. PSU 5V at 3A, 12V at 1A,
-12V at 0.5A, £10 ono. Tel: (0577) 63553 evenings.
SPECTRUM 48K, Z80 assembler, games,' Sinclair ZX81, Maplin
50W amplifiers, ETI pre -amp plus separate PSUs. Phone for details
Bristol 422666.
WANTED: DRAGON software/hardware/multipak/5 ROM
interfaces and 51/4in SS half height drive. Must be cheap. S. Knight,
76 Etwall Rd, Birmingham B28 OLE.
WANTED: PROJECT CIRCUITS on amplifier 50 watt or over. 12V
to 45V. Richard Walker, 18 Redhills Road, Kingston 10, Jamaica, WI
SOLARTRON double beam oscilloscope, £70.Pocket multimeter,
£10. 30V l0A PSU2, £25 each. Stepper motors, transformers, etc.
(0734) 574255 evenings.
LARGE AMOUNT of IBM PC cards for sale. Call (0905) 53248 or
call my BBS on (0905) 52536.
MULTICORE CABLE, various types, high quality and unused for
approx 50p per metre. Phone (0543) 491867 (Lichfield area). Postage
extra.
1MEG MEMORY UPGRADE for Atari 520ST/M/FMs. Uses 256K
DRAMS, qty 16, £85. Phone (0495) 272358, M. Williams.
RADIO SELENA VEGA 215 8 wavebands FM SW1 to SW5, MW.
LW, battery tuning indicator. Used once. £19. Phone (0406) 380037.
HELP WANTED to start an electronic section on my BBS. Call in
on (0905) 52536 or call me (0905) 53248.
HITACHI MONITOR. Type VM -906E, gin monochrome screen,
composite video input, £15. (03224) 39866.
BBC MODEL B with drive and printer, £300 bargain. Call (0905)
53248 or (0905) 754127 modem connection only.

- _ _ I ti -

These ads are only for ETI readers not engaged in buying or selling the same items or services
on a commercial basis.
Ads will be inserted as and when space permits. Insertion in a specific issue cannot be
ETI

HMV 2419 radio stereogram, teak cabinet, immaculate condition,
four button pre-set tuning with stereo indicator, AFC autochanger, etc.
£45.
Woking 72120;
COMPUTER TERMINAL, Hewlett Packard, RS232 comms, printer
port, software set-up via menus. Only £75.
Tel: (0702) 525050,
after 6pm.
ENTERPRISE PITS AND PIECES, case, keyboard, PCB, etc.
Cheap.
Write: S. J. Bennett, 17 Gresham Place, Henfield, West
Sussex BN5 9QT.
WANTED: Details of circuit for using car rear window heater as a car
radio aerial.- P. Bailey, 26 Gedling Road, Arnold, Nottingham NG5
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Ads should be 20 words or less including the address and/or telephone
number. Please write in black block capitals or type in the grid provided

on this form or

a

photocopy.

Send the form to:
FREE READERS' ADS
Electronics Today International
Argus House, Boundary Road
Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST
Enter your advertisement below
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etween popping our corks over John Linsley
Hood's amplifier and fitting the entire ETI
workshop and studio into crates for the move to
Hemel Hempstead, we've still found time to put
together a powerful package of perspicacious
projects and fascinating features to fill the pages of the June

e

issue of ETI.

ETI

We present a MIDI system to turn any piano or synthesiser
into a master keyboard, with a possible 88 -note range, velocity
sensitivity, and a range of further options.

The EASi alarm system concludes with a second batch of
modules including an ultrasonic detection system and a voice
intercom that can plug anywhere into the loop for constant
monitoring or communication between rooms.
Carrying on from his look at PC compatibles as a potential
enthusiasts' computer, Mike Bedford considers the possibilities of interfacing peripherals directly to the PC system bus.

ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

For beginners we takea simple warning bleeper and present
a collection of cunning circuits for this versatile ist Class

design.

JUNE ETI
OUTMAY 5th

Plus all the regular columns, comment and communiques
to keep you in touch with whatever happens in the wide world
of electronics over the next month.

The above articles are in preparation but circumstances could prevent publication.
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HobbMaane

FOR

48K ZX

Now you can produce high quality printed circuit
boards/circuit diagrams/component layouts on
your 48K ZX Spectrum. If you don't own one it's
worth getting one just for this suite of programs!
Comprehensive manual included with getting started tutorial.
FULL SUITE FOR ONLY £30.00 INC.

PCB LAYOUT:

Produce quality printed circuits directly from your EPSON RX/FX or compatible dot
matrix printer using a dense 1:1 printout on positive photoresist coated board. Or super
quality using x2 printout and photoreduction. Many features such as 15 track widths; 15
pad sizes; 16 transistor/ic/comers; 20 connectors; large multiscreen WYSIWYG display
gives a clear uncluttered view of pads, tracks and
drill holes; O.lin. arid on/off; Block move; copy;
mirror; rotate; erase; area fill (ideal for earth
C
plane); preview; undo; dimensionally accurate oña.e
printer routine with quick print; 1:1 or 2:1 dumps.
Custom pad design and library. Available separately
for £20.00 inc.

COMPONENT LAYOUT

ilYO( 14qv1

Draw component layouts directly or from existing

-

NOW AVAILABLE FREE TO HOBBYISTS
LATEST STOCK LISTING
INCLUDING
Receiving valves, rectifiers and diodes, thyristors and
IC's plus a selection of discrete semi -conductors

For your listing either phone (0375) 360062 or
Send a large sae to:
COMPSTOCK (HOBBY) ELECTRONICS,

Compstock House, London Road,
Stanford -le-Hope, Essex SS17 OJU

(CDMRSTDCK)
66

PCBTHEDESIGNER
SPECTRUM

pcb layouts using a unique track reducing facility.
The following components are provided: resistors,
capacitors, ics, diodes, transistors, line drawing,
pnntout and block commands as above. Not available separately.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS

Features similar to the above programs with a library of electronic symbols including resistors.
capacitors, diodes, transistors, fets, op amp.
switches, inductors, logic gates. Not available separately.
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Version now available for EE Centronics Interface-see Jan issue
State version required from: Disciple!+D; Discovery; +3; Microdrive & Tape. Important! Tape and Microdrive users please state
Centronics interface in use or send fl for details.

KEMSOFT

THE WOODLANDS, KEMPSEY,
WORCESTER WR5 3NB. Tel. 0905 821088 after 6 p.m., or
see us on A.I.X-386 BULLETIN BOARD 0905 52536/754127
on any computer with modem.

ETI MAY 1989

THE
TIME HAS COME .
Britain's First Music Magazine for the Computer User!

Featuring Reviews on Hardware & Software across all formats- Micro Music is
the magazine the Computer Musician has been waiting for.
Available 10th March from all good Newsagents

Superb Triple -Trace 20MHz Oscilloscope
Precision laboratory oscilloscope.
3 Channels -3 Trace.
Sensitive vertical amplifier lmV/div allows
very low level signals to be easily observed.
150mm rectangular CRT has internal
graticule to eliminate parallax error.
X -Y mode allows Lìssàjous patterns to be
produced and phase shift measured.
TV sync separator allows measurement of
video signals.
2Ons/div sweep rate makes fast signals
observable.
Algebraic operation allows sum or difference
of Channel 1 and 2 to be displayed.
Stable triggering of both channels even with
different frequencies. is easy to achieve.
50mV/div;output from Ch available to drive
external instrument e.g. frequency counter.
A hold -off function permits triggering of
complex signals and aperiodic pulse
waveforms.
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40MHz Triple -Trace Oscilloscope

Aim

As above, but with 40MHz bandwidth and
super bright 12kV tube even at the highest
frequencies. This instrument also has a

delayed sweep time base to provide
magnified waveforms and accurate time
interval measurement. Truly superb
precision instrument.
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ELECTRONICS
Order Coupon
Qty.

Send to P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, SS6 8LR
Description

Code

Add carriage
Name

Price

P.O. Box 3, RAYLEIGH, ESSEX SS6 8LR.

50p

Total

Address
Post Code

authorise you to debit my Credit Card accountfor the cost of goods
despatched.
I

Card No.
Access, Amex, Visa
If ordering by Credit Card please sign
Expiry date of Credit Card

delete as required.

PHONE BEFORE
OR SAME
DAY DESPATCH
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.

ETI

All items subject to availability. Subject to availability both items will be on sale in
our shops in Birmingham, Bristol, Leeds, London, Manchester, Nottingham,

Southampton and Southend-on-Sea.

